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CHAPTER 1

THE NEWS DESK SPECIAL

SHOCKING EVENTS OF THE OKLAHOMA CITY BOMBING
by Dr. Al Overholt  4/24/97

From the INTERNET, 4/97, [quoting:]  

Friends—we can count the good men/women in government as being some of the rarest of commodities on Earth, if not an almost extinct species of genus homo sapiens. I wish there was a way to hold stock shares in these distinct rarities, as the stock would soar every single day, as more and more “public servants” are exposed as seditious traitors. And I would surely be the richest woman in the world. We have serious reason to treasure, aid and abet this precious man. By helping Rep. Key, we assist ourselves foremost, not to mention our gravely embattled nation. —Kind regards, Angie

NOT PRINTED AT STATE EXPENSE

REP. CHARLES KEY COMMITTEES:
House Of Representatives
March 12, 1997

Dear Concerned Citizen:

My name is Charles Key and I’d like to share some personal and inside information with you.

I’m an Oklahoma State Representative. I humbly ask you to spare a few minutes to read some things that you have probably never seen before on TV or read in the newspapers about some shocking events associated with the Oklahoma City bombing.

Regardless what city or state you’re from, you will likely be affected more than you may ever know by that bombing and pending trials.

On April 19, 1995 when I heard the news (and literally heard the explosion) of the Murrah Building I was dumbfounded.

As the realization sunk in that so many people and children were killed, I, along with millions of others watching news coverage, felt that indescribable, overwhelming sensation in the pit of my stomach.

Yet, as the “story” unfolded, my spirits were lifted as I saw example after example of sheer human compassion and an outpouring of unblemished, unconditional love flow forth in a far greater de-
gree than I had ever seen in any venue of life, including and especially in political circles.

Put more bluntly, that sacrificial selflessness and unity was the very antithesis of the type of behavior that so typically embodies politics.

How refreshing it was to see people helping people without the proverbial ugly political head rearing up asking, “What’s in it for me?” or “Why should I do that?”

As the weeks passed, I saw Godbreathed compassion by the citizens of Oklahoma and from many other states who joined in to help. Those memories will never leave my mind and nothing can eradicate the great amount of good that was done by those thousands of acts of kindness.

As a matter of fact, it is that very visible love that helped me hang on for the two tough years that followed. (I hope you will take the time to read more about those years in the following pages.)

Over the next few weeks, inconsistencies began emerging. Stories kept changing and although I couldn’t see the emerging political angle, I could sense it.

Consider the following facts which caused me to become initially concerned.

Fact #1: The initial A.P.B. (All Points Bulletin) was for Middle Eastern John Does in a brown pick-up truck. The Jordanian brought back from London who had apparent bomb-making materials in his suitcase and other John Doe suspects who were described as Middle Eastern.

Fact #2: Those Middle Eastern reports quickly vanished. Why?

Fact #3: The 1200-pound ammonium nitrate bomb “grew” continuously from 1200 to 2400 to 4800 pounds.

Fact #4: The early reports told us about explosives inside the Murrah Building. Remember how the rescue effort was “put on hold” while the bomb squad entered the building to search for and take out those intentionally placed internal explosives? Then those reports were described in detail by local U.S. congressmen and bomb experts interviewed in studio by the media.

Fact #5: Those reports also disappeared or were explained away as dummy or ‘for show’ items.

Fact #6: Those who dared oppose the REVISIONIST NEWS ACCOUNTS, were ostracized, mocked, discredited, dark-cornered, etc. I know, I was one who dared to be politically incorrect.

Fact #7: The ATF (Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) had field agents assigned to the office at the Murrah Building. Yet, on the day of the bombing, not one of those agents were killed. They were mysteriously, uncharacteristically absent from the building that morning.

At some point it became painfully apparent that there was more wrong than right with the federal investigation. That is when I had a very tough decision to make. Should I sit and do nothing and remain in my comfort zone simply “playing the part” of the caring politician for the photo op’s? Or
should I really do the right thing even if it meant giving the phrase “politically incorrect” a whole new dimension?

It didn’t take long after discussing it with my wife to determine that I had to do the right thing—no matter what the consequences were to be.

Having come to that conclusion, I decided to go forward to search out the truth and tell it to a waiting world. Little did I know the onslaught I was about to embrace.

Before I go on to tell you what I did that I believed was right, allow me to tell you what some in the establishment news media and political circles claimed I was doing wrong.

Major media has launched unheard of attacks against our desire to conduct constitutionally sound and proper investigations. The Daily Oklahoman and the Tulsa World have published nine separate editorials viciously attacking me, Glenn Wilburn and all those who have stood up and demanded all of the truth about this terrible crime.

An editorial from the Daily Oklahoman entitled, “DROP IT, MR. KEY” even had the audacity to say: “As we argued when Key first set out on this course, the Legislature and its staff had no business investigating the bombing. It was, and is, poorly equipped to do so. The same can be said of a panel of local citizens...”

The same day Oklahoma Attorney General Drew Edmondson issued a personal attack saying that I was proposing a “wasteful witch hunt” and was pushing “the worst kind of paranoid conspiracy pandering”.

People in powerful positions have repeatedly attacked those of us who have been scrutinizing the federal investigation.

Oklahoma Governor Frank Keating was a former FBI agent himself and spent most of his career in the services of Federal Departments of the Treasury, Justice and HUD (Housing and Urban Development). At one time in his career his responsibilities included the overseeing of the ATF and other federal law enforcement. Gov. Keating went so far as to say that “raising questions would not bring one whit of intelligence to the process.” He later escalated his attacks saying those of us who were raising serious questions were “howling at the moon” and “off the reservation”.

All of these people are literally robbing the victims’ family members and survivors—and all of us—the opportunity and right to know the truth.

For nearly two years the negative media coverage seemed unending. And although I never vowed not to do any fundraising, going hat-in-hand was about the last thing I wanted to do. After all, I wasn’t searching for cash, I was searching for answers. I shudder to think what sort of creative headlines would have appeared had I operated an active fundraising campaign in the wake of that tragedy.
In retrospect, I now believe I may have done a disservice by not fundraising.

First, had I acquired cash reserves for the very worthy cause I was working on, it would have aided tremendously in fighting the formidable disinformation and smear campaign waged by “faceless forces” that appear to have pockets of unending depth and the mass media at their beck and call.

Second, had I done fundraising, my own family and others wouldn’t have gone into debt by this largely self-funded effort.

*WE NOW FACE*

*OUR GREATEST CHALLENGE*

Glenn Wilburn, who lost two grandchildren in the tragedy, and I filed a petition in November, 1995, to have a local County Grand Jury impaneled to investigate the bombing. This independent grand jury would be fully autonomous of the federal investigation, and would double in the capacity of a watchdog of the federal investigation.

Here in Oklahoma, we are very fortunate to be one of only two states that have a constitutional guarantee that the people of a county can cause a grand jury to be impaneled whenever they feel there is a need, simply by circulating a petition. It is and always has been a common occurrence in our state. In fact there are county grand juries meeting as I write this letter.

The Presiding State District Judge, Dan Owens, tried to stop us from petitioning to impanel the grand jury and we were forced to appeal his actions to a higher court. That is where the latest and some of the most intense criticism has come from recently.

One year after our appeal, we finally got a written opinion from the Court of Appeals in the Tulsa district. On December 24, 1996 the court not only ruled in our favor, but they did so unanimously.

But wait—there is more. Not only was it unanimous, but the court issued the decision “For Publication”. That means that it was such a clear-cut case in regard to the state *Constitution*, statutes, and previous case law, that it constituted a precedent-setting case to be used in lawbooks, most likely for many years to come.

Yet, why is there such extreme opposition to keep this independent grand jury from being allowed to assemble? I believe the answer is because some in our federal law enforcement agencies (i.e., ATF and FBI) had prior knowledge that certain individuals were planning to bomb the Murrah Federal Building! I believe that because of at least four reasons:

1. Six different individuals have come forward and reported seeing the bomb squad in the immediate vicinity of the Murrah Building early on the morning of the bombing.

2. The Oklahoma City Fire Department received a call from the FBI the Friday before the bombing and was told to be on the alert for a possible terrorist attack on a government building.
(3) Bruce Shaw, who had frantically come to look for his wife inside the smoldering building, was
told by an ATF agent, “You won’t find any ATF agents in the building because they were warned on
their pagers not to come in this morning and they’re now in a debriefing.” This conversation was
corroborated by his boss who accompanied Bruce to help him find his wife.

(4) Carol Howe, a paid informant for the ATF has recently come forward to confirm that she in-
formed the ATF that two individuals, Dennis Mahon and Andreas Strassmier, were planning to
bomb the federal building in Oklahoma City. She also said that the likely date for the bombing was
April 19!

Prior knowledge on the part of some individuals in the federal government may also be why the
federal prosecutors barred every single witness to John Doe(s) from the Federal Grand Jury.

Of the more than 20 witnesses to one or more John Doe(s), none—not even one—were allowed to
tell the Grand Jury what they saw.

Additionally, when the prosecution’s list of witnesses was unsealed several weeks ago, we found
that the one witness who will be allowed to testify in the trial to McVeigh being in the company of
a John Doe can’t describe in any way who he saw.

Indeed, the best witnesses who can positively place McVeigh in downtown Oklahoma City that
morning saw him with one or more individuals and are able to describe to some degree what that
person or persons looked like. Those witnesses will not be allowed to testify at McVeigh’s trial.

Incredible? Did you hear that right? Yes, you did. As bizarre as it sounds, Federal Prosecutors
were not allowing any of those witnesses to be seen or heard by the Federal Grand Jury.

This gives “blind justice” a whole new meaning.

To make this even more clear, the Federal Grand Jury wanted to interview both the eye witnesses
and the sketch artist who drew the John Doe composites but they were flatly refused by the federal
“authorities”. Clearly they were blatantly deprived of their basic Constitutional rights as grand
jurors. Why?

Just what is it that they are trying to accomplish? Or, perhaps more pointedly, just who are they
trying to protect? And what all are they trying to hide?

Let’s not forget, elected officials are supposed to be the servants of the people and not the other way
around. Just what’s going on?? And how are they getting away with it?!!!!!

Our efforts to impanel a County Grand Jury are important for numerous reasons. One of the rea-
sons that concerns me most is that I fear that the record of McVeigh’s trial will comprise the “offi-
cial story” of what happened. If the evidence of prior knowledge and other perpetrators is not
presented in this case, I fear that the government will be successful in shaping the official story to
permanently exclude that evidence.
The 1993 New York World Trade Center bombing is a case in point.

Because certain tapes implicating the role of the FBI in allowing the attack to take place were ruled inadmissible in court, many people do not know that the FBI indeed had knowledge prior to that bombing and could have prevented it—yet they allowed the plot to continue, resulting in the deaths of six innocent people.

Unfortunately the transcripts of that court case have become the “official story” of what happened in that bombing.

Another reason that I feel that the OKC bombing case is important and directly effects you is that the government has gone to a new level of operating out of the bounds of the law and is becoming more and more arrogant. A few weeks ago, ABC was getting ready to run a major story on the prior knowledge issue. The Justice Department became aware of it and contacted some of the executives at ABC. After acknowledging the validity of the story they put extreme pressure on ABC not to air the report saying, “The people couldn’t handle the truth.”

I don’t know about you but that kind of arrogance sickens me and leaves me with an eerie feeling. The government must not be allowed to get away with yet another botched job! The Government must be held accountable.

THE GOOD NEWS...

In spite of the seemingly inpenetrable and insurmountable forces acting against us, on February 18, 1997 the Oklahoma State Supreme Court miraculously ruled in favor of allowing the independent local County Grand Jury and against the Federal Government’s attempt to quash the rights of the people.

Now the forgotten families, survivors, and victims who died from the blast will have their right to a County Grand Jury and a full, open and truthful investigation.

THE BAD NEWS...

Any day now the courts will give us the formalized written order to begin passing the petitions to impanel the independent jury, but we’re just about stone broke.

For nearly two years, I never conducted so much as a single fund-raiser to properly investigate this worst terrorist act in the history of both our state and the nation. I also know how tapped most people are these days, but I believe at this point, I don’t have much of a choice.

We now need funds to secure copies of voluminous government documents, and to pay independent investigators, as well as money to print, publicize and distribute signature forms to complete the legal requirements to impanel the County Grand Jury. In short, this effort is now bigger than what I can handle fiscally or physically. May I count on your help?
Please send whatever financial assistance you can afford to give. We will put you on our mailing list to keep you up to date on the petition drive and signature gathering process.

The clock is about to begin and we have limited time by law to gather signatures. And you know that the big players within the Federal Government are not likely to help us. That is why I am counting on you.

Thank you for being patient and open-minded enough to read this letter. Together we can get the truth out, make a real difference and God willing, see justice prevail. May I please count on your help?

Sincerely, Rep. Charles Key

P.S. Elements within the federal government and in the establishment media have done virtually everything in their power to block an independent county investigation of the Oklahoma bombing tragedy. On February 18 the Oklahoma Supreme Court cleared the way for the people to investigate the Federal Government and their investigation of the bombing. Next week we must begin obtaining signatures.

Will you please stand up and be counted? Thank you for your time and concern.

Address on envelope:

Oklahoma County Grand Jury & Bombing Investigation Fund, Post Office Box 75669, Oklahoma City, OK 73147

Please send some federal reserve notes to Representative Key first thing tomorrow morning, so he and we can continue the good fight. —Angie [End quoting]

**Hopefully, something will be done to bring the guilty parties to justice.**

_FBI LAB WORK ATTACKED 
IN OKLAHOMA CASE_

From _THE MODESTO BEE_, 3/23/97, [quoting:]

A draft Justice Department report concludes that an FBI lab supervisor made unscientific conclusions biased in favor of the prosecution in the Oklahoma city bombing case, an individual familiar with the report said Saturday.

But this supervisor was dropped in January from the government’s list of planned expert witnesses for the trial, which begins later this month. Instead, prosecutors plan to call another lab expert who has not been subject to such criticisms and has been praised even by the lab’s critics.

While defendant Timothy McVeigh’s attorney, Stephen Jones, has attacked the lab’s work and threat-
ened to make it a major issue in the trial, prosecutors have expressed confidence that they can make their case without relying on questionable lab findings.

In a draft report completed in January, the Justice Department inspector general was critical of the work of David Williams, a supervisor in the lab’s explosives unit, who was in overall charge of evidence-gathering at the bombed Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City.

Shortly after receiving a copy of the draft report, the FBI transferred Williams and two other lab supervisors to other work. Discipline for them will depend on the inspector general’s final report.

The draft report said several of Williams’ findings were scientifically insupportable and reflected a bias in favor to the prosecutors’ theory of the case, said a source familiar with this section of the report who spoke on condition of anonymity. Justice Department officials have sent other parts of the inspector general’s report to prosecutors in 50 federal and state cases around the nation because the findings might tend to clear defendants and this may have to be turned over to their lawyers.

Forensic evidence—about the explosion, the Ryder rental truck that apparently carried the bomb, and other matters—is an important element of the case against McVeigh and Terry Nichols, accused in the April 1995 bombing that killed 168 people and injured more than 500. McVeigh’s trial begins March 31 in Denver. [End quoting]

The FBI has been full of “The President’s Men” for many years.
Why hasn’t Janet Reno been arrested? Why have no federal officials involved in the Waco Holocaust been indicted for their crimes? These are the burning questions raised by an important new film, which recently rated a full two-page spread in the Washington Post, and which was extensively covered in other newspapers. This film, Waco: The Rules of Engagement, was first shown at the Sundance Film Festival. “The Rules of Engagement” was an FBI fiction cooked up to justify the murder raid on the Christian family Weaver at Ruby Ridge, Idaho in 1992. The FBI agents coolly shot a little boy in the back as he tried to run home for safety, after he found that they had cold-bloodedly shot his dog to keep the pet from warning the family of the murderous intruders. Then the FBI called in their top sniper, Horimuchi, to drill the little boy’s mother through the forehead with a single shot. Her crime? She was holding what the FBI claimed was a dangerous weapon—it was her little baby that she cradled in her arms as she looked out to see what was happening to her family. Top FBI officials then solemnly testified that they were acting under “the rules of engagement”. They were never prosecuted for these murders.

The worst was yet to come. In early 1993, hordes of heavily-armed Federal Bureau of Investigation agents and Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents descended upon a small Christian church near Waco, Texas. According to Newsweek, four of their agents were killed in a deadly crossfire of their own making; the terrified Christians did not even return fire. Seeing that they were hopelessly outnumbered, with huge Army tanks lumbering towards their church, and helicopter gunships flying overhead and saturating the entire church with deadly gunfire, the Christians hoped that if they offered no resistance, the murder raid might be called off. It was not to be. A 51-day siege ensued; then an order came from the White House, “Finish it!” The FBI calmly announced that the more than eighty victims, including many small babies, had deliberately set themselves on fire and perished. The agents, completely backed up in their vicious falsehoods by Reno and other top officials of the deadly Clintonista Administration, were also backed up by Republican Congressional leaders, who conducted a whitewash of the Waco Holocaust. The new film, Waco; The Rules of Engagement, proves that they all lied to cover up this atrocity.

FORWARD-LOOKING INFRARED

A supervisor and systems analyst for the Army’s night vision laboratory, Edward Allard, is quoted in the Richmond Times Dispatch, April 20, 1997, as finding in this documentary film automatic weapon fire from the FBI. This deadly fire was aimed at a single exit door from the concrete storage room in the church where the FBI had listened to David Koresh directing the women and children to huddle for safety. Knowing the precise location of the women and children, the FBI could have called a cease-fire, and urged the women and children to exit without harm from this door. BUT THE FILM SHOWS THAT TO PREVENT THEM FROM ESCAPING CERTAIN DEATH, THE FBI AGENTS POURED HEAVY FIRE AGAINST THIS DOOR, SO THAT NONE OF THEM WOULD HAVE A CHANCE TO ESCAPE! This was your tax dollars at work. With
his unparalleled experience in detecting automatic fire on film, Allard said, “There is nothing in nature with that kind of signature,” as he pinpointed the bursts of automatic fire on the film. What do these recorded bursts of FBI gunfire prove? According to some commentators, that the FBI either received direct orders to exterminate the Christians, or that, overcome with hatred, they decided on their own to make sure that no women or children escaped their holocaust. This is the atrocity of which the Post directly quotes President Clinton’s sneering comment to reporters after the tragedy, “a bunch of religious fanatics decided to kill themselves”. (Quoted in the Washington Post, April 18, 1997.)

And what of Janet Reno, our esteemed Attorney General, sworn to uphold law and order throughout the United States? The Post states the following: “Nine days after the debacle at Waco, Attorney General Reno told a House Judiciary Committee hearing, to the great credit of the FBI, they received substantial fire from within the compound...without returning any fire.” The film convicts Reno of perjury before a Congressional Committee. She claims the FBI did not return fire.

In Edward Allard’s suburban home near Washington, a portrait of Jesus is prominently featured in the living room. He is a lifelong Catholic who is described by the Post as “a man of conviction and certitude”. For many years he supervised the Department of Defense’s night vision laboratory at nearby Fort Belvoir. He plays the Waco film for the Post reporters in slow motion, counting 44 distinct flashes where a team of FBI agents is firing at the escape door behind which cower the women and children of the church. “Right there, something terrible happens,” he says. He has agreed to appear as an expert witness in a civil lawsuit filed by attorneys for the families of the massacred Christians. Former attorney general Ramsay Clark filed a motion last October, stating that Allard’s analysis “leaves no doubt that the U.S. repeatedly fired gunshots into the church and at its Occupants.”

A year ago, when this testimony surfaced, the FBI “persuaded” the nationally-seen program Sixty Minutes to cancel a documentary revealing this evidence in the Waco Holocaust. The present 165-minute Waco documentary is a million dollar production, produced by CNN newsman Dan Gifford, his wife Amy, and Mike McNulty, who has spent years in an expensive and time-consuming effort to pinpoint what actually happened at Waco. The film contains FBI negotiation audio tapes, home videos made by the Branch Davidians, and C-SPAN footage from official Congressional hearings.

Despite Edward Allard’s intensive background in night defense analysis, the Post refused to accept his observations without backup. They found ample testimony from other experts which verified Allard’s conclusions. An El Paso Consultant on firearms evidence, and a former Los Angeles sheriffs deputy, Joseph Horn, said, “The gunfire signatures are real,” after he observed the Waco film. “The pattern of the firing were there.” Other experts in FLIR (Forward-Looking Infrared), which was widely used during the Desert Storm military operations to detect enemy tanks and installations, included Ron Smith, of Tempe, Arizona, who said he counted seven separate instances of automatic weapons fire on the tape, which was directed at the church. The Post quoted Tom Simpson, a computer imaging specialist in Camarillo, Calif. who trained military officials on how to read FLIR, said, “We observed no less than 60 of what can only be explained as gunfire energy bursts...all directed at the compound. We took great pain to explain these events in another fashion...but were unable to find that explanation.”
When the Waco film was shown before liberal Hollywood elitists at Robert Redford’s exclusive Sundance Festival, the viewers were shocked. None of them have made any public comment on what they saw. They knew they were looking at irrefutable evidence of the worst hate crime in American history, the massacre of a church group committed to solving the ancient mystery of the Seven Seals as mentioned in the *Book of Revelation*. For this quest, they paid with their lives, gunned down by the most massive military operation ever recorded in the State of Texas.

As Chairman of the national Waco Holocaust Memorial Commission, I intend to show the Waco film daily when our memorial building is completed on the Washington Mall. There is no doubt that the perpetrators of this massacre will be punished. It is your and my sacred duty to pursue justice in this matter. We will never forget Waco. Unavenged, it remains the greatest stain on our national honor. It is the epitome of government terrorism, the same type of terrorism carried out by Josef Stalin and his Bolshevik cohorts when they massacred one million Christians each year in Russia from the years 1917 to 1967. There is little doubt that the Waco Holocaust was carried out by Josef Stalin’s willing minions in Washington, through the subversive terrorist groups he set up in the United States. Principal among these is the Anti-Defamation League, and its subsidiary organization, the Cult Awareness Network, (CAN) which the ADL has now allowed to quietly vanish from the scene. American Justice Forever!
We live in a world gone mad. Our society has been in a state of downward decay for several decades now, and no one seems to be noticing, at least publicly. How far have we come, really, as a society? One way to measure our “civilized” culture is to examine, from a historical perspective, crime and punishment.

It is a sick state of affairs when jobs in prisons—excuse me, correctional facilities—are more prevalent than in almost any other segment of society. Bigger and better prisons to house more and more criminals. What is wrong with this picture?

Out of sight, out of mind. Tuck them away so no one will see. “What do I care, I’m free.” Oh? Who is really “free” in this society, in American society, the so-called last bastion of freedom where the average worker is taxed to death! Still, all in all, we haven’t seen anything yet. After all, a society in decay has a long way to slide. And, in some parts of the country, the slide is all but complete.

In the mid-1800s, French economist Frederick Bastiat wrote in his pamphlet titled *THE LAW*, [quoting:]

We hold from God the gift which includes all others. This gift of life—physical, intellectual, and moral life.

But life cannot maintain itself alone. The Creator of life has entrusted us with the responsibility of preserving, developing, and perfecting it. In order that we may accomplish this, He has provided us with a collection of marvelous faculties. And He has put us in the midst of a variety of natural resources. By the application of our faculties to these natural resources we convert them into products, and use them. This process is necessary in order that life may run its appointed course.
Life, liberty, and property do not exist because men have made laws. On the contrary, it was the fact that life, liberty, and property existed beforehand that caused men to make laws in the first place. [End quoting.]

The brilliant and articulate Australian writer Alan Gourley, in his recent book titled *Brainwash: An essay on the manipulation of the public mind for private power or profit*, writes, [quoting:]

> It is said that the first king to introduce rules of the road almost had a rebellion on his hands. “Why”, his subjects asked, “should we be told on what part of the road we can walk, ride or drive our carts? We are FREE people, are we not?”

It would, at that time, have seemed a very reasonable argument. After all, since time began, the rule had been simple: the big man had “right of way” and the small had “out of the way”. Now all were being asked to obey some nonsense law just to please a king’s arrogance.

Today, no doubt, even the most ignorant of reasoning people can see that without rules of the road modern civilization could never develop.

Therein lies one of the greatest lessons available to human understanding. In its most simple expression it may be put that:

> For every human advance to greater freedom there must be a corresponding, mastering, discipline and order imposed on lesser freedoms. Or, alternatively, only by bringing lesser freedoms to order can we progress to greater freedoms. [End quoting.]

In the last century, our world has gone from candle light to fluorescent light, from horse-drawn buggies to Mercedes Benz, from hot-air balloons to invisible flying wings traveling faster than the speed of sound. And yet how far have we come, really? Have we as a society, have we as boys with toys, matured proportionately to the level of responsibility and wisdom that is required to serve as stewards over our land and over the newly-created weapons of destruction?

How far have we progressed in our basic understanding of human nature that we can more effectively and reasonably deal with the very issues of crime and punishment? Is killing someone by an electric chair that causes them to burst into flames so much further advanced than the gallows of the 1800s?

Are our ever-increasing and expanding prisons reaching such massive proportions and expense upon society that ultimately America will simply purchase some large body of land offshore and merely ship all criminals there to live out their days, like England did with the prison colony of
Australia? Or, instead, will our society ultimately simply choose to kill off the “undesirables” as outcasts? Who will decide? Far fetched? Is it? How far have we come, really? Or will we one day look down our public streets to see row upon row upon row of rectangular prisons, with an occasional house scattered between for the fortunate “free” Elite?

LOOKING BACKWARD

Much of the history of crime and punishment in our world today is reflected in the methods whereby criminals have been put to death.

Francis Bacon wrote, in *Essays*, “Men fear death as children fear to go in the dark; and as that natural fear in children is increased with tales, so is the other.”

Some of these historical practices of criminal punishment and execution are very dramatic by today’s standards, and yet, how different are today’s procedures? Let’s see.

In Europe methods of execution for criminals included flaying and impaling, boiling in oil, crucifixion, pulling asunder, breaking on the wheel, burying alive, and sawing in half. But not so many generations ago, in both England and America, criminals were occasionally pressed to death, drawn and quartered, and burned at the stake.

By 1689, the English Bill of Rights proscribed cruel and unusual punishments. Still, during the Salem, Massachusetts witch trials of 1692, people were still executed by burning at the stake and by “pressing”. By 1789 such practices were abolished with the 8th Amendment of the Bill of Rights to the United States Constitution. From that point forward, the preferred method of execution was hanging.

Then in the late 1800s came a new development, namely, electricity. And by 1893, the first prisoner had been put to death by means of the electric chair. Not satisfied with shooting, hanging or electrocution, the Nevada legislature passed a bill in 1921 to provide that a condemned person should be executed in his cell, while asleep and without any warning, with a dose of lethal gas. And so, on February 8, 1924, the first person was executed by means of a lethal dose of cyanide gas. It is only in relatively recent years that lethal injections have been introduced as an alternative means of execution. Then, in 1996, representative Doug Teper introduced a bill before the Georgia State Legislature which would allow prisoners the option of being executed either by electrocution or by the guillotine. The bill failed but, as could be expected, created a lot of debate both pro and con.
One cannot help but recall *Revelation, Chapter 20:4*:

*And I saw thrones and those who sat upon them, and judgment was given to them; and the souls of those who were beheaded for the witness of Jesus and for the Word of God and who had not worshipped the wild beast, neither his image, nor had received his mark upon their foreheads or on their hand, lived and reigned with their Christ these thousand years.*

In the March 26, 1997 edition of the *Los Angeles Times* is a front-page article which has a headline of: “Flames Erupt in Electric Chair’s Death Jolt—Execution: Fire shoots from Florida man’s head, renewing capital punishment debate.” Reading further, [quoting:]

MIAMI—The perennial American debate over the cruelty or value of the death penalty surfaced anew here Tuesday after a gruesome electric chair execution in which flames leaped from the head of a convicted murderer after the switch was thrown.

“People who wish to commit murder, they better not do it in the state of Florida because we may have a problem with our electric chair,” said Atty. Gen. Bob Butterworth.

Florida’s electric chair is called “Old Sparky”, a three-legged oaken seat built by prisoners at Florida State Prison in Starke and used since 1923 to administer a fatal 2000-volt dose of current to more than 225 convicted killers.

Last fall the lawyers representing death row inmates petitioned the state high court to ban Old Sparky, calling it a barbaric instrument of torture that inflicts cruel and unusual punishment. Florida is one of just six states that still require the use of the electric chair for executions. [End quoting.]

**REFLECTION**

In his recent book *Slouching Towards Gomorrah*, Robert H. Bork writes, [quoting:]

Judging from the evidence, Americans do not view human life as sacrosanct. We engage in a variety of activities, from driving automobiles to constructing buildings, that we know will cause deaths. But the deliberate taking of the life of an individual has never been regarded as a matter of moral indifference. We debate the death penalty, for example, endlessly. It seems an anomaly, therefore, that we have so easily accepted practices that are the deliberate taking of identifiable individual lives. We have turned abortion into a constitutional right; one state has made assisted suicide a statutory right, and two federal circuit courts, not to be outdone, have made it a constitutional right; campaigns to legalize euthanasia are underway. It is entirely predictable that many of the elderly, ill, and infirm will be killed, and often without their consent. This is where radical individualism has taken us.

When a society revises its attitude towards life and death, we can see the direction of its moral movement. For that reason, it is necessary to examine the morality of such practices as abortion, assisted suicide, and euthanasia and to try to determine where they are likely to lead. [End quoting.]
Clarence Darrow said, “It is hardly probable that the great majority of people refrain from killing their neighbors because they are afraid; they refrain because they never had the inclination.”

John Adams, the 6th President of the United States of America said, “Better that many guilty shall go free rather than one innocent should suffer.” How many in our society would agree with that statement today?

In the introduction to *Criminal Justice—Opposing Viewpoints* we read, [quoting:] 

The protection of those accused of crime has been of fundamental importance since the founding of the United States. The idea that allowing even the guilty to go free may protect one innocent person from conviction is regarded by many as a high ideal for which our criminal justice system must continually strive. Concurrently, a growing number of people believe that the victim of crime is sacrificed to this ideal. It is the rights of these victims, critics of the system argue, that must be of paramount consideration.

Concern for the rights of the victim has been translated into legal action in many states. Victims’ legal rights have been expanded to include the right to be kept informed of all proceedings regarding their case, including preliminary hearings, plea bargaining efforts, and police investigations. Many states have established victim compensation programs, and, if the accused is convicted, some states allow the victim to participate in the parole hearings. Most controversially, the right to be present and testify at the trial has been enlarged to include the family members of murder victims, even when they were not witnesses to the crime. Typically, they testify to the extreme trauma the murder has caused their family in an attempt to plead with the court to bring justice for the family member’s death.

These changes have altered the way police, lawyers, judges, and others in the criminal justice system view both the victim and the accused. While this shift in focus from the accused to the victim is heralded as a much-needed improvement by many, others worry that it will greatly diminish the rights of the accused. After all, the myriad of legal rights the accused now have at their disposal were not granted readily, but were fought for and won because many people perceived a need for such reforms. Laws like *Miranda*, in which the accused must be informed of his or her rights, are a good example. *Miranda’s* original intent was to deter and control police power by limiting unauthorized searches and interrogations. Other rights, like plea bargaining, the right to appeal a conviction, and the right to be represented by an attorney even if one cannot afford one, are guarantees many people in our society applaud. However, there have always been those who criticize these protections as excessive and who argue that they allow hardened criminals to manipulate the system and escape punishment. This view seems to be gathering momentum as the victim continues gaining public sympathy and judicial support.
Whether or not the victim’s increased role is positive, it represents a major shift from John Adams’ ideal—a distanced and rational system of justice—to one where personal emotions like sympathy, anger, and even vengeance come into play. Will a murdered child’s mother testimony before the court have such impact upon the jury that the jury will ignore the evidence? Is the courtroom becoming a battleground, where the jury is asked to take retribution and exact a type of tribal justice rather than base its decision on the facts and presentation of the case itself? [End quoting.]

The great jurist Clarence Darrow wrote in 1932, [quoting:]”Strange as it may seem, I grew to like to defend men and women charged with crime. It soon came to be something more than winning or losing a case. I sought to learn why one man goes one way and another takes an entirely different road. I became vitally interested in the causes of human conduct. This meant more than the quibbling with lawyers and juries, to get or keep money for a client so that I could take part of what I won or saved from him: I was dealing with life, with its hopes and fears, its aspirations and despairs. With me it was going to the foundation of motive and conduct and adjustments for human beings, instead of blindly talking of hatred and vengeance, and that subtle, indefinable quality that men call “justice” and of which nothing really is known. [End quoting.]”

fig. 4.4 chart

In any careful consideration of crime and punishment within our society, one must always reflect back upon the very foundation of the Constitution itself and upon the common law. In the case of Union Pac. Ry. v. Botsford, 141 U.S. 250, 251, the court concluded: “No right is held more sacred, or is more carefully guarded by the common law, than the right of every individual to the possession and control of his own person, free from all restraint or interference of others, unless by clear or unquestionable authority of law.”

We can go back to 1935 and read from a speech given by our 31st President, Herbert Hoover, [quoting:]”Our Constitution is not alone the working plan of a great Federation of States under representative government. There is embedded in it also the vital principles of the American system of liberty. That system is based upon certain inalienable freedoms and protections which not even the government may infringe and which we call the Bill of Rights. It does not require a lawyer to interpret those provisions. They are as clear as the Ten Commandments. Among others the freedom of worship, freedom of speech and of the press, the right of peaceable assembly, equality before the law, just trial for crime, freedom from unreasonable search, and security from being deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law [obviously this was written before Ruby Ridge
and WACO], are the principles which distinguish our civilization. Herein are the invisible sentinels which guard the door of every home from invasion of coercion, of intimidation and fear. Herein is the expression of the spirit of men who would be forever free. These rights are no sudden discovery, no over-night inspiration. They were established by centuries of struggle in which men died fighting bitterly for their recognition. [End quoting.]

However, many today view the current state of law enforcement in the following light. Returning once again to Bastiat’s THE LAW, [quoting:]

law for rich cartoon

The law perverted! And the police powers of the state perverted along with it! The law, I say, not only turned from its proper purpose but was made to follow an entirely contrary purpose! The law became the weapon of every kind of greed! Instead of checking crime, the law itself is guilty of the evils it is supposed to punish!

If this is true, it is a serious fact, and moral duty requires me to call the attention of my fellow-citizens to it. [End quoting.]

Perhaps the Biblical prophet Hosea said it best: “My people perish for lack of knowledge.”

Over the years the general philosophy of punishment for crimes has changed. Society’s practices have changed from avenging one’s family by killing the accused’s family to written codes setting down punishments. Jails and prisons have changed from holding places for prisoners waiting to be deported, maimed, whipped, or executed, to being the actual punishment. We as a society have viewed incarceration as revenge, rehabilitation, or simply keeping the criminals off the streets. Certainly the issue of dealing with criminal offenders has been with us since time began. But again I ask the question: how far have we come? Perhaps it is better to be electrocuted in a chair where one runs the risk of catching fire, as opposed to being stoned to death or eaten by lions or boiled in oil. They ALL seem cruel and unusual if you ask me. But then, so is being beaten to death by a prison guard or stabbed by a fellow inmate.

Catherine Abate of the New York City Corrections Department made the following observation: “What is not recognized by the public is that society does not have the resources to continue to build more prisons for the growing number of people it is prosecuting.”

So what’s the solution?

We have moved from jails to large correctional facilities. By the end of 1994, the nation’s (USA) prison population exceeded ONE MILLION for the first time in history. California and Texas are the two leading states with large populations of incarcerated individuals. And as this prison system becomes a beast-out-of-control within our nation, always alternatives are sought—but how effec-
Corrections policies that call for building more prisons and incarcerating more offenders are losing their appeal in state capitol. In the 1990s, state budgets will have great difficulty accommodating what were the popular get-tough policies of the 1980s. Lawmakers increasingly are looking to corrections to develop and demonstrate safe, cost-effective alternatives to prison as a step toward getting corrections spending under control.

And just what are those alternatives?

* Halfway houses and residential programs;
* Day reporting centers;
* Community service;
* Treatment programs;
* Intensive supervision programs;
* And now the movement seems to be toward boot camps—also called shock incarceration.

**CLOSING THOUGHTS**

Over the last several years, CONTACT has received numerous unconfirmed reports about large quantities of guillotines arriving at various ports, such as Seattle and New Orleans. Rumors among the patriot community for the last year or two has it that countless railroad box-cars have been manufactured in Washington state with shackles welded to the insides of the cars. It is common knowledge that many of the so-called closed military bases are, in fact, readied as “concentration camps”, reportedly for dissidents as times get tough or as the New World Order agenda approaches the year 2000. Well, based on just this cursory reflection of historical execution methodology, reintroduction of the guillotine certainly would be no surprise. With that in mind, always stay alert and keep your head about your shoulders. Or, stated another way, don’t lose your head.

As the public cry for law and order goes out and the demands are made for more executions, there will probably come a day of public executions, televised. And the day there is a televised public execution by guillotine will be the day that this nation has not only fallen into disgrace, not only fallen into the hands of Satan himself, but the nation will have fallen into the Dark Ages.

Let us hope and pray and work diligently in our efforts at reclamation and freedom under the Constitution, with God’s direction, to insure that an Age of Radiance is forthcoming—because the alternative is simply unacceptable.
CHAPTER 4

UPDATE ON RAY RENICK

Ray phoned CONTACT late last week from the Northern California state prison where he is housed. Ray has recently spent several weeks in the “hole” and expressed concern over interference with his mail. Additionally, Ray informed CONTACT that things just may be heating up for him in the not-too-distant future. So, in the interest of personal safety for Ray (who has extensively exposed the crooks involved in the San Luis Obispo connection), we would like to ask that you keep Ray in your prayers. It also helps to send along to Ray correspondence or a note, just to let the prison officials know that Ray IS in the public eye. Publicity is safety. Unfortunately, as they just moved Ray, we cannot be more specific with an actual cell number. But, with that in mind, you may communicate with Ray directly, and hopefully your letters will get through:

Ray Renick
RR J59861
P. O. Box 3030
Susanville, CA 96130
In the ongoing effort to bring to Light the ever-expanding Common Law movement which seeks to topple the corrupt judicial system of Admiralty Courts that do not recognize any of our God-given inalienable rights, and to more clearly explain the very movement which can and will bring this once great nation back to the constitutional Republic intended by America’s Founders, it is important that CONTACT readers be aware of what is happening all around this country from the valiant citizens involved in the restoration of the Common Law.

To this end, the following open letter from David G. Baugh to Missouri Attorney General Jay Nixon is presented herewith. We see that the Missouri Constitution, like most state constitutions, is even more emphatic about citizens’ rights and freedoms than even our National Constitution, [quoting:] OPEN LETTER TO MISSOURI ATTORNEY GENERAL JAY NIXON February 18, 1997

ABC’s Nightline featured you, Jay, on its February 17th program, where the so-called “common-law” advocates were referred to as “weirdos” and “sub-set of human beings” who were involved in a “clever plot to overthrow the government”. You said you had to “stand up to these bullies” and prosecute them and “let ‘em think about these things in the confines of their cell.” You claim these people are “tampering with the judicial process”, but is this a criminal act on their part?

The Missouri Constitution, in Article I, Section 3, provides that “The people of this state have the inherent, sole and exclusive right to regulate the internal government and police thereof, and to alter and abolish their constitution and form of government whenever they may deem it necessary to their safety and happiness, provided such change be not repugnant to the Constitution of the United States.”

Article I, Section 2, says: “That all constitutional government is intended to promote the general welfare of the people; that all persons have a natural right to life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness and the enjoyment of the gains of their own industry; that all persons are created equal and are entitled to equal rights and opportunity under the law; that to give security to these things is the principle office of government; and that when government does not confer this security, it fails in its chief design.” What are the people to do, Jay, when the government fails in its chief design?

Article I, Section 1, says: “That all political power is vested in and derived from the people; that all government of right originates from the people, is founded upon their will only, and is instituted solely for the good of the whole.”
Article I, Section 9, says: “That the people have the right peaceably to assemble for their common good, and to apply to those invested with the powers of government for redress of grievances by petition or remonstrance.”

According to you, Jay, these people are criminals who should be locked up in already over-crowded prisons at taxpayers’ expense, yet in reality all they’ve attempted to do is bring the humans we allow to run government (including you, Jay) back under the control of the people and into obedience to the constitution(s). They are not criminals, Jay, they are your political prisoners because they had courage enough to stand up for truth, liberty, justice and freedom against armed thugs and prosecuting (persecuting) shyster lawyers with lofty political aspirations in government, who have usurped power, authority and jurisdiction.

What sort of government would cast people into prison when they peaceably assemble and attempt to bring government which oppresses them back into obedience to the constitution(s)? Only a criminal, tyrannical government would do this. This entire movement stems from the licensing/registration, regulation and control legislative revenue schemes of legalized plunder. Face it, Jay, this satanic (adversarial) protection racket operated under the guise of “public safety” must be eliminated and constitutional government restored.

It is you and your armed thugs called “law-enforcement” officers who are the “bullies”, Jay. Your despotic solution to the peaceful, lawful efforts of freedom-loving Missourians clearly demonstrates you are the would-be tyrants and oppressors who follow in the footsteps of other tyrants and oppressors in corrupted governments of days gone by. Their satanic solution to those who dare to speak out, just like yours is today, was to prosecute and punish all opposition to their ungodly edicts. Those who refuse to bow in submission must be made an example of so as to discourage others from taking a stand.

I’ve got sad news for you, Jay. Your “Department of Corrections” will fail to force those whom you oppress into being “politically correct” according to your socialist/communist agenda. They, like me, and a rapidly-growing number of other true Christian American patriots who love liberty and the freedom and responsibility to enjoy it more than life itself, will become even more determined and persistent in resistance to the tyranny and oppression you and other satanic despots attempt to impose upon us.

Perhaps you oughta reconsider things, Jay. Pharaoh failed to do this, and look what happened to him and his corrupted government. Perhaps you oughta simply “let My people go” this time, as our Heavenly Father wishes His people to be free from oppressive and tyrannical governments of men. These people you oppress and persecute pose absolutely no threat or danger to society whatsoever. You, on the other hand, are a threat and danger to the life, liberty and property of every Missourian, as your actions against these peaceloving, freedom-loving people proves. I sure wouldn’t want to be in your shoes come judgement day, Jay.

/s/David G. Baugh

c/o General Delivery, Sullivan, Missouri
This next letter from a reader is about filing a Non-Statutory Abatement. An abatement “as used in reference to actions at law,...means that action is utterly dead and cannot be revived except by commencing a new action.” First Nat. Bank v. Board of Sup’rs of Harrison County, 264 N.W. 281, 221 Iowa 348. When the abatement is based upon provisions provided for by statute, it is a Statutory Abatement. However, statutes do not necessarily make provision for, or recognize, inalienable Common Law and/or constitutionally guaranteed rights. Thus, an abatement brought by a citizen exercising closely cherished rights which are not necessarily recognized by statute would qualify as a Non-Statutory Abatement.

Do not forget that we citizens are sovereigns over “Our” government. When we perfect our Common Law filings we will put an end to the corrupt judicidal system based on Admiralty/Military law!

[Quoting:]

Question:

Why am I out here picketing the courthouse or the law offices of attorneys Poole and Rhoades?

Answer:

To try and find out the answer to the following riddle:

ARE JUDGES AND ATTORNEYS
ABOVE THE LAW?

Perhaps that question should be answered by Judge J. Dale Durrance and attorneys Kimberly L. Poole and Clifford R. Rhoades. Why do I say that? Read the following, and then you’ll understand why:

In response to a complaint filed against WILLIAM M. BIERMANN by attorneys Kimberly L. Poole and Clifford R. Rhoades, a non-statutory abatement was served upon them. Why a non-statutory abatement; and just what is a “non-statutory abatement”? I’m about to tell you, but before I do, from this point on I guarantee you that most of those who read this will be learning something they have never known before. In fact, at first you might not even believe it, but I guarantee you it’s all true, and I also guarantee you that judge Durrance and attorneys Poole and Rhoades also know it to be true.

Before I get into an explanation of what a “non-statutory abatement” is, and why I used one, I would like to make it clear that such words as “address”, “person”, “individual”, “statement”, “document”, etc., that I might be using herein, I would never use in the preparation of any non-statutory abatement served by me. To explain why would require a lot of time and plenty of space, and would serve no purpose other than to confuse the average reader of this “flyer”. I use them herein because
they are terms most people normally use in their everyday life.

O.K., just what is a “Non-Statutory Abatement”? Answer: It is a “common law legal action” not under statute law, bringing legal action against an unlawful court. Although they are simple to understand, they are nevertheless very complex to prepare. They have the power and effect of an indictment and/or the filing of a civil case or suit. Abatements unanswered, with default properly served, are “Res Judicata”; that is, the default is “FINAL JUDGMENT”. The issue can not be retried without violating the Fifth Amendment double jeopardy clause of the U.S. Constitution.

Before I tell you about my non-statutory abatement, it’s important you know what happened to bring about this type of abatement. Believe it or not, the reason for them began way back in 1933, March the 9th to be exact, after President Roosevelt had declared a national emergency, and at which time Congress passed the Emergency Banking Act, which amended the Trading With the Enemy Act to include regulation of transactions, not only with the enemy, but also between people of this great nation, during time of war or national emergency. Like it or not, we have been in a state of declared “National Emergency” since March 9, 1933. The Emergency War Powers Act has never been repealed. That is a FACT which no one can dispute! In other words, we have been under continuous martial law for the last 63 years.

What can a President do under declared National Emergency? Just about any damn thing he wants to, including the display in all courts of the United States Flag surrounded with gold fringe. That gold fringe makes the court a military court since a flag surrounded by gold fringe is a military flag. Therefore, since you are in a military court if that court is displaying a gold-fringed United States Flag, and ALL courts, both state and federal, display that same gold-fringed flag, you are in a court governed by the Uniform Code of Military Justice holding summary court martial proceedings. When you enter that court you are considered an alien enemy of the United States and therefore subject to a military court. That’s another FACT that can not be disputed.

Remember what I said about “Non-Statutory Abatements”, that they are “common law legal actions” not under statute law, bringing legal action against an unlawful court? THE TENTH CIRCUIT COURT is an UNLAWFUL COURT! More on this later. When attorneys Poole and Rhoades filed their complaint with the TENTH CIRCUIT they filed it under the name WILLIAM M. BIERMANN. That’s not my name! My name is William Miller: Biermann. Please note that only the first letter of each name is capitalized. All the other letters are lower case (small letters). Since under emergency powers there is no lawful civil or constitutional authority, nor any lawful civil courts, neither can there be any lawful civil or administrative process. This is the “key” to understanding why the non-statutory abatements work so well. The single most dominant feature of all emergency powers governments is that lawful civil authority and civil courts cease to exist and are replaced by courts with an appearance of legitimacy, but without substance. All emergency process must be defective in form, content and authority, when such process is compared to lawful process. However, defective as it is, it is valid (legal, but not lawful) in all cases, except when abated. Thus, all court appearances are VOLUNTARY, because the Process Rule is: ALL DEFECTS OF PROCESS ARE CURED BY VOLUNTARY APPEARANCE. General Appearance is voluntary. You must make SPECIAL APPEARANCE. Lawful or constitutional process has no bearing on the case. In other words, it doesn’t matter how many errors one finds in process from emergency
powers courts; if you appear, you inform the court that you have waived defects of process. Submission to defects in process waives the protection of fundamental rights.

This brings me to the point where I’ll now explain why, in response to the complaint filed against WILLIAM M. BIERMANN by attorneys Kimberly L. Poole and Clifford R. Rhoades, they were served by me with a non-statutory abatement. There are two reasons. Reason number one: The TENTH CIRCUIT is not a lawful court; consequently, I will not appear. Reason number two: WILLIAM M. BIERMANN is a fiction. He doesn’t exist! If he doesn’t exist, there cannot be a court action filed against him. I want someone to explain to me how you can file a court action against a FICTION, unless of course that fiction is a corporation. Most people think their name is printed in all capital letters for clarity. That assumption is entirely wrong! If someone wants to bring court action against me, it’s necessary that the action show my full given appellation; that is, my first name, my middle name (not an initial), and my last name; and that the first letter of each name be in capital letters, and that the other letters be lower case letters. My first given name is William and my second given name is Miller. A colon is placed behind Miller to indicate that the name following Miller is my family name. Some people have more than two given names. For example, had I been given more than two names such as William Miller Gardner; thereby making it read William Miller Gardner: Biermann, it then becomes obvious that the purpose of the colon is to offset the given names from the family name; particularly if you should have given names (such as Miller and Gardner) that could easily be taken for family names.

As you can see, positive identification is essential when someone files a court action against you. Both Judge Durrance and attorneys Poole and Rhoades are aware what my full given appellation is. Nevertheless, all documents filed by judge Durrance and attorneys Poole and Rhoades against me are filed as WILLIAM M. BIERMANN. That action constitutes intentional FRAUD! I don’t have a middle initial. I have a middle name, and that name is Miller. They don’t show your middle name because, if they did, they would be proceeding WITHOUT JURISDICTION. By showing it as WILLIAM M. BIERMANN, they have created a FICTION, and they hope you won’t know the difference so that you respond (without challenge), and thereby give them JURISDICTION! In other words, even though it’s really not you, you have said it is by responding and not challenging their UNLAWFUL action. Now you’re in their military court where they call all the shots, and where you always lose! Since it’s a military court, you have no protection under the Constitution, except when it suits their purpose. Don’t forget, that court where the flag is fringed in gold (and that’s all of them) is a military court. There is no constitutional protection in a military court, except if it is to the court’s advantage and they decide to grant it. I preserved my constitutional protection by abating the complaint with a “Non-Statutory Abatement”. Attached hereto from “The American Jural Society” you’ll find two very informative articles relating to military courts and the gold fringe around the flag.

How did I, in the past, get suckered into not challenging court actions where the documents show WILLIAM M. BIERMANN? At that time, I was under the impression they showed it in all capital letters just for clarity. I didn’t know I didn’t have a middle initial, since all my life I was under the impression I did have one and that it identified me. Will the TENTH CIRCUIT file a complaint against William Miller Biermann? Hell no, they won’t, since they don’t have jurisdiction over him; but they can claim jurisdiction over WILLIAM M. BIERMANN, a fiction, a nom
**de guerre**, a synonym. That, my friends, is how you get suckered into a court action where they have no real **jurisdiction** over you. It’s **deception**, pure and simple. Talking about **deception**, let’s talk about **deception** at higher levels.

What I’m about to relate to you is how **deception** is being practiced against you every day by the news media, particularly television, and by the District of Columbia Government. About this time you might be saying to yourself, “What has that got to do with judges and attorneys?” As you read on, you’ll see what! Most people of this great Nation are under the impression that our system of government is a “**democracy**”. That’s what most kids are taught in school, and what most adults have been led to believe all their lives. The politicians at all levels, newscasters, school teachers, etc., constantly call us a democracy. I call to your attention Article IV, Section 4, of the **United States Constitution**, wherein is stated the following:

“The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a republican form of government...”

* (One only needs to say the “Pledge of Allegiance to Our Flag”, wherein just about the middle of that pledge it says: “...and to the Republic for which it stands...”

Article IV, Section 4, is what sets us apart from most other forms of government. In fact, it is the backbone of this great nation, and is what has made this nation the most envied one on the face of this Planet. Why do I say that? Because in a “**Republic**” the law rules, and not the “majority”, which is the case in a democracy. Since the law rules, that places the law above everything else, which is the key to the success of this great Nation. Since the law rules in a republic, that places the TENTH CIRCUIT in opposition to Article IV, Section 4, because it (and all the rest) is a military court operating under the Uniform Code of Military Justice brought about by the national emergency declared by President Roosevelt in 1933 when he declared martial law, at which time the **Constitution of the United States** was suspended as the supreme law of the land, and to this day that national emergency has **not** been terminated, and we are still under martial law. If you think we’re not, just check it out for yourself. Don’t take my word for it. If you think the courts recognize the Constitution, just bring it up in court and you’ll be told in no uncertain terms to forget about it; unless of course, it suits the court to recognize the Constitution.

Now, let’s talk a little bit about “democracies”. Just exactly what is a democracy? In simple terms, it is a government where the **majority** rules. In such a system, since the majority rules, that leaves the minority at the mercy and control of the majority. A good example of a democracy is a “lynch mob”. In that instance, the majority **always rules** and the lone individual or individuals **always lose**! Just to give you an idea as to how the People of this great Nation are being brainwashed into believing we are a democracy, I offer you some of the remarks made by President Clinton and members of his staff or cabinet. The following are some of those remarks:

1. During the President’s inauguration on January 20, 1997, Senator John Warner of Virginia, who was the Chairman of the Inauguration Committee, referred to our system of government as a democratic/republic. (More on this later);

2. President Clinton, during his inauguration, said: “We must keep our old democracy ever young”. He also said we are the “world’s greatest democracy”;
3. Madeline Albright, newly appointed U. S. Secretary of State, used the following phrase at her first press conference: “Democratic World”. That’s a new one. I had never heard that one before; and I lost track as to the number of times she used the word “democracy” during her press conference. That should give you an idea as to what they have in mind for this planet;

4. On January 28, 1997, during a press conference, President Clinton referred to us as a “continuous democracy”;

5. In his “State of the Union” address of February 4, 1997, he said “our democracy was born July 4, 1776. Now, that has to rank up there with some of the biggest lies he’s ever told. Do these people know better? Of course they do! However, ABC News Commentator Cokie Roberts, during a news commentary on February 7, 1997, correctly referred to us as “our republic”. That’s the first time in many many years that I heard any news commentator correctly call us a republic! What has all this got to do with judge Durrance and attorneys Poole and Rhoades? The answer is very simple! Judge Durrance and attorneys Poole and Rhoades, just like President Clinton and his staff, are all practicing DECEPTION! Black’s Law Dictionary, the standard authority for legal definitions used by the courts, says that deception is synonymous with FRAUD! It also goes on to say that deception is knowingly and willfully making a false statement or representation, express or implied, pertaining to a present or past existing fact! So you see, the CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF FLORIDA and the United States District of Columbia Government have something in common. They both practice DECEPTION! Remember, DECEPTION is synonymous with FRAUD! In other words, Judge Durrance and attorneys Poole and Rhoades are GUILTY OF OUTRIGHT FRAUD!!

Now, let’s get back to the remark by Senator Warner wherein he referred to our system as a “democratic/republic”. He’s right, the District of Columbia Government, along with the sovereign states, is a combination of a democratic/republic. However, the democracy part is the District of Columbia and the republican part is the sovereign states. However, his intention is to make you believe that our system is a combination of both. That, my friends, is the lie! The word democracy is not even mentioned in the Constitution. Therefore, we are not a democracy. However, we are a republic, and the proof of the pudding lies in Article IV, Section 4.

Most people are unaware that, with the exception of those powers spelled out in the Constitution, the United States Government in the District of Columbia has absolutely no power or jurisdiction over the fifty (50) sovereign states. Most of those powers are spelled out in Article I, Section 8, of the Constitution. The fifty sovereign states are really nations, and all nations are always sovereign within the limits of their borders. Therefore, most of the powers the District of Columbia Government has fostered upon the states (nations) are unconstitutional! The people hardly ever complain, mostly because they really don’t know the Constitution; so the District of Columbia continues to usurp more power and jurisdiction over the people of this great Nation. The Constitution is simply a compact between the District of Columbia Government and the sovereign states (nations). The District of Columbia has no authority or power to tell the State of Florida what speed limits they can post in Florida, but they nevertheless have done it for many years, as they do with all the
other states (nations). There’s no power in the Constitution granting them that right, but they still do it—don’t they? They have no power to bring federal troops into any state (nation) like they did in Waco, Texas, unless the sheriff of the county invites them in; and then, if invited in, under no circumstances have they any power to move with force against the people of any state at any time, as they did in Waco, Texas. In fact, even the governor of the state can’t do that. Do you know why? Because the people of every state (nation) are protected from such force by the Posse Comitatus Act. But they did it, and in the process murdered men women and children. I could go on and on, but I’m sure you get the point. It’s the same with our court system.

The judges of the CIRCUIT COURT OF THE TENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF FLORIDA are Florida judges sitting in federal military courts conducting summary court martial proceedings under the Uniform Code of Military Justice against civilians over which they have no jurisdiction! So what do they do? They proceed in fiction because they know they have no jurisdiction or power to proceed in any other manner. I could go on and on and continue to make more valid points; however, like I just said, I’m sure you get the point; therefore, I’ll just close with the following key points:

1. The flag in the TENTH CIRCUIT is a “military flag”, and therefore, that makes that court a federal military court operating under summary court martial proceedings of the Uniform Code of Military Justice. However, that scene is not unique with just Highlands County. That same thing is happening all across this great nation in every county in every state (nation) in this “Union of States”. Does that sort of give you an idea as to what they have in mind for all of us?

2. A military court is, of course, a legal court. However, when a court in Highlands County displays a flag surrounded with gold fringe, that makes that court a military court, and as such can not lawfully (that’s the key word) bring civilians before the court. In other words the court is legal, but it can not operate outside the law! As you can see, it’s real easy to get the terms legal and lawful confused. How do the courts get around that confusion? It’s real easy. All they do is present the civilian’s name in all capital letters and only show his or her middle initial. In doing so, they have created a fiction! Someone by the name of WILLIAM M. BIERMANN is a fiction. He doesn’t exist! However, someone by the name of William Miller Biermann does exist. That’s me, and you’ll notice I have a middle name; I don’t have an initial. You’ll also note that only the first letter of each name is a capital letter and that all the others are lower case letters. When they show the name in all capital letters, it’s done to make you believe they did it for clarity. That, of course, is ridiculous because, if they wanted to make it clear they would show your middle name, and not just an initial. When I was in high school there was an athlete on the swimming team by the name of J R Whitehurst. Please note, his first name was J and his middle name was R, and there were no periods after J and R for the simple reason that those are his names and not his initials.

3. If a process server serves you with a complaint bearing the fiction WILLIAM M. BIERMANN, and you don’t challenge it, but instead appear before the court and say your name is WILLIAM M. BIERMANN, you’ve already given the court jurisdiction, and you’ve already lost. That’s a foregone conclusion. However, if you challenge the complaint with a “Non-Statutory Abatement”, like I did, and give them your full given appellation, and then proceed to explain why you are making the abatement, that extends them the opportunity to come back and challenge your statement. You
never challenge any of the issues presented in the complaint. After all, if you’re not WILLIAM M. BIERMANN, what would be the point in challenging anything in the complaint? They never challenge your abatement for the simple reason that they cannot lawfully proceed outside a military court. Like I said, their court is legal, but it is not lawful for them to go outside those legal perimeters. Hence, it is a legal court, but is not a lawful one where they can proceed against a civilian by the name of William Miller: Biermann. If you give your name in court, you have granted that court jurisdiction. Always remember, ignorance of the law is no excuse. Just ask the judge; he’ll tell you! When you speak your name, the judge can’t tell if you speak it in all capital letters, or a combination of capital letters and lower case ones. You really hang yourself if you give him a middle initial instead of your middle name. If you give him a middle name, he would be hard pressed to proceed because, when a civilian is before him, he can only proceed to operate in fiction!

4. Even though I challenged every document served by attorneys Poole and Rhoades with a non-statutory abatement, they never challenged any of them, but instead continued to proceed as if the abatements had never been served upon them. They were also served with five (5), and I repeat, five (5) default judgments. They also ignored those as if they didn’t exist. In fact, they even defaulted WILLIAM M. BIERMANN (notice I didn’t say William Miller Biermann) after William Miller: Biermann had defaulted them four (4) times. Talk about cheating, that really takes the cake. Those five (5) default judgments are legal court orders issued by the lawful superior court of Manatee County. In other words, both Judge Durrance and attorneys Poole and Rhoades have TRESPASSED upon my case, and are in CONTEMPT OF VALID and LEGAL COURT ORDERS. Therefore, they should be brought before the Grand Jury, as I so state on my picket sign I was holding at the time I gave you a copy of this “flyer”.

5. If what I have stated herein is not true, it’s a simple matter for a judge and two attorneys to bring me (William Miller Biermann, that is) before the Grand Jury. I would be more than happy to cooperate. Perhaps you may want to ask the Florida State Attorney to contact Judge Durrance and attorneys Poole and Rhoades.

Have there been others who have served non-statutory abatements in the TENTH CIRCUIT? Yes, and quite a few. One in particular comes to mind. Not only has he never given the court his name; they have even admitted that since he hasn’t, they really don’t know who he is. However, that hasn’t kept them from keeping him in jail for the last three (3) months even though he has never been served. He was out on bail for a short time, but then jailed again on a new and ridiculous charge. As with me, they have also ignored his many abatements and those of other abaters. As usual, they proceed in fiction as if the abatements don’t really exist. However, they can’t respond to the abatements inasmuch as they can not operate outside of fiction. Every time a judge or attorney in the TENTH CIRCUIT fails to abide by a lawful default judgment served by Manatee County superior court, they have trespassed upon that particular case and, therefore, are in contempt of a lawful court order served by a lawful court! To my way of thinking, that constitutes grounds for a Grand Jury investigation!

[End quoting]
Good afternoon, my friend. It is I, Toniose Soltec, come in the Radiant One Light of Creator God. Be at peace and be still. Let us write this day that many who earnestly ask may have answers.

All is unfolding in Radiant perfection! You shall soon see where your path is heading and the LARGE R picture will be more evident. The past is written and cannot be changed. The present moment will dictate the future unfolding of your desires.

The play is written, though not all of the individual roles have been assigned. Each participant in the play will add his or her uniqueness to the drama, thus there will be the spontaneity of the experience!

When one chooses not to participate, then that is their choice. This choice shall be honored. This “selection” process will cause delays to some extent, though very small in most cases. When and where we can, we will effort to work with those expressing a desire to participate. Though, just as a casting director must evaluate abilities and skills, so too must we, and our subsequent testing of those skills will determine the selectee for any particular role. There will always be a selection and “auditioning” process for each task.

As ones PROVE their abilities and suitability for any given assignment, these ones are then put through RIGOROUS training and practice for their given role. Many will get too involved in the physical experience, with family or career distractions, to realize that they have come into this experience in order to participate in a much broader manner than what they may even be able to perceive themselves capable of at this time.

We know the potential of each and we also can see the given probability of circumstance that will unlock the potential of each. From our vantage point, we orchestrate, with the personal Guides of each, scenarios that are quite objective in presenting opportunities to each Souled Creation so that each will be presented with optimum opportunities in which to grow.

Many have come to participate at this planetary transition time so that they can experience same and grow in awareness and abilities. Some have returned at this time for very specific and focused reasons. These ones are the ones who will be called upon in the event that no one else arises to the occasion. These ones are working on their primary reason for coming into the physical and will continue to do so throughout their journey regardless of their “collateral” assignments.

In some cases they will only fill in as long as it takes for another to be brought up to speed in
order to accept the challenges of any particular assignment. This is the reason for a lot of the fatigue that you ones are feeling and the burden of “not enough time” that seems to be haunting you constantly. Have Faith in the play’s perfection.

As the play continues to unfold, you will see that there WILL be just compensation for your efforts. Nothing goes unnoticed from the Higher-Dimensional Perspective of Creator. Nothing! All will circle back into balance and each will be given to understand the reasons for their frustrations. Be aware that THE limiting reason is, almost without exception, due to your own inner viewpoints and beliefs.

If your perception is that of confusion and disbelief, then you will find great inner conflict and a sense of overwhelm. This is because you are resisting the very opportunities that you have come down there to experience for your own personal growth. Your foot’s on the gas pedal and brake!

No one of the Lighted Hosts will force you to grow; the choice will have to be yours. Our place is to offer you guidance and instruction in the form of suggestions made in reason. We will never coerce you into doing anything, nor will we insist that you do anything. We may very well offer nudges, even in a nagging sort of way, in order to get your attention from time to time, but we will NEVER force you to do anything.

Your growth is YOUR responsibility and you will do it of your own free will—or you will stagnate of your own free will. I will offer here and now that it is my suggestion that you CONSIDER CAREFULLY your intent.

Consider all of your actions and whether or not you would consider them worthy and Godly. When you can live in such a state that you do not have to feel regret for an action taken in anger or in a state of emotional instability, then you will begin to turn yourself around and you will see the balance coming back into your life.

Let go of the past for it is GONE! Forgive yourselves and move forward. What and who you were yesterday is insignificant compared to what and who you are today! No one in the physical is without error. You all make mistakes and you all grow from your mistakes. Stop expecting perfection from yourself—and most certainly from others—else you will find yourself in a state of frustration that will consume and confuse you.

Start fresh this day and move forward in TRUTH and HONESTY with yourself. When you can stop lying to yourself, you will find it much easier to be honest with those around you. Think how it makes you feel when someone is honest with you! You are all Godly Creations and you can, if you so desire, reflect this at any time.

We offer these messages in Love, Compassion, and Understanding. We know, in most cases better than you, what will bring forth the inner balance and joy that you desire. Ask honestly with the Heart and you will be given to know.
Please keep in mind that those things that you are hiding from are the things that cause you the most pain and are often the things that you will need to confront in order to find the balance that you desire. This is to say that your emotional state may appear to be getting worse (rather than better) at first, but with persistence you will be freeing yourself from the pains and traps of your mind and the end result will be a more balanced and harmonious state.

Keep in mind that I said we would help and offer you that which you need. I did not say that it would be easy! It will, however, be quite valuable to you in your overall growth. And the experience, in retrospect, will be quite fulfilling.

As you work through your fears, you will gain great knowledge and insight into the workings of the mind. This experiential knowledge will grow at an exponential rate—slow at first but, with persistence of effort, it will garner you great knowledge. This knowledge will help you to free yourself, as well as help you to help others to understand and, in turn, help themselves.

Keep inner balance as your goal and you will draw the resources and experience to you so that you can see where your fears are residing. When you can identify the TRUE cause of your fears, they will no longer be able to control you.

The adversary is a master at exploiting ones’ fears. This is how he can distract and divert those who effort to “do the right thing” from reaching their goals.

Judge not the person, but rather, the actions, for you may be calling a person into your experience and not even be aware that you need the lesson that this one can offer—even if it is a harsh lesson. Be thankful for those ones who show you where your fears are, because how else would you know that those fears are there and controlling you and to what extent?

This is where you would be wise to monitor yourself and learn to recognize when you are in a state of REACTION! The reaction is most often due to a fear (belief) that you hold as true that has NO REAL substance.

When you truly understand WHO you are and from WHERE you come, you will KNOW that you have NOTHING to fear!

When you doubt your own reality, you are denying Truth and you are usually in a state of fear—fear of responsibility! We watch as you ones go through your various colorful and elaborate justification processes as you try to convince yourselves (and often others) that you are justified in your running from responsibility (TRUTH)! These are your fears controlling you and you see this not! Deny all you want; it changes NOT one bit of the truth of the matter.

Have faith in yourself and have faith in that which you KNOW to be true! If you must hold onto one truth, then find one small truth to hold onto and move forward from there.

For example: Let us say that you are in a situation where you have been avoiding telling
someone how you truly think and believe regarding spiritual matters because you are afraid they will not understand and will somehow think less of you. Let us say that this person is your spouse or “significant other” and that you know that they are very fundamental in their beliefs and have stated as much. So, you go about avoiding the subject, though it nags at you, because you cannot allow yourself to express the joy that the information and thinking brings you, and you are afraid of offending the other or being rejected for your beliefs.

As time goes by, you notice that you are making excuses about what you have been doing, such as telling a story (like, “I went to the library...”) instead of telling the truth that you were reading one of the Phoenix Journals or the CONTACT newspaper. This continues, and the guilt grows, and the subsequent tension between the two of you builds and builds. You are feeling worse and worse every time you tell a half truth or lie in order to avoid confronting your fears.

This is where you would be wise to find a simple truth about which you have great certainty, such as: “I believe that everyone deserves to know the TRUTH, no matter how embarrassing or difficult it is for me to confront!” If YOU hold this to be true, then act upon your truth and have faith in your judgment.

The person to whom you show this level of honesty will, in time, appreciate your honesty—even if it is several years after the fact and your honesty leads to a divorce or separation. This may sound harsh, but if you consider the alternative—continual lying—the consequence will be even harder to deal with as the guilt consumes you. What do you think the end result of the relationship will be after four or five years of dishonesty?

When you confront your fears, you will find discomfort as the ego tries to justify the need for the fear in the first place. You may experience a “whirlwind” of emotional confusion as the Truth settles in and the subsequent realization of “reality” settles in for the one with whom you are being honest. Again: hold onto YOUR truth and act accordingly. It may be the only thing you will be able to hold onto as your world appears to be falling apart and your ego tries to avoid the pain.

Let me reiterate here that the truth that you hold onto must be something that YOU hold as true with great certainty, else this will not work, because when you first lie to yourself, then you cannot be honest with others. Your truth will anchor you in a position that will allow you to weather through the emotional upheavals as The Truth (honesty with self) sets you free!

This is how you begin to turn around the reactionary cycling of the mind and begin to project from a position of power (Truth). Consider carefully that which you hold onto as Truth, for if what you are clinging to is NOT completely true for you and you have doubts, then you will not be projecting from a position of power, but rather from a position of inner conflict and dishonesty with yourself!

Consider these words “auditioning tips” that will allow you to overcome the stage fright that might be keeping you from fulfilling your reason and purpose for being there. There are Great Potentials within each unique Lighted Being—awaiting realization and actualization
in manifested reality. The only thing standing between where you are this day and the realization of this Potential is YOU and YOUR self-imposed limitations (beliefs)—your fears!

I am Toniose Soltec, come as a Messenger of Truth, in Light and Service to the One Light Source—ATON. May this magnificent play include YOUR unique contribution! SALU.
“DEADLY FLESH-EATING VIRUS ATTACKS.... Diabolical viruses emerging.... New virulent strain discovered.... More frightening.... Virus ravages immune system.... vicious.... invades.... bizarre.... hostile.... conquers.... particularly virulent.... contaminates.... rampant.... malignant.... ubiquitous.... overruns.... permeates.... penetrates.... intrusive.... violates.... emerges.... breaches.... spoils.... rampage.... assaults.... onslaught.... ingenuity.... acute.... frenzied.... virulent.... notorious for its ability to mutate rapidly.... moving target...”

Mean little monsters, viruses are, aren’t they?

These are a few of the negative, emotionally charged, unscientific terms used to describe viruses.

WAKE UP, friends, when the mass media uses words like these to describe something they admit they know little about, THERE IS A SOMETHING FISHY GOING ON!

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

Good health is one of the most important elements of life, yet very few people are in perfect health, especially as they get older. It is safe to say that over 90% of older people and even middle-aged people are in less than perfect health, with problems like obesity, heart disease, arthritis, allergy, asthma, skin problems, indigestion and other stomach problems, cancer, lack of energy—the list is almost endless.

That this state of disease exists is self-evident proof that most people do whatever it is that causes disease and do not do whatever it is that causes perfect health.

That this state of disease exists is also self-evident proof that most people simply DO NOT KNOW what causes disease and what causes good health.

We know that exercise is good for us, yet we know of many star athletes in top condition who die of disease (Babe Ruth of cancer, Lou Gehrig of Lou Gehrig’s disease, Jim Fixx, the most famous runner of his time, who died of a heart attack while running, etc.). We know we should eat a good diet, yet if we read diet books we learn all kinds of conflicting information. The government and nutritionists say we should eat a “balanced diet” with some food from each of 4 different categories every day: meat, dairy products, grains and cereal, and fruits and vegetables. Therefore, what is more balanced than a cheeseburger? You have meat, cheese, lettuce, tomato, bread, oil in the mayonnaise, etc.—the perfect food! All hospital diets are supervised by nutritionists, yet hospital food is notoriously bad. I know of a person who had an operation then, afterwards as the first meal,
was given a bowl of Fruity Pebbles breakfast cereal! Is that good food?

Should we live on cheeseburgers?

Let’s do some thinking! If we look at ourselves and look around, we see that most people are diseased to some degree (not in perfect health). That means that most people, including us, do not practice the CAUSES of good health, but instead do some things that CAUSE bad health. And since that’s the case, then it is a pretty good bet that our understanding of good health and disease is faulty—that is, there are some things that we do not know that we need to learn, and some things that we “know” but that are in fact wrong. That means we need to study all available evidence with an open mind and be ready to accept new understanding, if we really want to understand health and disease.

A SEARCH FOR CAUSES

When I started trying to learn more about health and disease, some of the very first books I read were by Dr. Herbert Shelton (Fasting Can Save Your Life) and Dr. John Tilden (Toxemia Explained). From them I learned that you do not “catch” a cold, that a cold is merely the body ridding itself of toxins, and that the way to cure a cold is to simply stop eating—the cold will clear up in one to three days. But their other teachings, such as eating no cooked foods and living on raw fruit, just seemed too severe to be the right diet. Besides, it was a terribly “unbalanced” diet.

One of the first books I tried to follow was Gayelord Hauser’s Treasury of Secrets. He promoted six (what he called) “wonder foods”: brewer’s yeast, powdered skim milk, yogurt, wheat germ, blackstrap molasses, and avocados. So for a while I added these items to my diet, but could not tell that they did any good. Besides, they all taste lousy except for the avocados. He also promoted other goodies, such as “The less you cook liver, the more potent a weapon against paleness and tiredness it is. However, up to now it has been impossible to eat raw liver; but with that clever invention, the liquidizer-blender, raw liver can be easily transformed into a palatable drink...I highly recommend this Hi-Vi tonic to all who need nourishment quickly and in the most concentrated form” (p. 475). Sorry, Gayelord, I’ll pass on the raw liver drink.

When in California, my business partner’s father was diagnosed as having cancer, so my partner and I went on a search for a cure for cancer. Doctors have spent billions of dollars trying to cure cancer and the situation kept getting worse, so it was obvious they were going about it all wrong. I felt there just had to be some natural way of curing cancer. After all, the Bible said “the curse causeless shall not come” (Prov. 26:2). Instead of treating the tumors like the doctors were doing, I felt the correct approach would be to discover the CAUSE of cancer and eliminate the cause. I soon found out that the causes of cancer are no big secret—cancer is caused by asbestos, pesticides, charcoaled meat, fluorine, salt, sunlight, cigarette tobacco smoke, heat, alcohol, food coloring, food flavoring, poisons in the atmosphere—as a matter of fact, there are thousands of causes of cancer. How can one hope to cope with all that mess? While we can try to eliminate all the causes possible, it seemed that there were bound to be some causes that we would miss and the Big C would still sneak in and get you.
It was at that time that I learned about laetrile. It is a fact that people taking the laetrile treatment were doing better than cancer patients who were taking the standard medical treatments. I began learning about how the body works, but as I learned more I got the sneaking suspicion that laetrile did not work—that the improvement came because of the improved diet that always went along with the laetrile treatment. I spent a Sunday on a picnic with Doctor John Richardson, who at that time was the world authority on laetrile, and he spent the day telling me what he knew about laetrile and how he used it.

When I sold insurance, I sold cancer policies and learned a lot of cancer statistics. I learned that one out of four people will get cancer (nowadays the figure is more than one out of three). I also learned that a person who is diagnosed with cancer and who takes the standard treatments of surgery, radiation and chemotherapy, will live an average of three years. But a person who is diagnosed with cancer and who then goes home and takes no treatment at all, will live an average of 12 1/2 years.

I have known of too many people who had prayer for their healing (even ministers, minister’s wives, minister’s children where the whole church was praying for them) and who still died a horrible death. The explanation that they would be healed at the resurrection seemed like too much of a cop-out to me. “THE CURSE CAUSELESS SHALL NOT COME.”

Why were these children, ministers, etc., being cursed with cancer, and why didn’t God heal them? Cancer was certainly a curse that was caused by something, and all we had to do was remove the cause and that would eliminate the effect.

At first, I remembered that the Bible says God gave us every HERB of the field, so I figured that there must be some miracle herb that would cure cancer. I started looking for alternative treatments. I discovered Jason Winters. He said he had cured his own cancer by herbs and had written a book called Killing Cancer in which he promoted his product called Tribalene, which contained red clover, chaparral, cayenne, and a secret “miracle” herb from Hong Kong. He also had some products called Perisel and Xian. One product he recommended was Gerovital. The main ingredient in Gerovital is procaine hydrochloride. Procaine hydrochloride is what the dentist puts on the cotton swab which he rubs on your gums to deaden the gums where he sticks the needle in. A lot of people take Gerovital—but it can be toxic.

I read The Grape Cure by Johanna Brandt. The author of that book had cancer and went on a grape diet and her cancer went away! It worked! It was encouraging that there were cures out there for cancer; however, living on grapes just did not seem right. It seemed like too much of an unbalanced, fad diet. She recommended eating grapes every two hours, seven times a day, for up to two months. I learned that the “grape cure” started about the time of the Civil War and has been an “underground” cure ever since and that it really works.

I studied Dr. Robert Atkin’s diet books. On his diet, you can eat as much as you want of meat, fish, poultry and eggs. Fruit was forbidden. Among the vegetables he recommended were beet greens, Swiss chard, mushrooms, onions, bamboo shoots, water chestnuts and sauerkraut. He recommended saccharin and cyclamates as sweeteners. He also recommended high dosages of vitamin and mineral supplements. It is interesting that cyclamates have been banned in the U. S. because they have
been proven to cause cancer, while saccharin is allowed. In Canada, saccharin has been proven to cause cancer and is banned, but cyclamates are allowed.

I also read a book by Ann Wigmore called *Why Suffer?* It tells how she discovered the value of wheat grass juice (sprout wheat until it is about 4 to 6 inches long, then grind it and squeeze the juice out). She set up clinics around the country where people with “incurable” diseases would come and drink large quantities of wheat grass juice and eat raw foods, and would be healed. She also used enemas, enemas of wheat grass juice. It seems that chlorophyll has a very similar molecular structure to the hemoglobin in blood, except blood has an atom of iron in the middle, while chlorophyll has an atom of magnesium (and the blue blood of certain sea mollusks has an atom of copper instead). Since chlorophyll is so nearly like blood it must be good for us, is the reasoning. And I’ve heard that cow’s flesh is more nearly like human flesh than, say, fish, so cow’s flesh is better for us than fish. But the logical extension of this kind of reasoning is that human flesh and blood must be the best food of all. But anyway, Ann Wigmore’s diet is another one that really works. Yet, preparing the juices is extremely time consuming and the stuff tastes awful. Who wants to live on such a diet?

ADELLE DAVIS

I studied Adelle Davis’s books. The book *The Complete Food Handbook, Third Edition,* by Roger Doyle has this to say about Adelle Davis: “The patron saint of health foods is, of course, the late Adelle Davis. With over ten million copies of her books in print, including *Let’s Eat Right to Keep Fit* and *Let’s Get Well,* she has probably had more influence on the nutritional opinions of America than any other individual or, for that matter, any organization. She has quite correctly deplored the use of sugar and refined white bread and has engendered a healthy skepticism of junk food among millions. Despite her background in nutrition (she held an M.S. in biochemistry from the University of Southern California Medical School and worked for several years as a professional nutritionist), many of her statements are unsupported by facts. For example, she claims that drinking a quart of milk a day prevents cancer, a claim which, if true, would have been trumpeted ad nauseam by the American Dairy Association. Dr. Edward Rynerson, Emeritus Professor of Medicine at The Mayo Clinic, says that some of the many factual errors in Adelle Davis’s books are potentially harmful, such as her advice to take massive doses of vitamin A and the recommendation that a person with nephrosis take potassium chloride. Too much vitamin A can cause loss of appetite, extreme irritability, drying of skin, loss of hair, enlargement of the liver and other unpleasant consequences. Use of potassium chloride by patients with nephrosis is potentially lethal.”

I, too, noticed several mistakes she made. For instance, on page 45 of *Let’s Eat Right To Keep Fit* (paperback) she says, “eating too LITTLE fat is probably a major CAUSE of OVERWEIGHT.” Huh? On page 34 she says, “Proteins are made of amino acids, all containing nitrogen, which other foods lack.” She promotes a high-protein diet because protein, for one thing, is the only food with nitrogen. She forgets that air is 78% nitrogen and most of the body’s nitrogen comes from breathing air. When divers go down deep under water, the extra pressure enables more nitrogen to be dissolved into the blood from the lungs. Then when they go back up, they have to ascend slowly so the blood can release the nitrogen back into the lungs, or else bubbles may form in the blood causing what divers call “the bends” or nitrogen narcosis.
On page 30 she said, “advantages of an adequate protein intake are that energy is readily produced” and “all energy is produced by means of enzymes, organic substances whose principal component is protein.” Her statements are misleading; energy comes from blood sugar (glucose) from carbohydrates. The body does NOT directly use protein, it uses amino acids. The body has to break down the proteins into amino acids. Digesting protein takes considerable energy—that is why you feel lazy and sleepy after a big protein meal.

She said the body needs sodium and chlorine, true, (p. 187) and “sodium and chlorine are amply supplied by table salt”. Actually, table salt is a form of sodium and chlorine that is often extremely damaging to the body. And I was to learn later that very much of what she said in her books was misleading or wrong.

I also studied macrobiotics, a type of Japanese diet introduced by Michio Kushi that depends heavily on steamed vegetables, grains, soybeans, and seaweed. I read several of his books, and a book written by a medical doctor who cured his advanced cancer by going on the macrobiotic diet (Recalled by Life, by Anthony J. Sattilaro, M.D.). Macrobiotics recommends no fruits for cancer patients. Kushi recommends taro potato plasters and ginger plasters. He says that raw foods, fruits, and juices are among the CAUSES of cancer (The Cancer Prevention Diet, p. 210-211).

Finally I found a cancer cure that made sense and really worked in the book by Dr. Max Gerson, A Cancer Therapy: Results of Fifty Cases (available from the Gerson Institute, PO Box 430, Bonita, CA 91908). On page 131, he says “We do know that a healing apparatus is present and functions in a healthy body—and we learned, in addition, by means of this treatment, that it can be reactivated if the body can be sufficiently detoxified (in degenerative diseases and cancer).” His diet prohibited junk foods, salt, and even pineapples and water (juices were given instead of water), all berries, nuts, avocados, and cucumbers. Also forbidden were milk, cheese, butter, fish, meat, and eggs. The foods to be eaten included raw fruit and a large amount of fruit and vegetable juices, also fresh calves’ liver juice. Baked potatoes were allowed. Peppermint tea was allowed, and caffeine (coffee) enemas were required very frequently. Medicines he used were potassium and Lugol solution (iodine), ox bile, pancreatin tablets, and vitamins. Remember that this is a diet he used to promote healing of cancer, not necessarily a diet for normal living.

I read How I Conquered Cancer Naturally by Eddie Mae Hunsberger, in which she tells how she overcame cancer by following Ann Wigmore’s wheat grass juice diet. All these books agree that cancer patients have a problem digesting protein, so meat, milk, cheese, and eggs are the worst foods in the world for people with cancer. I was living on meat, milk, cheese, and eggs until I learned that. Another book was How I Purged Myself of Melanoma: Cancer Winner by Jaquie Davison. She followed the Dr. Max Gerson diet. I also learned there is a network of hundreds and thousands of people who are working together to share the information that cancer can be overcome by changing your diet (for more information, contact: The International Association of Cancer Victors and Friends, Inc., 7740 West Manchester Ave., Suite 110, Playa del Rey, California 90293). The American Cancer Society spends billions of dollars on cancer research and it is all so useless. It’s worse than useless.

I learned about Dr. William Donald Kelley of Grapevine, Texas. He had an almost 100% cure rate
of cancer patients, using a diet of fresh fruits and vegetables, almonds, and a considerable number of various vitamins and supplements. No meat, milk, or eggs were allowed. The authorities finally ran him out of business and he had to move to Mexico.

Max Gerson was curing people of cancer, but he was a medical doctor. When he died, his daughter took over his clinic and the authorities ran her out of business, so she also had to move to Mexico. The United States is one of the sickest nations in the world, ranking #89 (in 1974, probably much worse now) and is the only nation in the world to require a license before you can give health care.

Dr. Carey Reams in Northern Georgia was also having good luck curing cancer patients by diet, including fresh green vegetable juice and lemon juice. The state board of medical examiners filed suit against him and the court ordered him to either leave the state or go to jail, and specifically forbade him to visit his invalid 96-year-old mother. If he did, he would go to jail. Then they changed the law from a misdemeanor to a felony, re-arrested him on felony charges, and let him out on $15,000.00 bail. He soon died.

Then one day my wife Mary saw an interview with a couple on TV and was impressed enough to buy their book. She read the book and recommended it to me. I finally got around to reading it and it was really an eye-opener. The couple who wrote the book learned what they knew from a man here in Austin, so I contacted him and got a “ton” of his literature and studied it. It was a real mind-blower! Here at last was something that really made sense, that was based on fact, that was simple and natural and really worked! And where did the Austin man get his information? Originally from Dr. Herbert Shelton and John Tilden! Above I said that two of the first books I read when I started researching diet were *Fasting Can Save Your Life* by Herbert Shelton and *Toxemia Explained* by John Tilden! I was on the right track in the beginning but didn’t know enough to realize it!

**NATURAL HYGIENE**

Herbert Shelton taught a way of life called Natural Hygiene. Natural Hygiene was started in 1832 by a Presbyterian preacher named Sylvester Graham. He taught that people should “clean up their act” literally. At that time most people did not take baths in winter, and very few took many in the summer. One young man wrote to Graham and asked, “I have been in the habit during the past winter of taking a warm bath every three weeks. Is this too often to follow the year round?” Graham taught that temperance should not be limited to drink. It was the habit at the time, when the more well-to-do had a banquet, there would often be thirty or more different meats and fish, and the meal might last seven hours without stopping. Graham emphasized exercise, sunlight, fresh air, dress reform, and a vegetarian diet. Graham bread and Graham crackers were named after Sylvester Graham.

Graham’s teachings spread rapidly, as people who followed him were being cured of all kinds of problems. Graham boarding houses were established in major cities where people ate Graham bread and took baths at least three times a week. The *Graham Journal* and the *Health Journal and Advocate* were started, and the American Physiological Society was started to print publications and spread the word. Graham taught how to stay healthy. There was a great cholera “epidemic” in New York City in 1832. The doctors told everybody to stay away from fruits and be sure their foods
were well cooked, while Graham advocated eating fresh raw fruit and practicing other health habits such as getting more light, fresh air, etc., which were contrary to medical teaching (the doctors taught that fresh air would let disease in and you would get sick).

Those who followed Graham did not get cholera, while those that followed the doctors died wholesale. Dr. Isaac Jennings became a convert and taught people how to regain their health. Then they were joined by Dr. Russell Thacker Trall, Mary Gove, and John Harvey Kellogg, among many others. Other people began teaching Natural Hygiene and set up clinics. Kellogg was a surgeon converted to hygienism (and he became a Seventh Day Adventist). He became superintendent of the Battle Creek Sanitarium in Battle Creek, Michigan. He experimented with improving breakfast cereals. When he died at age 87 in 1943, his family took over the business and developed the line of breakfast cereals now put out by the Kellogg Company (John Harvey Kellogg would not have approved of what is now sold by Kellogg Co.). Another Hygienist was Ellen White, who founded the Seventh Day Adventist Church. That is why the SDA Church teaches vegetarianism. Another hygienist was the famous nurse, Florence Nightingale (now you know why she was famous). Nightingale said: “For diseases, as all experience shows, are adjectives, not noun substantives.” She also said: “The specific disease doctrine is the grand refuge of weak, uncultured, unstable minds, such as now rule in the medical profession. There are no specific diseases: there are specific disease-conditions.” This “just-a-nurse” was nursing patients to health from “incurable” diseases, while the medical “experts” were losing patients by the thousands (“experts” such as Edward Jenner, considered to be the discoverer of vaccination, who obtained his medical degree by buying it for £15).

The father of Louisa May Alcott (who is famous for writing the book *Little Women*) was a medical doctor who converted to hygienism. Bernarr McFadden became a convert, and taught Bob Hoffman and Herbert Shelton (Shelton worked for McFadden for a while). Bernarr McFadden and Bob Hoffman were responsible for the founding of the modern weightlifting sports.

**BACTERIA CAUSE DISEASE AND FLIES CAUSE GARBAGE—NOT!**

In 1865 Louis Pasteur discovered bacteria (so we are told—he learned from Antoine Béchamp and took credit for Béchamp’s discoveries) and presented the theory that bacteria was the cause of disease. Pasteurization of milk was named after him. The doctors loved this new theory because they could make a lot of money from it by giving vaccinations and selling drugs. The general public loved the new theory because it suited man’s ego—now man did not have to be responsible for his own health; now he could blame disease on some strange “germ” that sneaked up on him and attacked him. However, in 1892 a scientist named Koch made some logical observations that became known as Koch’s Postulates. They said that, if a bacteria caused disease, then that bacteria must always be present when the disease occurred. And they said that, if the particular bacteria that causes a certain disease is present, then that disease must be present. But the truth is, bacteria are often present when the disease they are supposed to cause is not present, and often when a certain disease is present, the bacteria that supposedly cause it are NOT present. It used to be said that pneumococcus bacteria caused pneumonia, but it was noted that this bacteria was absent in nearly half the cases of pneumonia! It was thought that syphilis was caused by spirochetes, but they
learned that spirochetes were not responsible. “Strep throat” was supposedly caused by streptococcus bacilli, but the strep bacteria are often present in the throat when there is no sign of a sore throat. Doctors know this, but do not want the public to understand the real cause of disease. If I ask a doctor why is it that streptococcus is often present in my throat but there is no sign of disease, he will say, “that’s because you are not susceptible.” But what he has just said is: bacteria do not cause disease, whatever it is that makes me susceptible is what causes disease! Bacteria do not cause disease any more than flies cause garbage, and for the same reason.

Because of the publicity for the new germ theories and vaccinations, the Natural Hygiene movement almost died out. And then along came Herbert Shelton, who almost single handedly revived the Natural Hygiene movement. He wrote many books, gave hundreds of lectures, and set up a fasting clinic at San Antonio, Texas. At his clinic he supervised the fasts of over 60,000 people. He was responsible for thousands of people with “incurable” diseases becoming healthy again. The “authorities” harassed him many times and finally forced him out of business just before he died. He lived from 1895 to 1985. He also taught Hygienism to many people who later became teachers of Hygienism, and now there are about 25 fasting clinics scattered around the country. There are several medical doctors and many chiropractors that teach and practice Hygienism, and there is an American Natural Hygiene Society, and one in Britain, another in Canada, and there are teachers and practitioners in South Africa, France, Australia and in other parts of the world.

One man who was a disciple of Dr. Herbert Shelton was T. C. Fry. He was head of a fasting clinic near Burnet, Texas, and was head of Life Science Institute, a college here in Austin that teaches Natural Hygiene. He taught thousands of people, including several medical doctors and many chiropractors. I learned something from him that at first astounded me. I thought, “This man is crazy! This is impossible!” He said that viruses do not exist! He said THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A VIRUS! Why would he say that?

T. C. Fry said that so called “viruses” are parts of the cell, they are cell “garbage” that results when cells die and are broken down. There are about 75 trillion cells in a human body. I remember in school we used to study “the simple cell”. I have since found out that each cell has about 40,000 parts to it (depends on the kind of cell it is). These parts are called organelles. One kind of organelle in the cell is called a mitochondria. The mitochondria is a blueprint or template, something like a tri-square that a carpenter uses. The mitochondria is a guide the cell uses to manufacture ATP from glucose, which produces energy. When the body decides to replace a cell, it first creates another cell by a process called mitosis. Old dead cells are digested by a hydrolytic enzyme called lysosome. The mitochondria contain DNA which are generally coated by a double protein sheath and are a little bit harder to digest than the rest of the cell. These mitochondrion (or more specifically, the DNA) are what doctors are calling viruses. The virus does not destroy the cell, it’s the other way around. “...lysosomes, for example, are membrane-enclosed bodies that store enzymes that digest or degrade proteins, DNA, or RNA...The monomers formed as a product of this digestion (amino acids, nucleotides, and so forth) are then reused in the synthesis of new molecules” (p. 16, Viruses, Arnold J. Levine, 1992, Scientific American Library).

THE ELITE CONTROLLERS
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The couple that I told you that Mary saw on television were Harvey and Marilyn Diamond. They took the Life Science course from T. C. Fry and then wrote *Fit for Life*. *Fit for Life* is the number one best-selling diet book in history, and is in the top 25 best selling books that were ever made. They also wrote *Fit for Life II*, from which I want to quote (pp. 15, 16):

“In the early 1900s the Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations became heavily involved in philanthropic grants to medical schools. Their goal was to create a ‘respectable’ male, upper class medical profession, which based its philosophy on drug therapy. (Coincidentally, at that time the Rockefellers were already in the business of selling drugs.) At that point in history there was a great deal of diversity of health care, with drugs being used mostly by a wealthy elite and more natural approaches to health care being supported by a large segment of the population. In 1909 the Carnegie Foundation sent Abraham Flexner on a national tour of all schools that offered training in health care, from the largest right down to the most humble. It was up to Flexner, one man representing only one philosophy, to determine which schools would receive philanthropic funding in order to become more established, and which would not. Flexner selected as recipients for generous grants only the larger, wealthier schools that were willing to conform to the medical model of drug therapy preferred by the Carnegies and Rockefellers. For smaller schools and those with more natural approaches, the message was clear: ‘Conform to the medical model or close’. As far as Flexner was concerned these schools were not worth saving. The now infamous *Flexner Report* of 1910 put the nails in the coffin of health care diversity in this country. Alternative schools closed by the score, including six of America’s eight Black medical schools and all the medical schools admitting women...Chiropractic was discredited to the point of nearly being outlawed...("Hygienists like Dr. Herbert Shelton, Dr. William Benesh, and Dr. Gian-Cursio were actually imprisoned for extending successful treatment to cancer victims who had previously been treated and given no chance for recovery by the medical establishment."")

There are thousands of doctors using diet to cure “incurable” diseases in other countries, yet the American Cancer Society for years said diet had absolutely nothing to do with disease. Lately, however, they have been forced to admit that diet is involved. In 1974 there were over 4,000 doctors in Germany alone who were using diet and natural treatments for diseases; I do not know the current figures. Mr. Fry’s course on how to be healthy was translated into French and is taught at the leading medical university in Paris. The U. S. is the victim of a giant conspiracy.

I found an old book that gave all the details of how the Rockefellers and Carnegies did it—in fact, the book bragged about it. The book is *Rockefeller Medicine Men* by E. Richard Brown, University of California Press. *The Washington Post* said of the book, “No one can or should ignore this book. It’s an eloquent, well-documented damning appraisal of the historical marriage between medicine and capitalism and its impact on shaping the kind of health care system we have today.” The Rockefeller/New York International bankers group set up the American Medical Association, the American Dietetic Association, and the Centers for Disease Control in order to more fully take control of this country’s health. Other groups such as the American Cancer Society were set up by Rockefeller University in Manhattan, and funded by the Rockefeller Foundation.

They invented viruses, the first main one being the polio virus. They were having trouble with people believing the bacteria theories, so they had to come up with something new. Then they
invented the Salk vaccine which supposedly cured polio. You older folks probably remember the uproar that occurred when it was learned that the Salk vaccine killed people and actually caused polio. They blamed their goof on a bad batch of vaccine made by a certain lab, and then came out with a sugar cube (Sabine oral vaccine) with a drop of drug on it as the cure. This drug did not immediately kill people, so it was heralded as a medical miracle. Even though Salk’s drug killed people and cured nothing, he was made a hero and won the Nobel Prize.

**HOW POLIO WAS “CURED”**

But didn’t they cure polio, you ask? In 1954, the Massachusetts Department of Health reported 1,015 cases of polio. The Salk vaccine was introduced in 1955. After the introduction of the Salk vaccine, the number of cases rose to 3,863. In nearly every state, the number of cases of polio increased by about 400% after the introduction of the Salk vaccine. The problem was blamed on a bad batch of vaccine from Cutter Laboratories. So the U. S. Public Health Service (now called the Centers for Disease Control) issued new guidelines for the diagnosis of polio. Now a doctor could not diagnose as polio unless the symptoms had persisted for over 60 days, and could then call it polio only if paralysis had occurred. Anything else was renamed spinal meningitis, multiple sclerosis, etc. In 1960 the CDC reported a “new disease—Aseptic Meningitis”. That year the number of cases of aseptic meningitis shot up to 1,539. The same year the number of cases of nonparalytic polio dropped off by 1,319 cases and practically disappeared. The “Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report” reported 19 cases of nonparalytic polio from 1966 through 1975; for the brand new disease aseptic meningitis, the number of cases was 42,014. Polio was not cured, it was merely renamed out of apparent existence and is now mostly called aseptic meningitis.


Another time the Centers for Disease Control tried to pull a fast one was the swine flu fiasco. They were all set to make a fortune when the newspapers let the cat out of the bag and showed that the only people getting swine flu were the ones taking the vaccine. Dr. J. Anthony Morris, who was a member of the Food and Drug Administration, found out that the swine flu scam was a hoax dreamed up to make doctors and drug companies a lot of money, so he went to the newspapers and exposed it. He was fired from the FDA for doing so.

Another hoax they tried to pull was Legionnaire’s disease, but it fell through. Dr. Beter said that what was really going on there was a radiation poisoning event.

The latest hoax to come out of the Centers for Disease Control is, believe it or not, AIDS. I know you’ve heard about this horrible epidemic we are having of AIDS. Ministers have had a ball preaching about this modern curse upon evildoers. But the fact is, NO ONE IS DYING OF AIDS. AIDS, as an infectious disease, does not exist. AIDS is a “syndrome”, not a disease. A “syndrome” is a group of symptoms. The people who are dying are dying mostly from drugs! The homosexuals were dying because they routinely used “poppers”, mainly isobutyl nitrite and amyl nitrite (which relax the sphincter muscles in the rectum and give a “rush” or “high”), both manufactured by the Burroughs Wellcome Company, which also is the only company manufacturing AZT, the drug doctors give to
AIDS patients to cure their AIDS. AZT (azidothymidine) is listed in the Merck Manual as being an “immunosuppressive” drug—it suppresses the immune system; in other words, it CAUSES AIDS. Isobutyl and amyl nitrite were sold as “deodorants” so that homosexuals could have easy access to it. And people who keep taking drugs—whether illegal or the legal drugs such as AZT—are dying from the drugs. According to the last information I had, T. C. Fry had admitted 12 AIDS patients to his fasting clinic at Burnet, Texas, and all 12 later went home, cured of all evidence of AIDS.

Dr. Roger Cochran, a medical doctor, was diagnosed “terminal with AIDS”. He had lost 65 pounds, was barely able to walk, and was given but a few months to live by his fellow medical men. He knew that AIDS treatments did not work, so he turned to another medical doctor, a wartime buddy, and asked him to help him find an alternative cure. After much searching, they found the book Toxemia Explained by Tilden, and Herbert Shelton’s book Fasting Can Save Your Life. Roger underwent a 35-day fast, and was cured of AIDS. He wrote a book called Roger’s Recovery From AIDS, which the “authorities” want to suppress. There is another book called They Conquered AIDS by Gregory Scott and Bianca Leonardo which tells the true stories of 17 AIDS patients who were cured of AIDS, without drugs or doctors. And T. C. Fry has a book called The Great AIDS Hoax which gives the details of the AIDS hoax. Healing AIDS Naturally is a book written by Laurence Badgley, a medical doctor. He states case after case of AIDS patients who used nonmedical treatments and became well.

AIDS is defined as a “deficiency of the immune system”. Are deficiencies contagious? If I had a deficiency of the immune system, could you catch something from me which I do not have? Can you catch my deficiency? Can you see the nonsense in what they are saying? And the whole idea of vaccinations was that the vaccine supposedly produced an antibody in your bloodstream which made it impossible for you to then catch the disease. But now the imbecilic medical profession says that the AIDS antibody in your system is proof that you have the disease! And some of those murderers are even appealing for legislation to make it a law that everyone be tested for AIDS and anyone diagnosed as having the HIV virus or AIDS antibodies be forced to take drugs—supposedly to stop the spread of the “epidemic”.

Dr. Peter Duesberg is one of the foremost cancer and viral researchers in this country. He was with the Department of Molecular Biology and Virus Laboratories of the University of California at Berkeley. The National Cancer Institute issued grant CA39915A-01 to Dr. Duesberg to research the HIV virus. He did just that, and reported his findings in a report called “Retroviruses as Carcinogens and Pathogens: Expectations and Reality”. Guess what he found—he reported that viruses do not and can not cause AIDS! He showed that, in over 50% of the people diagnosed with AIDS, the patients did not have HIV or any immunosuppressive viruses. This was definitely not what the CDC and drug industry wanted to hear, so they tried to shut him up and turned the research over to Dr. Robert Gallo. Dr. Gallo was the one who first suggested that HIV was the virus that caused AIDS. Dr. Gallo also owns a large block of the stock of the stock of Burroughs Wellcome, the company that makes the AIDS drug AZT. You think there is not a rat in that woodpile? Dr. Robert Gallo is a paid professional prostitute of the drug dealers and was found in court to have lied about HIV.

“AIDS codiscoverer censured for misconduct. The U. S. Department of Health and Human Services released a report last week concluding that government AIDS researcher Robert C. Gallo
committed scientific misconduct in connection with his codiscovery with French scientists in 1984 of the virus that causes AIDS....The report—produced by HHS’s Office of Research Integrity (ORI)—adds fuel to an eight-year-old international controversy over the lucrative patent rights to blood tests for AIDS....” (Science News, Jan. 9, 1993, p. 20).

“Scientist to admit his AIDS virus came from France by John Crewdson, Knight-Ridder Tribune News Service—Dr. Robert Gallo will acknowledge in a letter that the virus he claims to have discovered came from French researchers” (Austin American Statesman, May 31, 1991, A7). The Frenchman mentioned is Dr. Luc Montagnier. Montagnier and Gallo later both admitted that HIV does not cause AIDS, and say there must be some “co-factor” involved. The HIV Connection, 1072 Folsom Street, Suite 321, San Francisco, CA 94102, has an article that states: “It may come as a surprise for some to learn that there is little, if any, evidence that HIV causes AIDS” (NEXUS magazine, April-May 1994, p. 35).

“AIDS pioneer Dr. Gallo under investigation again, New York Times News Service. WASHINGTON—Dr. Robert Gallo, the American co-discoverer of the virus that causes AIDS and the subject of a federal inquiry in connection with that discovery, is being investigated again, federal officials say, this time on charges of perjury and patent fraud” (Austin American Statesman, March 2, 1992, A4). Two of Gallo’s staff were also accused of fraud and stealing (one was convicted).

The only publication at first to carry Dr. Duesberg’s findings was Spin magazine. The story was in the Volume 3, Number 8 issue in early 1988, published by Camouflage Publishing Inc., 6 West 18th St., New York, NY 10011-4608; (212) 576-1010). It was an interview with Dr. Duesberg in which he plainly says it is all a scam to make money. For instance, Williams Haseltine and Max Essex are among the top 5 AIDS researchers in the country, and they own millions in stock of a company they founded called Cambridge Bio-Science, which sells HIV test kits. By the way, the Journal of the American Medical Association said that of all the AIDS cases registered in New York and San Francisco after 1985, 93% did not have the HIV virus.

The front-cover featured article in Spin magazine, June 1992, is an article called “The HIV Myth—New Evidence That It Doesn’t Cause AIDS” which gives more proof of the hoax, yet the general media continue to spout about HIV being the virus that causes AIDS. AIDS is simply a deficiency in the immune system. All diseases cause a deficiency in the immune system, or more correctly stated, a deficiency in the immune system is manifested as disease. Thus it could be said that all diseases are AIDS. However, this is overlooking the fact that many diseases such as colds are simply proof that the immune system is still working properly! If this paragraph does not make sense to you, come back and read it after you finish this document.

WHAT ABOUT HEMOPHILIACS?

You may ask, then how come hemophiliacs die of AIDS, like that boy who President Bush visited and made into a media event. Simple. When a foreign protein gets into the system, our so-called “immune system” goes after it to destroy it. The liver tries to detoxify it, and hepatitis often results. The body’s defense system tries to get rid of the foreign blood. Doctors add what is called “Factor VIII” to the blood to increase the body’s ability to clot the blood in the event of bleeding. The
medical books say Factor VIII is “suspected to depress the immune system” (of course it does, that is why they add it to the blood)! In addition, drugs like cyclophosphamide are added to the blood to purposely depress the immune system, so the body will not try to destroy the foreign blood that was injected. Cyclophosphamide is an extremely deadly drug; many have died in hospitals from accidental overdoses (the barely safe maximum dosage is 7 grams over four days, per Austin American Statesman article, March 24, 1995, A2, “Overdose at Boston hospital blamed for writer’s death”). Factor VIII and cyclophosphamide are cumulative; their effects build up. In other words, hemophiliacs do not die of AIDS; they die of drugs. On June 29, 1988, a Federal Advisory Panel recommended keeping blood transfusions at a minimum because the process “carries documented risks of infection and IMMUNE CHANGES”.

Remember Dr. J. Anthony Morris above who exposed the swine flu hoax? He has embarrassed modern AIDS researchers by showing that the so-called new epidemic is not new at all; blood frozen 50 years ago has the same “virus” in it that is said to cause AIDS!

Ann Wigmore used diet and wheat grass juice to cure AIDS. She wrote a book called Overcoming AIDS and Other “Incurable” Diseases the Attunitive Way Through Nature. The Massachusetts attorney general forbade her to distribute the book, which she appealed all the way to the Massachusetts Supreme Court and won. Fortunately, we still have some freedom of the press, but it is a freedom that is fast disappearing.

The New England Journal of Medicine, Wednesday, February 5, 1986 issue published a study that proves that AIDS is not contagious. But that is not the kind of information the drug dealers want you to know.

What about Kimberly Bergalis, who “caught” AIDS from her dentist? She claimed she “never used IV drugs, never slept with anyone, and never had a blood transfusion.” An article in Spin called “AIDS, Word From The Front” said: “Some observers believe the rapidity of Bergalis’s decline might have stemmed from her use of AZT. Bergalis wrote about the ‘torturous acne that infested [her] face and neck, brought on by AZT.’ She required multiple blood transfusions to combat anemia, and suffered subsequent weight loss, uncontrollable thrush, and muscular atrophy. Although she had already developed AIDS by the time she began taking the drug, AZT itself can be highly immunosuppressive, especially at doses resulting in anemia” (Aug. 1994, p.80). She also used antibiotics, steroid creams, tranquilizers, other prescription drugs, and who knows what she ate. And as I recall, she was also put on another experimental AIDS drug that is as deadly as AZT, called DDI or dideoxyinosine (or didanosine).

If you want to see for yourself that AZT CAUSES AIDS, go to the library and get a Merck Manual or Physicians’ Desk Reference and look up Burroughs Wellcome products. Find the reference to Retrovir or zidovudine. Retrovir is their brand name for azidothymidine (AZT), which used to be called zidovudine. The references will have warnings that state this chemical depresses the immune system (of course they use a lot of fancy words to say it). In fact, AZT was developed as a cancer cure but proved to be too deadly so was put on hold until Burroughs Wellcome could dream up another use for it.
INSTANT AIDS

The diseases agammaglobulinemia, agranulocytosis, alymphocytosis, aplastic anemia, Di George syndrome, granulocytopenia, Kaposi’s sarcoma, leukocytopenia, lymphocytopenia, neutropenia, pancytopenia, splenic deficiency syndrome, thrombocytopenia, thymic alymphoplasia, toxoplasmosis, late-stage herpes, and others have all been renamed AIDS. They have to rename these diseases to get the statistics up to where they can declare an epidemic. Whatever happened to syphilis? Since it was supposedly caused by bacteria and that fell through, it was renamed herpes and declared to be caused by a virus. Now herpes is being rediagnosed and renamed AIDS. The term “immune deficiency” has been in every Merck Manual (the bible of doctors) since 1952, and now all the immune deficiency diseases are being renamed AIDS. When a list of long-known diseases are lumped together and called a new disease, in behalf of bureaucratic, research, and drug interests, don’t you think it should be called a hoax?

“New AIDS definition might double cases. New York Times News Service—Bowing to pressures from patients, doctors and others, federal health officials Tuesday proposed a new definition of AIDS that is expected almost to double the number of cases to be reported next year by including many more women and drug abusers. That, in turn, could lead to increased spending for those groups.....” (Austin American Statesman, October 28, 1992, p. A2).

“CDC to rethink AIDS definition, women’s diseases. ATLANTA (AP)—The federal Centers for Disease Control said Wednesday it will consider redefining AIDS to include illnesses that specifically affect women....” (Austin American Statesman, September 3, 1992, p. A16).

“AIDS definition changing on Friday, by Lauran Neergaard, Associated Press. ATLANTA—Thousands more Americans will have AIDS—officially—on Friday, when a new definition goes into effect” (Austin American Statesman, December 29, 1992, p. A6).

“AIDS cases surge this year after redefinition of disease. Associated Press. ATLANTA—The number of Americans with AIDS increased at a surprising rate during the first three months of the year, when more than 35,000 new cases were reported, federal health officials said Thursday” (Austin American Statesman, April 30, 1993, p. A5).

So, how do you eliminate polio? You rename it something else. And how do you create an AIDS epidemic? You rename other diseases as AIDS. Hey, now that you know how to create or cure diseases, you, too, can be a doctor. I hereby grant you a Ph.D.!

In the July 21st, 1989, issue of Science magazine it was announced that the hiding place of the AIDS virus had been found in the T-4 lymphocyte cells (part of the body’s defense system). The viruses enter these cells and remain there for the 5 years or so that it takes for them to become active. However, if you look up these cells in a physiology book, you find that the average life of these cells is only a few weeks at most.

MEASLES, WHOOPING COUGH, CHICKEN POX
I have done a lot of genealogical research, and I noticed that in the old records, such as around the Civil War period, people died by the thousands from measles, whooping cough, chicken pox, etc. I wondered why that was. People do not die of measles, whooping cough, chicken pox—at least, not very often, and I did not die of measles, whooping cough or chicken pox (all of which I had and I did not take any wonder drug that cured them, either—I had measles three times). Then I discovered the truth. When a person back then “caught” measles or such, everybody “knew” it was a very dangerous disease, so they ran to their doctor for the latest in treatment. The drug mainly used was called calomel. Remember calomel? Know what it is? The modern name for it is mercury chloride. It is a deadly poison. The person would die, the doctor would write on the death certificate, “cause of death: measles”, when the real cause of death should have been written “cause of death: murder by doctor from drug poisoning”. They are still doing it to us. In Los Angeles, New York, Israel, etc. where doctors have gone on strike, the death rate goes down by almost 60% and the undertakers nearly go broke. Mercury used to be called quicksilver. The German word for mercury is “quacksilber”. German doctors used to use so much quacksilber (it was a major medicine for over 200 years) that the people called them “quacks”. Medical doctors were the original quacks, and they still are.

MARY GOVE NICHOLS

I found an interesting quotation probably written around 1870. In her autobiography, Mary Lyndon—Revelation of Life, Mary Gove Nichols, Hygienic pioneer, tells about an incident with childhood illness.

“The doctor took a lancet from his pocket and turning to my mother he said, ‘We must phlebotomize.’ I knew the hard word meant bleeding. I was weak and pale as paper, yet he bled me till I was twice faint, once when I first saw the blood and again when he had taken more than I should regain in many weeks.

“He next put a quantity of ‘bitters’ in a bowl and ordered that the material should be steeped in brandy and that I should take a wineglass of the mixture, three times a day to strengthen me. He said, ‘Under the influence of the potent preparation, your daughter will soon cease to perambulate the periphery of sickness and return to the center of health.’

“When he came again he was more incomprehensible than at first. I was weaker and worse every way than when he had seen me at first. He sat for some minutes, leaning his forehead in his hand, and then he uttered oracularly, ‘Probatum est’. He then turned to my mother and said in a measured and, as he evidently thought, most impressive manner: ‘My dear madam, to arrest the disease in its very inchoation, the cerulean mass is indicated.’

“As my mother looked her utter inability to understand him, he went on...’vulgarly called “blue pill”, madam. The cerulean mass is an incomparable, a veritable nonpareil, for preventing an emphysematous state of the hepatic gland to which miss here has a decided proclivity. I do not doubt that there is a strenuous idiosyncrasy in her case, and from the paucity of the roseate hue on the cheeks and lips, I deduce a decrecenti state of the circulation. Cerulean mass alternating with the sulphate of magnesia, a smart dose of each daily.’
“I became very ill, indeed. My bloodless lips grew even paler, my face was thinner, my eyes sunk, and a black circle surrounded them.

“At last, young as I was, I became convinced that the doctor’s drugs were killing me.”

When Mary Gove Nichols became a Hygienic educator, she “dealt firmly with the most deadly diseases....the blue blood of cholera was made rose color again by my ministrations....no patient of mine was ever pitted with smallpox. Pure cold water, pure air, clean linen and all other clothing freshly clean, the juice of fruits, and kindness, have been my only medicines....mothers who obeyed the health laws which I taught them obtained immunity from suffering when the best gift of heaven, a new being, an infant life, was bestowed upon them....birth became painless.”

I think it important to notice that the medical industry claims to have wiped out smallpox and the only smallpox left is some kept at the Centers for Disease Control just in case of germ warfare with Russia. Yet, even in the late 1800s Mary Gove Nichols had no trouble preventing or curing smallpox or any other disease, including cholera or whatever, with nothing but good health practices and a diet of fruit juices.

In the late 1800s and early 1900s, doctors taught that you should not eat raw fruit or vegetables because they might have germs, such as cholera, typhus, or whatever. It was much better to eat cooked foods to be safe, they said.

Most doctors now admit that eating raw fruits and raw vegetables is good for you. They no longer say you will get diseases from this type of eating. Pasteurization of milk was begun supposedly to kill the typhus germs, undulant fever germs, etc., so that drinking milk would not make you sick. Almost all states and counties have laws saying that milk has to be pasteurized. A very few counties allow raw milk to be sold, but only if it is certified by inspectors. If raw fruit will not make you sick, why should raw milk give you a disease? Milk in any form for adults contributes to degenerative diseases, those not claimed to be caused by germs, such as heart problems and cancer; the real reason milk is pasteurized is to kill the germs that would rot the milk, so that the milk can be stored longer and shipped farther. The reason milk is pasteurized is to make money for the dairy, not for any health reason. They are not concerned about the consumer. Another reason milk is pasteurized is that the equipment that is required is so expensive that small dairy farmers cannot afford it, so it eliminates competition for the big dairies. Once again, an economic, not a health, reason.

OTHERS’ COMMENTS

In school, we studied a poet named Percy Bysshe Shelly (best known for writing Prometheus Unbound, I suppose). Percy Shelly wrote, in 1812, “There is no disease, bodily or mental, which adoption of vegetable diet and pure water has not infallibly mitigated wherever the experiment has been fairly tried” (A Vindication of Natural Diet). In 1881, Thomas L. Nichols, M.D., wrote, “Coarse and fatty animal food disturbs the liver and kidneys....Fruit, and seeds, and nuts, which are but larger seeds, contain all that man requires” (Eating to Live: The Diet Cure).

Herodotus, known as the “Father of History”, was a Greek historian who wrote a history of Greece
while living at Athens, Greece, around 450 BC. He wrote, “The oldest inhabitants of Greece, the Pelasgians, who came before the Dorian, Ionian and Elian migrations, inhabited Arcadia and Thessaly, possessing the islands of Lesbos and Lakemanas, which were full of orange groves. The people, with their diet of dates and oranges, lived an average of more than 200 years.”

Pythagoras, who is credited as being the father of mathematics, modern astronomy, philosophy and other sciences, lived on fruit. Another Greek poet, Hesiod, said, “The Pelasgians and the people who came after them in Greece, ate fruits of the virgin forest and blackberries from the fields.” Plutarch, the Greek biographer, wrote: “The ancient Greeks, before the time of Lycurgus, ate nothing but fruits.” Even now, we hear of somebody who has the body of a Greek god or goddess, as the Greeks were known to hold in high regard physical exercise and good health. The name Apollo means apple.

**WHAT CAUSES DISEASE?**

If bacteria or viruses do not cause disease, then what does? There is only ONE cause of disease—that is overloading the body with something that should not be there. The body will try to get rid of this excess or poison. If it can not eliminate it fast enough through the kidneys and intestines, then it will push it out the nose (and we call it a cold) or out the lungs (which we call pneumonia) or out the skin (which we call acne or psoriasis) or out the toes (which we call athlete’s foot) or out the genitals (which we call venereal disease) or it might open up a hole in the skin (which we call an ulcer).

**All acute diseases are instituted by the body, controlled by the body, and will be terminated by the body when the body has accomplished what it intended to do.** That is, of course, as long as the person does not do something to interfere with the healing crisis, which is what almost always happens. The person with the disease takes some kind of poison called a medicine to suppress the symptoms of the disease (instead of removing the causes), and then the body wraps the toxins in cholesterol and calcium and plasters it on the walls of the arteries (hardened arteries) or it stores it in the joints (arthritis) or it wraps a tumor around it to seal it off (cancer). Or some system simply breaks down and can’t function anymore (diabetes).

What we call an acute disease, such as colds, flu, or pneumonia, is simply the body’s natural efforts to heal itself. Medicines are designed to poison and deaden the body’s ability to heal itself. Vaccines are designed to subvert and “fool” the body’s immune system. This results in degenerative diseases, such as cancer, arthritis, etc.

The best thing to do during a disease is often—NOTHING. Rest, don’t eat, drink pure water and let the body do its thing without your interference. There is more, as we will see later, but just keep this in mind for now.

There are no cures. Cures do not exist. There is not one cure in the whole world—except letting the body cure itself by providing the right conditions for it to do so. You can not be poisoned into health by a drug called medicine. You can not be poisoned into good health by an herb or a medicine (both of which, after all, are usually quite toxic except in very small amounts). Nothing from outside the
body can be used as a cure.

Consider this: one lady had an ulcer on her leg that kept leaking “pus”. Finally, she put aloe vera on it—presto, it was healed, the ulcer disappeared! Aloe vera cured it! Or did it? Isn’t is possible that the body opened the ulcer as an emergency way of getting rid of toxins? When the aloe vera was applied, the body recognized it as a poison (it has poisons in it, such as the alkaloids allantoin or aloin—“Aloin is a purified form of the drug aloes and it is usually combined with other drugs such as belladonna or strychnine to curb its violent action”, p. 23, *Aloe Vera Heals* by Karen Gottlieb, Royal Publications) and sealed off the ulcer to prevent the entry of more poisons. Could it be that the body was worse off in the long run for the aloe vera application and moved one more step downward into degenerative diseases (such as cancer)?

Cures are witchcraft dreamed up by witchdoctors and still believed in by nearly everybody. The cures keep changing. George Washington had a cold and the doctors bled him to death; at that time bleeding and leeches were the favorite cure. Now they give you dead blood with an immune suppressant or two in it. During the Civil War, mercury (calomel) was a favorite cure. Then came radiation, penicillin, chemotherapy. Now it is gene manipulation. They keep seeking new and “better” remedies, while all this time they have not succeeded in conquering one single disease (although they claim to have conquered many).

Cancer researchers have discovered that people who have a lot of colds do not get cancer, and people who develop cancer have usually not had a cold for over 10 years before the diagnosis. They can not understand why this is so. The answer is simple: if you eat properly and follow all the rules of good health, you will not have colds or cancer. But if you eat too much or eat wrong things, your body will try to get rid of the excess or toxins by conducting an acute disease such as a cold. If it is successful, the body will not degenerate to the point of having cancer, arthritis, or whatever. But if you take medicines and suppress the symptoms of the acute disease, the body loses its ability to conduct acute diseases (colds, flu, measles, etc.), and so allows degenerative diseases (cancer, arthritis, hardening of arteries, etc.) to develop.

**RABIES**

What about rabies? Bats and skunks are supposedly infected with rabies. They are mammals just like dogs, so why do they not die off from rabies? We say, stay away from bats, they might have rabies. Why don’t we say, stay away from dogs, they might have rabies? The owner of a dog kennel in Texas decided to test all 22 of his dogs for rabies and included a sample of the owners’ and vets’ blood. It came back 11 dogs and the vet had rabies. He sent in samples again from the same dogs. It came back 9 dogs and the owner and the vet had rabies, but 5 of the dogs were different dogs this time.

T. C. Fry was bitten by a dog. It was tested and it had rabies. They killed the dog; then the county health officials pleaded with Fry to take the shots. He laughed at them and told them he did not accept their voodoo nonsense. He never developed rabies. What about people who die of rabies? They probably died from the 21 shots they tried to endure. What about venereal disease? Venereal diseases are often not contagious (only one spouse has the disease). There must be *something else*
involved. Just because we have been taught these things all our life does not make them so. At one time nearly everybody in the world knew for a positive fact that the Earth was flat. Everybody was wrong. If everybody believes it, it is probably wrong anyway! Or you might say, if everybody believes the world is flat, then the world is flat.

Two Frenchmen were bitten at the same time by the same “rabid” dog. One died within a month from the “infection”, but the other had sailed to the United States and was unaware of the death of the first. FIFTEEN YEARS later he returned to France and learned of his former companion’s death. He immediately developed symptoms and within three weeks was dead of “rabies”! THERE IS GOOD EVIDENCE THAT RABIES DOES NOT EXIST EXCEPT IN THE IMAGINATION, BUT IF YOU IMAGINE IT, YOU MAKE IT REAL.

BLACK PLAGUE

What about the Black Plague and other disease epidemics? People under similar conditions react similarly. I used to jump out of airplanes in the military. When we were flying on our way to the drop zone, invariably someone would get airsick and vomit. Soon “everybody” would get airsick and start vomiting. Vomiting is a very contagious disease! I wonder when they will discover the virus that causes vomiting.

All through history, people lived in filth and practiced bad health habits and developed disease. But often they did not die of the disease! They died from the cure! All you have to do is check back and learn what kind of medicines they took for their disease, and you will find the truth. Mercury was one of the main medicines from 1600 to the early 1900s (and probably earlier, as was laudanum (lead), jimpson weed, arsenic, cyanide, etc.). I have reprints of some medicine and medical books of the 1800s which lists the “cures” they used at that time. If it is poison, it has been used as medicine at some time or other.

The book called Poisons of the Past by Mary Kilbourne Matossian, Yale University Press, 1989, says on the back cover: “Did food poisoning cause the Black Plague, the Salem witch-hunts and other significant events in human history? In this pathbreaking book, historian Mary Kilbourne Matossian argues that epidemics, sporadic outbursts of bizarre behavior, and low fertility and high death rates from the fourteenth to the eighteenth centuries may have been caused by food poisoning from microfungi in bread, the staple food in Europe and America during this period.” The book shows that the Black Plague and such were caused by ergotism, a poison caused by fungus in infected wheat, that also caused people to act weirdly and become accused of being witches by the “decent folk”. Bacteria are real, and some bacteria cause poisons such as food poisoning. But bacteria DO NOT cause disease (unless you THINK they do).

Here are some quotes from within the book: “Many molds and other fungi produce natural chemicals that are toxic, or poisonous, to people.”

“The study of diseases caused by fungal poisoning, or mycotoxicoses, is a relatively new field, not included in the curriculum of most medical schools....Most physicians, therefore, are not well prepared to recognize mycotoxins as possible causal agents in disease.”
“Ergotism is a very lethal disease....”

“Graham Twigg has suggested that some epidemics labeled ‘plague’ could not have been bubonic plague....but immune-deficient condition....symptoms include shivering, fever, vomiting, headache, giddiness, intolerance to light, pain in the abdomen, back, and limbs, insomnia, apathy, and delirium. And, indeed, in 1735-1736 in New Hampshire there appeared an epidemic disease that resembled alimentary toxic aleikia (ATA), which is caused by ingestion of T-2 toxin. Known as the throat distemper, this disease was characterized by the necrotic and hemorrhagic symptoms associated with immune deficiency. It was highly lethal.”

Also: “The actual explanation may have been that scarlet fever accompanied this throat condition because an immunosuppressant triggered an opportunistic infection by streptococcus A, the bacterium that causes scarlet fever, harbored in the mouth and throat” (p. 109).

MORE “CURES”

I have a copy of a book written in 1856 by Dr. A. W. Chase, called *Dr. Chase’s Practical Recipes*. It is a collection of remedies for whatever ails you. It was such a hit that he sold enough copies so that 1 out of every 50 people in the whole country could have had one. That is quite an accomplishment considering the state of the art of advertising and communication, just before the Civil War.

Let’s look at some of his cures. How about an ointment for sores: “Good sized live toads, 4 in number; put into boiling water and cook very soft; then take them out and boil the water down to 1/2 pint, and add fresh, churned, unsalted butter, 1 pound, and simmer together; at the last add tincture of arnica, 2 ozs.”

Another ointment he describes is made from stramonium leaves. Stramonium is what we call jimson weed.

His cure for piles—”Jimson leaves and parsley, a handful of each, stewed in lard, one pound, and used as an ointment, has cured many cases.”

Here’s the cure for rheumatism: “Kerosene oil, 3 ozs.; skunk’s oil, 1 oz.; mix and shake when applied. Put it on quite freely, and heat it in by the stove, or by means of a hot shovel.”

How about snakebite? Simple. Take a piece of the snake about two inches long, split it and bind it on the snakebite.

Here’s a cure for whooping cough: “Onions and garlicks, sliced, of each, 1 gill; sweet oil, 1 gill; stew them in the oil, in a covered dish, to obtain the juices; then strain and add honey, 1 gill; paregoric and spirits of camphor, of each, 1/2 oz.; bottle and cork tight for use.” Paregoric is opium.

Ringworm? No sweat. “Take the best Cuba cigars, smoke one a sufficient length of time to accumulate one-fourth or one-half inch of ashes upon the end of the cigar; now wet the whole surface of the sore with the saliva from the mouth, then rub the ashes from the end of the cigar thoroughly into
and all over the sore; do this three times a day, and inside of a week all will be smooth and well.”

His cure for seizures is Peruvian bark, snake root, lady’s slipper and peony, boil them until strong, then add sugar and the best Madeira wine.

Got a black eye? “Moisten with tepid water, and then with a piece of lint apply pure extract of lead; continue to keep the lint wet with the extract for a couple of hours. Leeches ought not to be used.”

We laugh (cry?) at the insanity of the medical treatments of the past, and in the future we will laugh (cry) at the insanity of modern medical treatments. The theme always remains the same, however: if it is poison, then it is good medicine. The American Medical Association should rightly be called the American Murder Association.

Jim Henson, founder of the Muppets, died of “streptoccal pneumonia,” so say the newspapers. The same bacteria in the throat is said to cause “strep throat,” although, as we saw above, it also is said to cause scarlet fever. Jim Henson was probably poisoned by the doctors when he went to the hospital. It was very difficult for me to break off this “medical cures” voodooism kind of thinking, so I understand that others might have a hard time believing what I am saying. I hope I can help you to at least give some thought to these subjects, so that we can all come to a better understanding.

To be continued...
Editor’s note: We have been trying for several weeks now to begin to share the following visit from author David Icke, but space did not permit until now. This is a transcription of our 4/13/97 meeting with Hatonn and David Icke and this is the first part.

Hatonn: Gyeorgos here in the Light, basically open for interrogation. David has a few questions probably. It is time that we did a little more interchange so that you can understand a little bit better with what we are dealing. I am having a little trouble with her [Dharma] because she promised to come over here, but she thought she was going to sit down there and listen. David, on the other hand, is about talked out. Ones might always ask him, “Why do you bother, why do you waste your time? You travel all over trying to sort these things out, talk to knuckle-heads that won’t listen, and are usually treated much like an ongoing series. What’s new with the soap opera?” It is an interesting time.

I would like to share with him that it is going to be some of his own countrymen that are going to allow us to be able to accomplish, especially in the funding line, some of the industry and projects that will be coming along. When I talk about his countrymen, that includes everything from New Zealand, Australia, South Africa and England.

The British Crown has basically ruled the world. And you guys never understood—from the War of 1812, you have been trying desperately to get back under the auspices of the Crown, and you have made it; you have done it. You have your admiralty courts. We are dealing now trying to bring a little common law, common sense, within the judiciary system, and we have the biggest problem getting past our own people. What is this quarreling? We have a law center—if it is not going to be a law center, then what are we doing? I am getting my own ears tweaked. What kind of a battle do I have going? I have no battle going. But it has been a long, hard several years of just trying to survive. And it always offends me when ones come and say, “But I have given for six years to this.” What? In some instances perhaps the word is given. In that instance, it is not. And if you will forgive me, David, I have to speak on some business matters so that ones know what to expect.

We are in a one-two-three quick-quick-quick mode. I would like a meeting here by 9 o’clock tomorrow morning to discuss some legal things that need to and must be discussed. Now ones can avoid—I call it hiding. The English language is interesting: if I call a spade a shovel, I don’t necessarily have to put adjectives in front of it. But I am getting pretty tired of what I get fed back to me. I would say that we have been through some pretty traumatic times lately, structured, set up, and orchestrated and completed by your most local functional and outspoken critics and adversaries. I want to know how any of you expect to get any information to move forward if you don’t confront these people, interrelate with the press and the media? What turned out to be an absolute
cherry or lemon pie, in Ed Young’s vernacular, started out as the pits, I’m telling you. And yet unless you are willing to participate, unless you are willing to confront this, they can say anything about you that they want to. And yet what they have done is hang themselves with the golden cord. I consider that good. But now our lawyers don’t know anything about it, so we have got to write the case. And I need to talk about it tomorrow morning because I’m really, really pleased, Ray, your writings are absolutely excellent. We are getting there. We don’t have to go to war with the government; that is a stupid thing to do.

The only thing we are about is revealing information. You can take it or leave it. That is what David is about—information. He will find some interesting people in this very room that he needs to spend a little time with, in one way or another. If Boco gets here—I have been disciplined about inter-relationships, my God, with the Black Panthers. How dare you! Well, I want to know who decided Black is better than White or worse than White? I really got my ears trimmed because of that association.

You people are going to stop this garbage or you are going to go right on down that decline. You look at your vidiot boxes and you saw what happened. You saw Ence in shadow. You saw them stand in San Diego while they talked about here in Tehachapi so that you couldn’t tell, so that if anybody came into this room it would look like you had assigned television seats. Well I find it interesting that you don’t even have a television hooked to a cable. So undoubtedly your programs are selected. But I also find the one who was doing and called the meeting [Betty Tuten] made these cushions with your names on them. So that is up to you what you do with them. I would like a meeting in the morning, E.J.

David, do we want to talk about aliens, strangers, frequencies, vibrations, Hale-Bopp? What do you want to talk about? I want to know what you have been doing since you were here.

**David:** Do I have a microphone on? Can anybody hear me? Do I hold that? Well, I have just been traveling, traveling with my eyes open, traveling with my ears open. When you do that, you start to realize here that there is a global phenomenon, a global phenomenon in both positive and negative ways. First of all, whichever country I go into—I guess over the last six months or so I must have spoken in six or seven, Australia, New Zealand, European countries and what have you and Canada—three things are happening everywhere: (1) The same problems are being manufactured into place. (2) The same solutions are being offered to them, leading to the same outcome. (3) There is demonstrably a spiritual revolution going on, a spiritual awakening going on, everywhere in the world. But this spiritual revolution so often is somewhere just below the ceiling. It is not seeking—largely through fear, I think—to ground these spiritual values in the three dimensional world. (Car horn honking outside in parking lot.) People got loud hooters wherever I go. It is really strange. What I mean by that is that it is alright knowing these things, it is alright being aware of them, and it is alright having spiritual values which you wish to bring into the world to change the way the world is. But so many people are talking about it, and so few people are actually doing it where it challenges us. Let’s just wait till that finishes (horn honking). When my car’s not looking I say “Boo!” very loudly at it. Then my car gets alarmed. Are we stuck with that.

**E.J.:** No, it happens to belong to the only man on crutches.
Hatonn: Is it because he honked that horn before?

David: Actually, I have got to tell you, I am really kind of excited; I have never addressed a cult before (laughter). I am really disappointed that I am not staying in the compound tonight. I was really, really sad about that, you know.

Hatonn: We offered him a palatial room.

David: I recognized a factory in the Nevada desert, you know. It is turning out people in perfectly pressed suits and sharp ties, hair styles without a hair out of place, with peas for a brain. And then what they do is front them out for the news programs of America and my country and send them out doing stories. When I watched that and it finished, I thought, “What was that trying to tell me?” I couldn’t work it out, you know. I love the guy in the funny hat doing cowboy impressions; he was great, whoever he was. We have cracked it.

Hatonn: Well, we really feel a little bad about him. He just had gotten fired from his other job for thievery.

David: Well, as I was saying before we got alarmed, I feel it is time now just to stop talking about this and start getting really active. So often I find, just in this whole area of research and revelation, on one side you have got people who are stuck in the three-dimensional world alone who are doing the names, dates, facts, organizations, goals, methods stuff, which needs doing—big time, it needs doing. But at the same time, they are stuck in the same energy and the same attitudes which they say they are challenging: they are into fear; they are into anger, into frustration, into blame all the time.

Then on the other side you have got so much of the awakening spirituality that is, “While you are up there, could you just dust the ceiling?” you know. People called Solara Star Child and stuff like that, you know. I do think that spirituality, if it is not grounded in this world, is a form of escapism just like drugs and just like alcohol. It is a reason to get out of this world instead of facing it. What I feel is desperately needed at this time is for the spiritual to get street-wise and the street-wise to get spiritual, and to bring those two things into balance. If we do that, we can start bringing this house of cards down. ‘Cause it is just a house of cards. If we think that it is powerful, then we are giving our power to it. It is not powerful. The power used to control the human race is the power the human race gives away day after day after day. That is why I think it is so important, when these challenges come, like this week, that we don’t go on the defensive and start apologizing for ourselves. Because we don’t have anything to apologize for. If we just keep speaking our truth and walking our truth eventually you walk through this stuff.

How much of this stuff we take on and how much it gets to us and how much it dispirits us and how much it frightens us is just a choice, that’s all it is. And we can choose just to say, as one of the chapters in my new book says, “Piece of shit, walk away.” Get on with it, and don’t apologize for what is going on and what we believe and stuff like that. But actually just keep speaking our truth. Eventually you go through these challenges. We get pulled in to try to justify our existence, “Oh my god; don’t call me this, don’t call me that.” We are actually playing away from home on that very
playing field that they wish us to play on. If we keep walking truth, talking truth, then we are going
to get there; we are going to get there quicker than we think if we are prepared to not just talk about
it, but to live it and to be it with every fiber of our being, ‘cause that is the only way we are going to
make it there.

**Hatonn:** Well these gentlemen, you know, came out ready to chew crow—us. They went away
very humble. I did not have any problems at all and I chewed their ears right to the scalp for two
hours. You see, you are absolutely right, David. We don’t care what all of those out there think
because we aren’t anything here. We don’t represent anything here except responsible individuals
trying to make a goodly difference. And I don’t like even to use the term goodly anymore because
I don’t like adverbs used in any of our legal statements. Every one seems to be a legal statement. I
am with the Hosts of God, and I don’t care whether you like it or you don’t. Obviously you do or
you wouldn’t bother to be here, because certainly we don’t offer you more than a bunch of calories
and a long afternoon usually. You can’t even depend on that—the long afternoon. Because we have
nothing regular, we have no membership. But if nobody takes responsibility, then nothing is to be
changed because nobody even knows what to begin to look at and to change.

Ones will say—and we will call the man Phil, because that was his name, and we will call the other
one Mark because that was his name, and they were dying before they left here—”This can’t be.”
And many of you were here to witness this, while this young man, as you say, with the pea brain,
sits there doing this questioning, and finally by the third time, when he asked, “But what is truth?”,
and then when he was supposed to do it again, he said, “I can’t do this.” And Mark only wants to
come back so he can learn about the cell of life, dria. Well that means that we are going to have to
tell him the story of the birds and the bees, the drias and the drios aren’t we? And it is great, great.
(Someone sneezes) Bless you son. It is a great time we are having.

Well, ones say, “Well how do we know it is you?” Well if you know her, then you know this is me.
But if you don’t know her, listen to the words. And whether she says them or David says them—did
he or did he not sound exactly like me except for his accent? Exactly. He might as well have
plagiarized my writing. I plagiarized his. And you are not going to be able to take this so damn
seriously, personally, that you can’t move outside that ego and look at yourself.

You are the center of only your little universe. And you know what? you are not even the center of
it: you just think you are. So let’s put it where it is at. I come with the Hosts of God. That almost
wipes out everything else that you can say about the cosmic travelers. They will dump stuff on you
like vultures from outer space. Now you have got a new one: these aliens that are now coming to
invade and attack have fangs, like vipers of some kind, only they have 900 of them rather than the
two big fangs, and they fly but they look like weird, oversized insects and this sort of thing. Do you
really think God in Heaven, Creation, Creator is sending those things on you. You better get with it
because there aren’t any of those things where I come from. And if you conjure these things, you
are going to turn them into some kind of a reality. That reality will eat you alive because the time is
at hand for you to be terrified of everything. The panic button is on, full blast.

Now where in the world can you lose a nine-million-dollar nuclear warhead armed war missiles on
that plane? Nuclear armed! Do you want to know how you can know? They are saying Mr.
Buttons was sort of despondent, this captain that was flying that plane—because why?—his parents had just joined the Christian Science Church or the Jehovah’s Witnesses or something like that. Now isn’t that enough to make you steal a nine-million-dollar airplane. Has anybody else heard about the big explosion just outside Vail, Colorado? Where was this plane circling; where did it get fuel? It is a big honker; it does take a lot of fuel. After he would have run out of fuel, he was still circling. Now, they were launching the same types of missiles from White Sands to go study Hale-Bopp, which is nothing but a light show. So where might all of these things be harbored. This is a time of real standoff, people. They want to see how much of this garbage they can stuff down your gullets.

I tried to give these gentlemen the other day enough information to make them go, and I’m sure it worked. I’m sure that those tapes have been gone over by the highest-level intelligence officers in your nation on both sides, you know, the good guys and the bad guys. I don’t have anything to hide from them. I have a lot of agreements with them that they are going to keep, whether they want to do that or not. And there going to be some people, individuals, they are going to leave alone whether they like that or don’t like it. And they can play with their light shows until hell freezes as far as I’m concerned.

And if you people are idiotic enough to swallow it all, even to the cult that kills itself in San Diego—but we have to tear that place down before any evidence is discovered. Now, anybody want to tell me what happens when you place a thin plastic sack over somebody’s head? (They will suffocate.) How? Don’t you think that maybe that film would just shrink-wrap to those orifices that are causing that vacuum in there. Funny thing happened at that forum. Here these nice, inflated baggies over the two remaining ones and nobody seems to notice. Nobody even seems to care what was in those syringes. They didn’t say they took phenobarbital in a syringe, did they? They mixed it with applesauce and pudding. Doesn’t that sound great—chased with vodka. Oh, and nobody told you what was in those syringes, did they? Well guess what Delta force, the ones who wipe out places like Jonestown, Guyana, guess what they use in their syringes? They use castor bean extract because you can’t trace it in the blood system. Let me guarantee you that, when a thin plastic sheet is put over a dying person, they are going to gasp for air; they are going to suck in very, very strenuously, and that will adhere to the orifice. So you have murder, don’t you, premeditated murder?

Now you can expect that, and David is absolutely right, all around the nation. Now will they be suicides, truly, or are they going to set up different groups for murder? Well, you are safe here, kids, because no matter how hard they try, they only run into me. Mr. Bush, for instance, knows me well. I gave him one opportunity to get out of this clean. He chose not to, and now he is having to pedal like gang busters to retrieve some of the stuff he stole before his enemies get it. They really have done some stupid things, this bunch of Barrick gold diggers and Bre-X false fronts. David, would you like to understand that they literally salted one of those gold mines, one of the Busang mines; this is how stupid they are.

Your hierarchy, your elitists cleaning up all the gold mines of the world, just suck them in. They have Zaire completely torn up because of the diamond mine there, and they are just killing off those people periodically, daily. And they just can’t seem to get humanitarian aid in there for, you know,
another week or ten days. Well, if you are already on your death bed and then some smart aleck comedian says, “Well look at all the flies there, why don’t they all just eat the flies and they would all be well fed?” Now he thought that was really funny. That’s one of your Khazarian comedians, you know, who can get away with anything.

You were promised, and it doesn’t matter what kind of god you believe in. You see, the judge down south that has the Ten Commandments hanging on his wall? What are the Ten Commandments other than a moral code of ethics? Oh, but you cannot have bigotry in the court-room. Oh can’t you? I thought the point was in ever getting it out of there. So we are going to have a federal standoff with this judge who has the Ten Commandments on his wall. So they go, one by one, Thou shalt not kill, Thou shalt and shalt and shalt, O.K. Get all the way down to the last one, and this is the one they base it on. Well, what if you don’t believe in God? Well if you don’t believe in God, then you don’t believe in the law and you don’t believe in moral justice, so what are we talking about here? Was this nation or any nation in the world birthed as a recognizing entity of a Creator, a God of some kind? Well yes, but you can’t tell the people, for instance—now get this one—who read the Koran that they have to believe in that God of the Bible. Well, are they stupid? There is only one God. Either way, there is only one God, and these people of the Koran recognize that one God and honor him, it, she, her, whatever. This is how far you have gone when you can have a major federal confrontation over a set of Ten Commandments hanging on a judge’s wall. And he likes to offer a prayer that maybe he can do something with justice during his sitting time that day. Well, I have certainly have witnessed you guys going up against some judges I wish would pray for a little justice, a little insight. Unfortunately, they are getting a little insight, aren’t they? They are so busy with their bandaids covering up each other’s assets that it is just interesting.

We try to watch what you are doing, as absolutely nauseating as it often is. When this last light show—and if you will forgive me, I’m going to go ahead because these are things that might interest you too. You see when you have a light, a silver white light, and you see it move, it is no falling star; you see it move, or it may move great distances. But you only see a silver white here and then a silver white over here, that is in an atmosphereless vacuum. That is a thought projection, usually movement. But there is nothing out there to stimulate friction to the point of having a glow. And if you were to have a glow, to be that clear white light, you would have to have a white-hot glow. So out in the cosmos you can watch the lights move, and ones say, “Well how can you tell what it is?” That’s one way you can tell where it is because if it is out in the cosmos, those are great distances traversed from a long way out.

If it is taking place within your atmosphere, it is going have an orange tail because it is going to give off particulate, it is going to misplace particles, and the friction will heat and you will have an orange or golden glow. Now this thing that you have got, and these “unidentified things over Phoenix”, did anybody notice how interestingly they handled our program? They were going to do the Phoenix segment, and it turned out to be unidentified flying objects over Phoenix, Arizona. Anybody notice that? Now, what do you think could just sit in the atmosphere without waddling, moving, jiggling, anything? Has to be light, doesn’t it, and it has to have a different source than from its own self to remain totally stationary? But the main thing about those objects is just exactly that. They are simply unidentified objects. Ones think I should be out there studying those unidentified objects. I’m not interested in them. I thought it was a little bit of an interesting cover, but I
wasn’t even sure it was that interesting. Hale-Bopp is more interesting. If you have a comet that comes around every 2,400 years, there is going to be history about it. If it is not Herculobos or Wormwood, it is going to have a history anyway. You don’t name it Hale-Bopp because two amateurs went out in their truck and found this little glow off there somewhere.

But look what else they did: when they wanted to blot out whatever they were doing with a sun flare, that was even more outrageous. And they send up a missile. You got four warheads missing and a plane, and then guess what these idiots do? They send up one of those missiles out of White Sands, to do what? Take pictures for six seconds of Hale-Bopp. They get Hale and Bopp and one of those kids down there to sign the rocket, and the whole world watches in breath-taking awe as this takes off. It is going to have a six-second burn and then it is going to go up there and then it is going to take six seconds of pictures and then miraculously the camera in this cone is going to drift down to Earth with all of this data. But it never came down, did it? It is all over, isn’t it?

What about the sun flare? You had better pay attention. Two things were being tampered with that day. One, these magnificent laser pulses that they can send are the same frequency as your radiation belt. The radiation belt was ignited in at least 15 places in less than 15 minutes. And once that chain reaction gets out of control you are in serious trouble; it will take three days to burn that radiation belt and you are going to have a blind world. Everybody can laugh about Photon Belts and blind things, but you better remember: England, United States and even Iraq have laser light weapons that can blind. One weapon can blind an entire oncoming army. And they fully had in plan to use that with those oil moats that they were going to set afire. You got trouble, people.

Now were they going to try to send a missile out there to try to explode whatever was coming in? You see, that’s the old Star Wars idea. If you can get a meteorite coming in, a comet, anything coming at you, missiles, the old Star Wars idea was to shoot them down. So what did you have the day of the sun flare? It is going to strike the magnetosphere at 5:10 Pacific Time, daylight savings. They know exactly to the split-second when it is going to hit. It is of massive size, and guess what? You get down within an hour of it, and it’s of lesser size than they expected. So they guess maybe, well maybe, we thought it would knock out all the satellites and so forth, but it doesn’t look like it will have any impact at all. It is just going to miss us now, or what ever they are telling you. They can tell you split second it is going to hit the magnetosphere and bend it, but you will be protected. The worst thing it will do is knock out your electronic gear. Are you crazy? Something is coming through those outer layers, isn’t it, if it is going to knock out stuff in your kitchen, if it is going to clean off your computer memories? Everybody, when they tell you something like that is going to happen, I assure you, you had better go and unplug your computers if you want to save your programs. Because they are going to have selective ways of being able to take out all information they don’t want you to have off your computers. They will just blow them out.

So the time came and went, and the people at CNN measure it right down to that split-second, and say, “Well, it didn’t happen.” What didn’t happen? What didn’t happen? Or did they send something out there that neutralize that. Or, quite frankly, did we neutralize it because we don’t let nuclear warheads 150 miles outside your atmosphere? Dodos!

This is 1997, and it is amazing what kinds of remarkable questions I get. “Well, we just can’t
believe you,” you know? “Who do we believe?” “Doris says she’s 65 and you sat right up there in front of those people and said she’s 66. Now which is it?” Well, big damn deal. She was born on October 30, 1931. Now how many months has it been, just generally counting, since October of last year? All right. We don’t count like you count. Life begins when life is conceived, that is birthday, and if you want to add nine months to 65 years plus six months, you see what you get? I get a little over 66 years old, having had no early or late term abortion, you know.

How can you go on in this moral decay? I’m going to repeat, because David hasn’t heard my most irate statements about choice. Everyone always has choice. Alternatives and choice. Every, every decision has a plethora of possible choices. But, don’t come complaining to me that you had to have a late term abortion, because that is woman’s choice. Woman had her choice when she chose to lie down with the man. Start exercising your choices in responsibility and I’ll quit yelling at you.

And they are not going to come in here and accuse anybody in this place, where there is no membership. There are individual people trying to assume responsibility, and sometimes you get careless about this.

And I’m going to give you the lecture now on followers and leaders. David Icke may be a leader, but he doesn’t want to lead you anywhere. And if all you want out of life is just to follow somebody, please make it somebody else. If you want to assume the responsibility of improving the environment, the atmosphere, the whatever you are, and you are willing to do something responsible, in all instances, about it, then you are certainly welcome to be with us. But we’re not going to pull you anywhere and we’re not going to push you anywhere. And if you want to, learn whatever lessons might be learned while we are teaching, because, whether she likes it or not, she’s going to be taught. Because that was the commitment she made.

And David is willing to do, to the very best of his ability, the responsible actions and thought processes and sharing because this is what he said: “All right sir, I’ll do it. I can do that, I will do that.” And you will notice that he will write some more and some more and some more. But that doesn’t mean that he’s willing to sit out in front of everybody, provide everything, do everything, think for everybody, and then get blamed for everything.

We can share in gaining knowledge, because knowledge in truth becomes the power. God gives you creative power. That is not building force; it is creative recognition in action, utilizing the power that is offered by Creator. And yes, there will always be the times that there will be someone better informed than you, and you might want to follow them if they know where they’re going. Especially if you’re in a big city and you’re trying to get somewhere, and they’re in front of you. But, don’t dump your responsibility on their backs.

I think we need to talk a little bit about frequencies. What am I? What are you? And basically what is she? She is very much like a radio receiver, a translator and probably would rather be doing something else. We are out of your visibility range. We are, certainly, never out of your communication range. There are very certain frequencies we can project into anything we choose to use to be visualized. But basically, in my position, I don’t enjoy being stuffed into one of your six-foot frames very well. And that would only get all of you into far worse trouble. You think, “Oh, but sir, if you would just twinkle down here.” Now, wouldn’t that have been a dandy thing the other day in
front of *Extra*? They would have passed out, number one. Number two, every cop in the county would have been here to haul you away. So be wise enough to realize the disadvantage of that—and we tease and laugh and share a lot about this, because Brent, you know, has promised to clean my ship. So I’m going to hold him to it. But I am not going to ever get you in trouble deeper than you are. It just isn’t going to happen. You can do well enough on your own, Rick especially.

When Hale-Bopp came into pretty good viewing range, we were there and we were there for quite a little while, while we checked out to make sure that there wasn’t anything really bad going to happen with that thing. You’ve got massive, massive light energy wadded up into that core, but it’s basically no greater than a hologram. Totally manipulated. They have it on a timing device so that at any given period of time it is rotating. So, it is going—well you are rotating, so it’s stationary. It’s like your Sun or Moon or anything; you are turning and it’s just there. Those are magnificently powerful lasers. They have produced color for you. You remember the one that was here a little while ago was just a very hazy blob of white light. This one’s in living color. This one’s a real beauty. But where they could ever imagine having a space craft that would get them to Serius—they could not be serious about it, that’s all there is to it.

**Brent:** Commander. Who manufactured or set up Hale-Bopp?

**Hatonn:** Oh, Brent. Well, it’s one I’m not going to answer. I hate to admit I don’t know. So I’m just going to tell you I won’t. Let’s just say it’s offshore. That’s why you have no refraction from any light source on a globe like you would, say something over Phoenix (*Arizona*). Remember Blue Beam? Yes, well you’ve got a lot of stuff from Earth source out far enough in the cosmos, or just outside your atmosphere, to create that.

Anyone else want to ask something more reasonable?

**Question:** The ships we used to see in the daytime, we’re seeing them at night now and they’re much more spectacular. Does that tie in with Hale-Bopp, too?

**Hatonn:** Ah, yes. In a sense, yes. It isn’t tied in as much with Hale-Bopp, per se, as it is more people are looking up, and so you’re going to be shown more often. And you will notice that the skies are full of us now, absolutely full. If you look in any given direction you’re going to find eight or ten; in any direction now, and always the spotted ones around your, what we would call your horizon.

David, are you going to tell us about—what are you doing with Springmeier’s stuff?

He’s really come a long way, and I’m not going to let him off the hook. I can spend time with David any time he wants.

**David:** Okay, well I’ll take some questions about anything you want to ask about, and then we’ll take it from there and see where it goes.

I’d just like to say about the “cult” thing first of all that in *And The Truth Shall Set You Free*, which I wrote over a year ago, there’s a chapter in that called “Cult or Con” which looks at Jonestown. It
looks at the Solar Temple. It looks at the thing in Japan with the gas and the underground, and makes the point that, what I believe is happening and has been happening for some time, we should expect more of these mass suicides and cult stories. Because I think what was called in the book *1984*, George Orwell called it *news-speak*. The power of words is something that I think we need to understand a bit more, the power of a word to instantly create a reaction. So what’s been happening for some time, it seems to me, is that the word “cult”, has been systematically undermined. And if you look at the dictionary definition of the word “cult” then you find any—the Roman Catholic Church is a cult, because the definition is any group of people who worship a deity, or an entity, or whatever. So it seems to me, what’s happened systematically is that the word “cult” has been discredited in the public mind and gotten to mean, by reflex action, “mad”, “nut who’s dangerous”. And once you’ve established the word and its meaning to reflex action, mental response, you then start applying that to anything you wish to discredit.

There’s a guy in California who has an infamous record of mind-controlling for the CIA, called Louis Jolyin West (phonetic). He not only mind-controls people and creates cults, but he also is the leading light or a leading light in an organization called the Cult Awareness Network (CAN), which is supposed to uncover cults. Having discredited cults, Jolyin West, in published papers, says that cults include neo-Christian cults, Hindu and Eastern religious cults, a cult in witchcraft and Satanism cults (well, crickey, if you people in the establishment know all about them), spiritualist cults, Zen and other pseudo-Japanese philosophical cults, race cults, flying saucer cults, physiological cults, political cults, and certain communal and self-help or self-improvement groups that have become transformed into cults. I say in the book, “What about the ‘going to the shops to get tonight’s dinner’ cult? That’s about the only one missing there.” You can see this starting to be applied now, and of course, to a certain extent or to a large extent, that’s been the response to what’s happened to *CONTACT* in recent days.

And Jolyin West has an interesting background because he was the man who was given the job of producing a psychological profile of Patty Hearst, when she came out of the Symbionese Liberation Organization. And when I was traveling through America last fall, I read in a newspaper that Timothy McVeigh was having a psychological profile done on him by Louis Jolyin West. So you look at them and you look at a person who was very a close associate of his called Dr. Martin Orn (phonetic), who operates out of the University of Philadelphia, who is another CIA mind controller linked to the Cult Awareness Network, also one of the founding members of the false memory syndrome scam, which is designed to try to discredit the multi-personality disorder people who are now beginning to remember. Cathy O’Brien is a classic example and the most prominent example. But more and more the compartments are breaking down and they’re beginning to remember.

So what we’re looking at here is an ongoing group of people who have worked, first of all, to mind control people, to create cults in their definition of the word, and then now we’re starting to see the word “cult” applied to any organization they wish to discredit. And I think that what happened down in San Diego was the most obvious expression of this that I have seen. Well, it’s not even subtle. I mean, the way they cover these stories now just so obviously states their belief in the ease with which you can get anyone to believe anything, because when you look at it from an open-minded perspective, look at the way they’re trying to sell these stories. I mean, when the thing happened with *CONTACT*, I watched that story and I thought, “What the heck are they trying to tell
They’re not trying to tell me anything, they’re just trying to give me an awareness that links CONTACT with cults. That’s all they’re trying to get me to do. And that’s all they’re trying to get the people to do, just make that connection: “CONTACT? Oh yeah, they’re a cult.”

I went through this myself in Britain when I was dubbed as the “Messiah”, the guy who was claiming to be Jesus. Then after not putting forward any serious background to that, they just had to get that instant response. “David Icke. Oh, thinks he’s Jesus.” That’s all it is. Bang, bang, bang, bang. And this is what’s at work now. Because when humanity is operating on a fraction of its multidimensional infinity, it’s a manipulator’s party trick. Because you’re in reaction mode. Boom, boom, boom. And I kind of find it interesting that, when you look at mind control and emotional manipulation—as of above, so below, no matter what level you’re looking at—you’re looking at the same methods.

Okay, take MK-Ultra. MK-Ultra was led for some time by this guy, Uman Cameron (phonetic), this guy operating out of Montreal. What they were doing in MK-Ultra, and are still doing, is wiping—first of all, stage one—wiping clean the uniqueness and the personality of the person, the natural personality. Having done that and got, symbolically, a clean sheet of paper, then they start to program into that mind the personality they want them to have, which is the personality that will do what they want them to do. It’s a reactive personality. This is what mind-control people tend to do. They tend to react to order.

Then you look at what happens to people when they go into the military. The first stage of people, when they join the military, is to wipe them clean of their personality, their natural unique thinking processes and processing of information, filtering of information. Then they want to turn them into what? Reactive beings. “Yes, sir!!” beings. And then you look at what they’re doing to the collective consciousness. They’re seeking to bombard us with conditioning from cradle to grave that wipes five billion unique aspects of eternity of their uniqueness and of their infinite power to control their own destiny. So we become—second stage—a two-legged herd that reacts. That’s the point. Reacts, reacts, reacts to stimuli. So when something happens like Oklahoma or Waco, within 24 hours we get the version of events we’re supposed to believe. And because we’ve been turned into reactive, not-thinking beings, we go, “Something must be done. This can’t go on. What’re they going to do about it?” This offers the opportunity for the people who create the problem to offer the solution to the problem they’ve created and to therefore move us on and get us to accept things we wouldn’t normally accept if they were offered straight up front.

Those antiterrorism bills that are going through Congress that took away fundamental freedoms in America would have been much more severely challenged if it had not been for Oklahoma. But we were turned into reactive beings. And so wherever you look, you’re looking at the same methods, which go back a long, long time. If something works, why not stick with it, I guess.

But I feel, to go into this other stuff, the Springmeier stuff, the Cathy O’Brien stuff, that what’s kind of happened to me over the last seven years since I started on this journey is more and more, the longer the years pass, is the synchronicity of my life. And it’s not because I think I’m bloody Jesus or the Messiah—we all have this capacity to do this. There are no special beings on Earth, just some people who realize who they are and some people who’ve forgotten who they are, that’s the
only difference. We all have the same potential to be and do anything. We are fantastic, fantastic
beings. We have been persuaded “we are ordinary men and women in the universe,” or “ordinary
men and women in the street”. And so we create that reality. But we are fantastic beings who are
operating on a fraction of who we are.

But over the last seven years, it’s almost as if, not only does information come to me, it comes to me
in the right order, which makes it very much easier to understand it and put it together. It’s like
you’re putting a jigsaw puzzle together, and it helps to have the right pieces in order. It does help.
And over the last nine months, more and more the synchronicity of information coming my way
and the people that I am meeting are unfolding an astonishing story to me, which is, I guess, a few
more steps up the pyramid to understanding the scale of imbalance and the scale of malevolence, to
which we have conceded control, and control of the planet.

And for me it is this subject which is going to blast this in the public arena. Because, almost
everyone—clearly not everyone, staggering as it may seem, but almost everyone—is touched by
children and what we do to children. You stand up and reveal that key politicians in different parties
are members of the same organizations, working towards the same agenda, and some people with a
mind of their own will listen and see the significance of it. Most people will say, “Is Wheel of
Fortune on? What time’s Wheel of Fortune on? What about The Price is Right? Is that on? What
time’s it on, dear?” You reveal it and make it public in a way that cannot be ignored.

And that’s coming. By the end of ’98, that’s coming: The Presidency of the United States is
abusing and murdering mind-controlled children. Thousands and thousands of mind-controlled
children are being kept in captivity for these—almost can’t get the word “people” out—for these
people to do these things, mind-control projects, satanic rituals, all this stuff. You reveal that, and
the whole world will not only be shocked and go into a collective numbness, ‘cause I did when I
first heard it, but they’ll start to see that what they thought was happening in the world and what is
happening in the world are fundamentally different.

And this will do two things. First of all, it will focus people’s minds on what an illusion they’ve
been living. And secondly, it will immediately bridge the chasm between what is happening and
what appears to be happening. That chasm is the greatest defense mechanism this manipulation
has. The difference between what is happening and what appears to be happening in conditioned
human mind is so vast, so enormous, that when truth comes out from the point of view of condi-
tioned reality, it seems so far fetched that people walk away. Once you reveal and prove—and
that’s coming—that the Presidents of the United States have been doing that to children, there is
nothing left on planet Earth that is more off the flippin’ wall and more incredible. Compared with
that, the key members of the same secret societies in the positions of power in the world is kind of
small beer.

And last August when, in a very small country, Belgium, it was revealed that child-pedophile, abuse
and murdering was being operated by politicians and by police-men, who were arrested, three-
hundred-thousand people were on the streets of Belgium in protest to that. Three-hundred-thou-
sand. Because it touches almost all of us very, very deeply when we hear this stuff going on. And
so for me it is this subject that is going to blast the hole in the dam. And through that hole, all the
other stuff is going to flood. And people are going to be asking then, “My goodness, if this is going on, what the hell else is going on in the world? Nothing’s fantastic anymore.”

It’s so important to get this out because if we don’t get this stuff, big time, in the public arena where it can’t be ignored, and we start to have this public debate about this rather than being on the fringes, trying to get stuff over the wall, then the agenda that’s been unfolding for thousands of years is going to get closer and closer to its goal.

My feeling is this, however. The consciousness that’s been manipulating this planet is, in eternal terms, very, very limited. It has an intellectual advancement beyond what we would call the norm on Earth. It’s very intellectually sharp because this is intellectual genius, the way this structure’s been set up, to play people off against each other so that five billion people go to war with each other, trying to impose their belief systems on each other, when all the belief systems, or nearly all of them, are actually being created by the same people to play off against each other. It is intellectual genius.

But it is a spiritual desert. And without the spiritual, you cannot vibrationally, in my view, get far out from this dense, physical world. Now there is a consciousness coming in, which is there to be grounded in this world, which is infinity itself, if we want to make it so. And compared with that, this intellectual spirituality, for want of a term, which has been controlling the world for so long via the human race, has not got a prayer of surviving in that control if enough people open their hearts and follow their hearts, irrespective of what their heads might be screaming, and do what is necessary at this time to bring this change about.

In my view, we knocked some questions about when I’d just done this. It’s just my view, the way I intuitively feel it. For me what we call soul is so far out of this dense, physical world, vibrationally, there’s no way that these guys, in the most sophisticated three-dimensional mind-control projects, can touch it. What I feel happens is that soul, pure love—that’s what we are, that’s what all of us are, that’s what George Bush is—just lost contact with it.

**Hatonn:** He’s getting closer.

**David:** I am? Good.

I think that pure love projects into three-dimensional embodiment aspects of itself for this fantastic opportunity in dense physical reality for learning and evolution, through the experiences that it offers. What I think mind control is, in all its forms, collective and individual, is not the possession of soul because it’s not in the vibrational range these guys operate in. It’s the delinking, or the massively delinking, anyway, or projected consciousness in three-dimensional embodiment from who it is, soul. It’s like cutting off mission control. And for me, if pure love is what we are—and the heart chakra is that point, that vortex from which we express pure love—then if the heart chakra closes down, projected consciousness in three-dimensional embodiment vibrationally starts to delink from soul because it’s delinking from the energy field of pure love. What I feel is that all this mind manipulation, and in all its collective and individual forms, is closing down heart chakras and therefore delinking us from what we are, so that we operate on a fraction of what we are, like boats
And I think also that these blood-lined families at the peak of the pyramid who get the pattern passed onto them, the Bushes and people like this who are brought up to be directors of the CIA and Presidents of the United States, that what they go through in childhood and what they go through at the highest expression of the secret society networks, in the initiations, are rituals that close down their heart chakra, while, at the same time, their intellect is stimulated from a very, very early age. By the time the pattern is passed on to the next generation you are handing that pattern on to a highly, highly unbalanced human being, someone who is intellectually advanced, but does not have the balance of spirit to balance out the behavior of the mind, the head.

So, not only is opening the heart chakra and loving each other some kind of trite, spiritual cliché; it’s actually the only way out of here. And people talk about love and it’s perceived as weak. “Oh, he’s into loving. He’s a bloke.” Hummm! Love is the ultimate power because love in its pure sense in its real sense is without all the emotions that take our power away: fear, guilt, resentment. Love just is. It doesn’t lie down and say, “George Bush, I love you. Walk all over me. Do what you like.” Love stands up for what it believes is right and will not step back under any scale of challenge. But it doesn’t look George Bush in the eye while it’s exposing his horrors and say “I hate you George Bush.” It says, “I love you George Bush because you’re part of me and I’m part of you. You’re just at a different point of the journey, that’s all you are.”

We’re going to love this world into paradise because you don’t hate anything into paradise. This world has been unloved into the state it’s in. And we’re going to love it out, but not with weakness. With love and in its ultimate strength. And that’s the energy, if we’re prepared to ground it and follow because love challenges us. Love urges us to go into areas where the head goes, “Oh, my God!” But that’s the energy that’s going to take us where we need to be, to do what we need to do, and to give us the power and the strength not to concede ourselves to any scale of challenge or any scale of intimidation.

Bruce: Well, one of the earliest books in the series published here, called Satan’s Drummers, laid out a lot of that information, six or eight years ago, and of course, you and others have been pumping out the information about the link between child ritual abuse and leaders of Western governments. Do you have any specifics on how this could be made more real to people, maybe in fictionalized forms, like Robin Cook’s Coma, or something like that, that makes it come alive for people?

David: I don’t read fiction. I never have. I’ve never really been interested in reading fiction, I guess, overwhelmingly, because I’ve always found fact far more fantastic than any scale of fiction. In my view, anyway, it’s time to stand up and go head-on to this and speak truth. I have one criterion for whether I say something or write something: Do I believe it to be true? The consequences of writing it never enter my head, because that is conceding what I think is right to fear of consequences.

And for me it’s time to take on, up front with facts, the people who are doing it. If George Bush is a pedophile who’s abusing mind-controlled children, then let’s say it. And let’s say it to George Bush
now, “Sue me, George. Make my day. Let’s get this out in a public court. Come on!” We don’t need fiction, I don’t think, to tell a story that is stunningly, stunningly factual and true. We just need to tell what’s happening and name the people who are doing it, if only at least for their evolution. Because George ain’t going to get out of the rut he’s in, and these other people, the Kissingers and the Rockefellers, until they have to face the consequences of their actions. That’s what we all do. What is the evolutionary process? It’s that simple: experience, learn from the consequences of decisions made in that experience, evolve. It’s the same for George Bush as it is for me or anyone else. And this is the time of the unveiling and the revealing. It’s the time the cloud and the veil is lifted.

For me it’s no accident that, all at the same time, more and more minds are opening to greater possibilities. It’s the same time after thousands of years the veil is lifting big time, big time now, on this whole manipulation. We are in the healing crisis of the human mind, the human emotions, the human consciousness and planet Earth, in the sense that, when any healing crisis is reached in the physical body, the cause of the disease comes to the surface. Sometimes it’s a fever; sometimes you have a close encounter with a piece of porcelain. Whatever it is, the cause of the disease is removed and comes to the surface where it has to be dealt with; and that’s what’s happening now for me. I feel it’s the same vibrational change that’s the spiritual alarm clock for increasing numbers of the people, that is the same energy that is starting to bring this stuff to the surface. And it’s the time to speak truth, or speak your truth. Not someone else’s, your truth.

And my truth is that these people get into power on a massive ratio of satanists and pedophiles to positions of power, because once satanists and pedophiles have gotten into the positions where they are controlling the appointment of positions of power, they then just put people of the same mind set into those positions of power, which is why the ratio of pedophiles, of child abusers, in the positions of power in the world is vast, vastly higher than in the general population. Although I can’t think we should underestimate how prevalent it is in the general population also. So I’m for naming the names and going straight up front with it. And if people feel it’s their truth to do it by fiction, fantastic. But it’s certainly not mine.

To be continued...
CHAPTER 9

THE NEWS DESK SPECIAL

SHOCKING EVENTS OF THE
RED CHINESE TAKEOVER
by Dr. Al Overholt 5/3/97

RUSSIA, CHINA
BURY ENMITY TO GAIN INFLUENCE

From THE TORONTO STAR, 4/24/97, [quoting:]

MOSCOW—Standing shoulder-to-shoulder with Chinese leader Jiang Zemin yesterday, President Boris Yeltsin proclaimed: “We are determining the fate of the 21st century.”

For China and Russia, it was “a moment to savor”.

The world’s most populous country and the world’s largest country, both of which have felt sidelined by the powerful United States, served notice that the days of one superpower ruling the globe were over [emphasis mine].

The meeting was especially sweet as NATO, the Western military alliance, is preparing to expand into Eastern Europe with Washington’s encouragement.

“Someone is longing for a single-polar world. He wants to decide things himself,” said a tired-looking Yeltsin after the meeting in the ornate Grand Kremlin Palace. “But we want the world to be multi-polar. Those poles will [emphasis mine] form the basis of the new international order.”

According to visiting cardiac specialist Michael DeBakey, Yeltsin has been suffering from flu. But Jiang’s visit was important enough to bring him back to Moscow from his short holiday in a Russian resort.

Immediate benefits of the deepening alliance with China include settlement of long-standing border issues, plans for a new trans-Asian gas pipeline, contracts for Russian equipment to help build Chinese hydraulic plants and lucrative arms deals that would supply high-tech Russian weapons to China.

The two countries hope to do $20 billion in trade within the next few years, a big leap forward from $7 billion now.

But long-term strategic plans are even more important to the giant nations that spent the 1960s at enmity along borders.

The architect of Russia’s eastward-looking policy is Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov, who

71
once headed the prestigious Moscow Institute of Oriental Studies before becoming Yeltsin’s foreign intelligence chief, has for years forged ties with countries to the east of Russia, even as former minister Andrei Kozyrev cultivated relations with the West.

Kozyrev was hated by nationalists for allegedly “selling out” to the West for little reward. When he fell out of favor, Primakov turned foreign policy around, wooing India, Iran and Iraq with deals that sometimes irked Washington.

India has become a regular arms client of Russia. Increased military co-operation was a prime feature of last month’s visit from India’s then Prime Minister H.D. De[??] Gowda.

Since Primakov took office, Russia has ignored Washington’s anger over sales of nuclear technology and know-how to Iran. Moscow has also sold advanced SS-4 missiles to Tehran. [End quoting]

It’s probably best if you try to imagine what else was agreed to as you read the following.

THE SHIPS OF TROY

From the INTERNET, by Anthony J. Hilder, 3/97, [quoting:] War has been declared upon the United States of America. The People’s Republic of China, with the largest standing army in the world, threatened to “blow up” Los Angeles and every living thing in or near it with a hydrogen bomb. But that was only a joke. Right? Wrong! Think carefully! They don’t make idle threats!

lgb shipyard

The threat of atomic war is not a laughing matter. With today’s sophisticated nuclear weapons any ship invited into the ports of Long Beach, San Francisco or San Diego could easily drop off a submersible neutron bomb into the bay which could be triggered to explode at a future date. But do the Chinese Communists wish to kill Americans? They did once before. Remember Korea?

There is absolutely no question that “China identifies us as the enemy...and it’s time we recognize it,” according to Ross Monro, co-author of the Coming Conflict With China. And there’s no question that Bill Clinton recognizes this reality. Why else would he “invite” our avowed enemy’s navy into Pearl Harbor and then to San Diego, if not to “check things out” for future military activities. One can guess what those might be. Not only that, he had the audacity to honor the NEW HITLERS. US taxpayers paid for the party. But then it does make sense when you think about it. Bill Clinton is so far left he makes Fidel Castro look like a member of the John Birch Society.
It’s ironic that Clinton would invite the enemy’s navy to Pearl Harbor and then on to San Diego. Fifty-six years ago, President Roosevelt, Clinton’s mad-minded mentor, “invited” the enemy’s navy to attack our fleet at Pearl Harbor. To facilitate the “surprise attack”, he moved the entire fleet from San Diego to Pearl Harbor so that the target would be tempting.

The Japanese “PURPLE CODE” which disclosed the attack plans had been broken by U.S. intelligence months before December 7th. There is absolutely no question Roosevelt had “full knowledge” that Admiral Yamamoto was on his way with a flotilla of warships to mass-murder our men in the military. Not only did FDR not try to stop it, he encouraged it in order to draw us into World War II. It was an act of HIGH TREASON unparalleled in U.S. history until now. Roosevelt deliberately withheld news of the impending Japanese attack from Adm. Kimmel and Gen. Short. The “crippled demigod” sentenced 2,500 of America’s finest to die in the waters of Pearl Harbor. His reason, to usher in the New World Order. Adm. Kimmel and Gen. Short took the blame for the fiery fiasco while Roosevelt was heralded as a hero. And so it was! And so it is! Wars, like bridges, are engineered.

It’s more than just a coincidence that Comrade Clinton, whose wife, “Hitlery”, still talks to Eleanor, (her deceased mentor), in the White House, invited the Communist Chinese Navy to “visit” Pearl Harbor before moving on to San Diego. The well publicized media event drew some 25,000 spectators who lined up to board the Bloody Beijing Butchers’ Boat as if it was the good ship Lollipop, which just came in with the morning tide. It’s as if they had E tickets to the rides at Disneyland. The “numbos and dumbos” most of whom waited in line for hours didn’t have a clue as to the significance of the sell-out. But then it’s like H.L. Menken once said, “One can never underestimate the intelligence of the American public.”

press headline

San Diego Tribune’s headlines for Saturday March 22 read “Chinese Navy Welcomed by Enthusiastic Crowds at North Island Naval Air Station”. Just above the cover picture which featured Vice Admiral Wang Wyongguo, Commander of the South China Sea Fleet was an article entitled “Containers Linked to Arms Case Found”. This Tribune article told of a shipment of “grenade launchers” and M1 rifles that were discovered the week before along the Mexican Border. The cache of arms was intended for use by Communist Revolutionaries who are lined up along America’s soft belly. Those massive arm shipments are coming into the United States by way of Long Beach, (the Beijing beachhead) which has been established some 90 miles to the north of the naval base in San Diego. Bill Clinton, commander in THIEF of the United States military, put the arm on the navy to evict the United States Marine Corps Reserves from the navy station in 1995. Clinton, the Long Beach City Council, and the Harbor Commission, cleared the way for the Communists and “spit in the face” of the Corps, in order to accommodate COSCO. But then what can you expect from a draft-dodging, pot-smoking, coke-snorting coward who went to the Soviet Union to demonstrate against our United States armed forces fighting for freedom in Vietnam? Compared to Comrade
Bill Clinton, even Jane Fonda appears patriotic. The Marine Reserve Battalion made homeless by the 1994 Northridge “engineered” earthquake took up residence on a manmade peninsula on the base called the mole.

The Long Beach Harbor Commission has been charged with HIGH TREASON. Their complicity “IN THE DEALS FOR DOLLARS” with Bill Clinton and the Communists have given cause for a CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION. The bloody Beijing bucks have been traced to the White House and to the Democratic National Committee.

I was just one in the angry crowd of nearly 800 who challenged the Harbor Commission on March 12. I faced the Harbor Commission demanding the recall of Mayor Beverly O’Neill, the entire city council (which to no surprise, includes H. Delano Roosevelt, FDR’s grandson) and the removal of those who sat before me impervious to the crowd. The atmosphere was “heated and hostile” as Commissioner John Hancock rocked back and forth in his chair with a smile covering his deep-rooted worries.

The audience suspected that more than one of the arrogant hirelings of the “grizzly global government group” had taken “big bucks” for this blatant betrayal. A week later, the commission voted to go ahead with their plans to turn over a substantial part of Long Beach’s harbor to the Reds—in spite of the overwhelming objections from the angered audience.

COSCO (the communist Chinese Ocean Shipping Company) now has access to the largest port facility on the West Coast of America. Adding insult to the injury, the Commissioners voted to give their communist collaborators $2,000,000 of the taxpayers money to “aid and abet our arch enemy” in making the highly advantageous “military move”. What nation questing for world dominance wouldn’t want their “Ships of Troy” moored in their enemy’s harbor?

Customs checking as few as one in 60 Communist Containers gives China’s Marxist Military “unlimited opportunities” to bring in chemical, nuclear and/or biological weaponry for use against the American people. Rail transportation at the “sell-out site” gives the Communists direct access to every major city in the United States. With the completion of this warfare web, they have access to every crime-ridden community in urban America. This gives them the opportunity to further expand small arms shipments to the inner city ghettos where drugs and crime are already rampant, and 70% of young black men 18 to 25 are either in jail, just getting out of jail or ready to go into jail to serve as a future slave labor base for the New World Order.

One COSCO container recently discovered in Oakland, California, and headed for revolutionary street gangs held 2,000 Communist Chinese fully-automatic AK-47 machine guns. One can only guess as to how many other arm shipments have gotten through undetected.

At the San Diego Naval Base, I confronted Commander Steve Burnett, their public affairs officer with a series of stinging questions concerning the sanity of their salute to the nation that has mass murdered nearly 200 million people and now imprisons over 200 million Chinese who are used for slave labor and body parts. Commander Burnett defended the President’s tribute to these tyrants. In fact, he defended all of the presidents’ poisonous political policies. But then what can you expect
from a public relations officer who gets his money serving as a “mouth piece” for the murdering Maoist Marxists whom he entertained at the naval facility. It was quite a party.

Commander Steve Burnett’s Commander-in-Chief is a pot-smoking, draft-dodging, coke-snorting coward who left the United States to cavort with Communist killers in the Kremlin when our men-in-uniform were fighting and dying for their country in Vietnam. When I posed the question to Commander Burnett as to whether or not the Communist killers (who were docked at the San Diego Naval Base) were sincere or whether they came here to “con our countrymen” as did the army that delivered the horse of Troy, he became quietly indignant. He resented that I even raised such a question.

It’s sad to see that incompetents are rewarded with positions of authority in the military. Today mindless, spineless robotons are now taught to rattle off ridiculous rhetoric in the “New Navy”. I feel extremely uncomfortable with someone like Commander Burnett holding down any job beyond boxing groceries at Ralph’s or serving up an ice cream at Dairy Queen.

Have we forgotten that China has the largest standing Army in the world? It’s murdering Marxist military numbers 200 million or more. Since 1989, they have tripled their WEAPONS OF WAR. Lest we forget, the Communist Chinese joined the North Korean Communists in June of 1950 to invade the free people of South Korea. They brutally murdered our men in the military.

Have we forgotten China still holds captive the nation of Tibet and that they mass murdered one-million-one-hundred-thousand people in the Himalayas when they placed the yoke of Commin-Nazism around the neck of those once free and independent people? Comrade Clinton and his cashist cohorts ignore the Communist atrocities and inhumanities to man as if they hadn’t occurred. Yet, the crimes of the Nazis pale by comparison. Certainly they have out-Hitlered Hitler at the height of his hysteria.

Adding still further insult to injury, Clinton has given the Butchers of Beijing “Most favored Nation Status”. This cost the American taxpayer $80 billion plus interest and over 4-million American jobs. Ol’ Bolshevik Bill’s “trade and traitor” policy is beyond absurdity—It’s insane! Big business is in bed with Big Brotherment which is in bed with the Beijing Butchers. It’s a treasonous troika in a murderous menage a trois.

Several things are happening “concurrently” that bear close scrutiny. First, the President has been pushing “LEFTISLATION” to “TOTALLY DISARM” the American citizen and destroy our capacity to defend ourselves from internal insurrection and a gestapoized government that is marching in goose-step toward a New World Order. At the same time, on February 2, 1996, Comrade Clinton lifted a ban on an arms embargo and issued import permits allowing the Communist Chinese to deliver 100,000 weapons and millions of rounds of ammunition via CHINA JIANG AN, a gun running company. One thing is absolutely certain about that deal—the armaments were not headed for American patriots in order to protect our country from invaders.

The “WEAPONS OF WAR” were produced by Norinco and Poly Technologies. Four days after “the approval”, Comrade Clinton met with Wang Jun, chairman of Poly technologies. Wang Jun
was introduced to the “pink president” by Charlie Trie, a Little Rock restaurant owner who came up with a donation of $644,000 for the Clinton legal defense fund. Trie also raised hundreds of thousands of dollars for the Democratic National Committee. Another prominent political player in the Clinton court of Communist games is Lu Yi Lun, a V.P. of Norinco. Lu, now a fugitive on the run, worked to get Clinton’s approval on the arms deal.

He is named as a central figure in an indictment issued in San Francisco. Lu is linked to the COSCO “arms for urban guerrillas” operation out of Oakland, California where the 2,000 Communist AK-47s were discovered. Clinton is linked to LU. And Lu worked with Wang Jun at Norinco. It’s getting smelly isn’t it? The New World Odor has a specific stench about it. It’s the smell of death and treason.

Still another gun runner for the Communist Chinese, John Huang, was given a Top Secret G1S clearance by Bill Clinton and the late Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown. Ron Brown, who set up the Communist Viet-nazis “Treasonous Trade Deal”, was “smoked” after indictments came down against him and he foolishly vowed “not to go down alone”. He kept his promise as a whole plane load went down with him. Huang was given presidential approval to buy anything from advanced guidance systems to missiles and even essential high-tech stealth aircraft. Keep in mind that China has furnished guns and ammunition to Iran, Iraq, North Korea, the Cambodian Khmer Rouge, Peru’s Shining Path, who now occupy the Japanese Embassy in Lima, and other terrorists around the world who are actively engaged in HIGH HITLERIAN TECHNO-TERRORISM.

We know for certain that Clinton is a life-long supporter of Communist causes in this country and in the Soviet Union, and the number of witnesses to this wholesale sell-out of our sovereignty number in excess of 400 political players.

While all this treachery has been coming down, Clinton has coughed up $138 million to build five more Communist container ships in Mobile, Alabama, for COSCO. Monies for this “madness” is taken from the salaries of kids who are serving up Big Macs, soda and fries, and from the poor people who can’t afford anything better in this bankrupt economy.

These “DEATH FOR DOLLARS DEALS” put tens of thousands of Americans out of work and into the army of the unemployed. But it gets worse...much worse! On the East Coast in Charlotte, North Carolina, Comrade Clinton is setting up an international “TRADE AND TREASON zone”. And in Adelanto, California, near George Air Force Base, Clinton has arranged for his comrades, the Chinese Communists, to build a 1-million square foot facility to accommodate the slave labor products that come through the Port of Long Beach.

Kenneth Starr, the so-called “independent counsel”, who’s supposed to be investigating the CRIMES and CONNECTIONS of CLINTON, is linked to China International Trust and Investment Corp
CITIC is closely linked to none other than Wang Jun, Chairman of Poly Technologies, the Communist arms dealer and major contributor to Clinton. STARR IS DOING A STALL. And then there’s Johnny Chung, the much publicized Chinese-American entrepreneur with “Connections” to Clinton and the Communists. Johnny “donated” $366,000 to the Democratic National Committee to “compensate” Clinton for cutting the “deals”.

Where does Hong Kong fit into all this? They’re being delivered up to the Communists on July 1st. Could it be that Hong Kongese “traitors” are shifting their “free trade” to the Port of Long Beach, where Carmen Perez, former Vice Chairwoman of the Democratic National Committee, is now Vice President of the Long Beach Bund. Treason is on the fast track and Clinton with close connections to Long Beach Mayor Beverly O’Neill is pushing the pedal to the metal for the MURDERING MAOIST MARXISTS.

Two more huge containers loaded with illegal arms that were destined for Communist revolutionaries in Mexico were found along the border in a warehouse at the Otay Mesa. The San Diego Union Tribune said that the container holding grenade launchers and M1 carbines came from the Port of Long Beach.

Just who are COSCO’s overseas Senior Advisors? General Alexander Haig Jr., former United States Secretary of State—from David Rockefeller’s Council on Foreign Relations and John F. McGillicuddy, Former CEO of the Chemical Bank of the United States. Both of these pro-Red negotiators for the Communist cartel follow the political policies of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). David Rockefeller (the CFR chairman) boasted of the Beijing Butcher’s Hitlerian experiment, which resulted in the MASS MURDER of 66,400,000 people between 1949 and 1970. He stated in 1973, that “the social experiment in China under Chairmen Mao’s leadership is one of the most important and successful in human history.”

The London Sunday Times on November 10, 1996, reported that Clinton’s fund raising “appears to have been a stunning intelligence coup by China.” Chinese agents took “advantage of lax security procedures and a pattern of corruption in the Clinton Administration” to gain advanced knowledge of American negotiating positions in trade and economic talks, as well as access trade deals subsidized by America. Clinton, Gore and Gingrich (all CFR members) “have been sucking it up” with the Communists to promote Sino-American “relations” as have their collaborators on the Long Beach Harbor Commission.

Maybe the attraction at those plush palatial dinners are the aborted babies that the Chinese dignitaries are dinning on. When Dr. Zou Qin was asked why the Chinese Communists are eating the unborn children, she replied, “They are wasted if we don’t eat them.” She went on to state, “I wash them with clear water until they look transparent white and then stew them.” In China the big [baby] boys are considered a delicacy. Maybe the CFR crowd will be importing the fetuses for “future feasts” at the White House [emphasis mine]. [He is NOT joking.]

It may be difficult for Joe and Jane Six-pack to understand the depth of our betrayal. As children, most of us over the age of 40, were taught to believe in truth, justice and the American way. It’s difficult to believe that this nation has fallen so far so fast and that the betrayal has been engineered
by both political parties in the Capital of this country.

Try this on for size, sports fans. I traveled to San Diego to see what the Navy’s “welcome mat” had in store for the Communist Chinese, who had received the “Clinton invitation”. I stood in front of a gray destroyer harbored at the U.S. Naval Base flying the red flag of Communist China. So, I assumed, without careful inventory, it was one of theirs. I was in error. Later that day, I discovered that it was the \textit{U.S.S. John Paul Jones} flying the flag of the RED CHINESE. Admiral Jones would be spinning in his grave at the act of treason committed on the ship that bears his name. For those who still seek liberty and sovereignty and still have the guts to duke it out, one need only recall Admiral John Paul Jones’ battle cry while surrounded and under heavy enemy fire: “I have not yet begun to fight.”

Let’s review the facts and connect the dots so that you can clearly picture the problem: (1) China has the largest standing army in the world at 200-million or more; (2) Since 1989, China has tripled military expenditures; (3) China has never renounced their goal of obtaining a gargantuan global government under full-blown Communism; (4) China didn’t accidentally fall to Communism, but was pushed into Communism “by the CFR cashious cartel” during and after the Second World War; (5) China’s killer corps joined with the North Korean Communists in the invasion of the Republic of Korea where they ruthlessly slaughtered our service men in the field and took American prisoners who were never returned to their families and friends; (6) China invaded and still occupies Tibet, where one-million-one-hundred-thousand were mass murdered; (7) Bill Clinton (CFR) and his predecessor George Bush (CFR), who was once Ambassador to Communist China and head of the CIA, have given the Chinese “Most Favored Nation” trade status, which has resulted in a $40-billion trade deficit in 1996; (8) the trade deficit with the Communist Chinese over the past decade translates into the loss of over 8-million American jobs; (9) the Communist government operates over 7,678 “death camps” with 23-million incarcerated for slave labor...and our figures are outdated; (10) it’s reported in underground circles that as many as 25\% of the inmates (5,750,000) die annually in the death camps; (11) Christians are incarcerated and tortured for their belief in Christ; (12) those lucky enough to be employed by the state average 17 cents an hour, thus making it impossible without strict trade sanctions for American workers to compete with slave labor; (13) the Reagan/Bush administration gave the Communist Chinese leaders 17.5-billion dollars taken by “force” from American taxpayers, so the Chinese could update their conventional and nuclear military hardware; (14) The Chinese government harvests human organs from their healthy young men, women and children, for sale in the Western and European markets; (15) China’s cannibalistic government has taken to selling unborn babies for health food. Fetuses are considered a delicacy.

If the Communist Chinese take over America, it will not be because they have INV ADED, but because they have been INVITED by the President and the political pimps and prostitutes along the Potomac. Just by putting some of the pieces together in this global “political jigsaw puzzle”, you begin to see a very frightening picture. But wait until you see the completed picture! It looks like hell on Earth. I am now calling for impeachment of the President of the United States for HIGH TREASON, for crimes committed against this country and all citizens of the Free World. Join me.

Those who seek to join us in the impeachment process should contact Congressman Barr from Georgia. Barr has initiated the impeachment drive. His FAX number is (404) 528-9555. We further
urge you to aid in the recall of the Mayor of “Tong” Beach, Beverly O’Neill, and the Long Beach City Council. We further encourage you to boycott the city and all businesses that sponsor the Long Beach Grand Prix, until the Harbor Commission and the Chamber of Commerce are removed. We are also calling for a criminal investigation in these blatant acts of treason.

For further information, I highly recommend you acquire DATASOURCE’S Ship of Troy political package, which includes over 130 pages of documentation. The price for the package is $15.00 post-paid. Their address is: DATASOURCE, P.O. Bar 37, Alpine, CA 91903. The phone number is: (619)-445-3351. FAX number is (619) 445-5847.

Those deeply concerned about the acts of treason being committed by this administration should order our latest video tape concerning the crimes of Clinton and the ever-growing body count entitled NONE DARE CALL IT MURDER. This includes interviews with Christopher Ruddy, James Norman, former Senior Editor of Forbes Magazine, Terry Reed, who personally witnessed cocaine coming into the US for Clinton and company and the shocking revelations of Deborah Von Trapp, concerning the Vince Foster murder and the Oklahoma bombing. It is narrated by Anthony J. Hilder, and is available through Amerinet for $24.95 post-paid. Their phone number is (800)-482-5560.

The two congressmen most actively involved in scuttling the Clinton plan to establish a Communist “Long Beach Head” in California are Rep. Duncan Hunter, phone: (619) 579-3001 and Rep. Randy “Duke” Cunningham (R-CA), phone: (619)-737-8438. They need your support. Please give it. [End quoting]

WORLD: CHINA TRADE
LION DANCING WITH WOLVES

Kissinger and Haig are players in U.S.-China trade. It may be legal, but is it good for America?

From INSIGHT MAGAZINE, By Timothy W. Maier, 4/21/97, [quoting:]

Make no mistake about it, they are hired guns for the trade partners of the People’s Republic of China. It is their access to Beijing that makes former Secretaries of State Henry Kissinger and Alexander M. Haig, a retired army general, the favorite gunslingers of U.S. firms vying to tap into the PRC’s market.

Kissinger and Haig stand to profit richly from contracts with China that, in some cases, put the United States in a vulnerable position, according to current and former national-security officials. Insight has learned Kissinger personally pockets a percentage of profits generated from deals he develops for American firms, while according to the Philadelphia Inquirer, Haig has collected directly from the Chinese at least once as a paid but unregistered adviser—allegedly a felony breach of the Foreign Agents Registration Act, or FARA, about which neither the Justice Department nor Haig would comment.
Greg Mastel, vice president of the Washington-based Economic Strategy Institute, describes Kissinger and Haig as the “third arm” of China’s lobbying movement. “The Chinese Embassy is not very good at hiring public-relations firms,” says Mastel. “The P.R. firms have not been very effective for China, so they turn to the business community. It has been a very effective way for Kissinger and Haig to have access. They can send the message directly in through senior officials. I think Kissinger and Haig believe what they are saying about Beijing, but it is out of date.”

Kissinger, a member of the Nixon and Ford administrations, has become the central adviser for the Business Coalition for U.S.-China Trade, a group of approximately 1,000 members that includes Beijing Co., McDonnell Douglas Corp, and Chrysler Corp. The coalition is pushing to make permanent China’s favorable trade status to avoid the annual debate over renewal. China critics note that they have yet to see Kissinger and Haig blast the Communist Party for engaging in human-rights violations. Instead the two are battling for “most favored nation”, or MFN trade status, for taxpayer-guaranteed credits at a time when there is a $40-billion trade surplus in China’s favor, and for admitting Beijing to the World Trade Organization. Senior U.S. intelligence officials claim this is about personal profit. Take away MFN and there will be fewer deals from which Kissinger and Haig can profit, according to trade and intelligence specialists on both sides of the issue.

“Outrageous,” responds L. Paul Bremer, an associate of New York-based Kissinger Associates. “Dr. Kissinger’s views on China are not for sale and never have been for sale. We are a strategic consulting firm. China is not a major part of our business. We advise businesses... We don’t make investments in China.” The company declined to disclose financial records.

Nor was Kissinger available to Insight for comment. However, when questioned a few years ago by Wall Street Journal reporter John Fialka, one of the few Western journalists to challenge Kissinger for profiteering, Kissinger snapped, “McCarthyism”. Haig, for his part, has declined to be interviewed by Insight; his associates repeatedly claimed he was too busy preparing to go to China.

Many of the huge American firms tied to Kissinger and Haig have been targeted by the People’s Army, or PLA, for espionage. Fialka’s book, War By Other Means claims that nearly 450 Chinese firms are under federal investigation for stealing technology and transferring it to the PLA. A Defense Intelligence Agency document obtained by Insight shows how this technology transfer takes place (see “PLA Espionage Means Business”, March 24). It’s an issue critics say Kissinger and Haig ignore.

“It is disheartening when you have senior American officials working with a Communist government that is hostile to the U.S.,” says Mastel, who is writing a book on Red China’s economic rise. “They try to avoid the debate that they are dealing with technology that could end up with the PLA. The PLA is the biggest manufacturer in China Technology transfer and is an important part of these contracts. The Chinese government demands technology be transferred. It’s part of the deal.”

The State Department tells Insight neither Kissinger nor Haig have retained top security clearances. But both are able to obtain classified information and especially to influence policy by virtue of their strong connections to American politicians and foreign leaders, says James Lucier, former Republican chief of staff of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The danger, Lucier says, is
that the United States is putting national security into the hands of businessmen anxious to make deals from which they stand to profit enormously. “Just as you wouldn’t let a color-blind person pick out your tie, you can’t trust a businessman with the security interests of the U.S.”

The personal payoff for these self-described “counselors” is tremendous, yet they seem to operate free of media inquiry. Kissinger, 73, has managed to keep his business deals private even when pressed for disclosure by congressional committees. He has claimed in interviews that he doesn’t conduct business with the Red Chinese but only acts as an adviser to American firms that do.

During Laurence Eagleburger’s confirmation hearings for the No. 2 spot at the State Department during the Bush administration, Eagleburger, who came to the job from Kissinger Associates, was grilled about Kissinger’s possible financial interests in China. Details weren’t forthcoming, Lucier recalls. “Kissinger says he doesn’t deal with the Chinese government.” Lucier tells Insight, “that’s just a sham.”

In 1989 the Wall Street Journal reported that Kissinger’s company paid about-to-be Deputy Secretary of State Eagleburger $916,989. In 1988, The New York Times reported, about-to-be National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft was paid $293,000. Both men long had supported the Kissinger and Haig line that a full engagement with China would open the door for more freedom. The same year Kissinger formed the China-America Society, a group that included such corporate clients as Chase Manhattan Bank, Coca-Cola and American Express—all heavily invested in Red China and vulnerable to billions in losses if sanctions were imposed because of Beijing’s grisly human-rights policy.

Kissinger, whom former China Ambassador Winston Lord calls “Uncle Henry”, personally stands to profit by millions as firms he represents contract with China and other countries where the former secretary is an active facilitator, according to Larry Abraham of Insider Report, a prestigious international investment letter. In May 1990, Abraham obtained and published details of Kissinger contracts with corporate clients. To become a corporate client of Kissinger, Abraham revealed, a corporation pays a $200,000 fee. In some cases Kissinger also will take a seat on the company’s board. In 1990, he sat on boards for American Express, Union Pacific, R.M. Macy, Continental Grain, CBS Inc., Revlon Group Inc., and Freeport-McMoran, or FMR.

An example of how he is able to generate additional revenues from his deals is his relationship with Freeport-McMoran, reports Abraham from that company’s public records. Around the time of the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre, its subsidiary, Freeport International Inc., had a 6.7 percent interest in China Ventures—a limited partnership whose papers refer to a $75-million China Ventures fund set up by Kissinger to help American firms conduct business in China. Kissinger is reported in the corporate papers to have collected $375,000 for serving as chairman of China Ventures and to have received $995,000 in management fees.

Back at Freeport-McMoran, according to Abraham, Kissinger was paid $25,000 for serving on the board; plus, his firm received the standard $200,000. Kissinger also negotiated in 1989 a side deal for himself involving Kent Associates Inc., a one-man corporation for which Kissinger is board chairman and sole stockholder. Under that deal, Kissinger reportedly received $100,000 per month.
plus Kent’s standard 2 to 5 percent of profits generated from FMR contracts. In all, the documents obtained by Insider Report indicated Kissinger personally earned $600,000 from Freeport-McMoran. In 1989, Kissinger told the Wall Street Journal that 8 percent of the revenue from Kissinger Associates and Kent came from clients requesting advice about China.

Few reporters ever question Kissinger’s financial ties, Peter Jennings of ABC News surely didn’t. The network paid Kissinger to serve as a consultant to help produce a special on China. In 1989, Jennings told the Wall Street Journal that Kissinger would not have been used if the company had known about his financial dealings with China. A background check would have revealed that Kissinger Associates helped set up the China Ventures Fund with financial conglomerate China International Trust and Investment Corp, or CITIC, the Chinese government’s banking merchant. Later, in 1995, leadership of CITIC was turned over to PLA arms dealer and White House coffee-klatch guest, Wang Jun. Wang was granted access to President Clinton shortly after Clinton’s Arkansas cronies with Chinese contacts dropped thousands of dollars into Clinton’s legal defense fund and donated $50,000 to the Democratic National Committee.

A further check by Insight reveals that Wang, a member of China’s National People’s Congress, had been a senior official of CITIC since the company opened 18 years ago and at the time it developed its intimate relationship with Kissinger. Wang also chairs the Beijing-based Poly Group, which worked closely with CITIC to export arms to Iran, Iraq and Syria during the very time when the group set up the fund with Kissinger, according to intelligence sources (Wang’s arms deals have been followed by U.S. intelligence agencies for more than a decade). Therefore, it is inconceivable to national-security officials that Kissinger—a China expert with a top security clearance that the State Department says was activated as late as 1984 when he served on the National Bipartisan Committee on Central America—didn’t know that one of his business colleagues, the “merchant banker” Wang Jun, was the chief Red Chinese arms dealer.

Haig, 72, is a former chief of staff to President Nixon, a former NATO commander, a former secretary of state and a onetime presidential candidate. He was one of the Reagan officials who helped draft the 1982 Chinese-American Joint Communiqué, which states that the United States would never pursue a “one China-One Taiwan” policy and would reduce arms sales to Taiwan. Haig has profited handsomely since then with his consulting firm through business with China.

In the 1980s, the Wall Street Journal reported that Haig earned $600,000 from International Signal & Control Group PLC for helping sell weapon fuses for a PLA-affiliated company shortly after leaving the White House. He is a senior consultant to United Technologies of Hartford, Conn., a jet manufacturer with at least 17 joint ventures with China. In addition, Haig is an “honorary senior adviser” to China Ocean Shipping Co., or COSCO, the world’s fifth-largest shipping firm, according to the company’s World Wide Web-site. Federal court records show COSCO is affiliated with the PLA and is the Red Chinese company slated to take over a U.S. naval facility in Long Beach, Calif., a deal the Clinton administration encouraged.

One of COSCO’s ships was caught red-handed last year smuggling 2,000 AK-47s for the PLA to California street gangs at a time when one of the company’s chief officials had coffee at the White House. The White House told Insight the smuggling episode was an isolated incident with one ship. But federal court records indicate the smuggling operation was approved completely by the
Chinese government, for which the chief official arms peddler is Wang Jun. One year earlier, Haig had attended a COSCO reception honoring the opening of a Hong Kong subsidiary. An image on the COSCO Web-site shows Haig with a smiling COSCO executives in Hong Kong where the general addressed 1,000 honored guests at a “Lion Dance Ceremony”.

Questions about Haig have been raised because he failed to inform the Justice Department about his role as an “honorary adviser” to COSCO, a concern because it may require him to file under FARA. Justice Department spokesman John Russell says the department can’t comment on Haig because of the ongoing Chinese espionage investigation.

A senior intelligence source mentions the possibility that Haig or Kissinger may be called to testify before a Washington grand jury looking into Asian connections of Clinton fund-raisers.

With Kissinger and Haig advising American firms about rich China-trade deals and writing pro-Beijing op-ed pieces for publication nationwide, Red China has been able to mount a powerful lobby effort—much stronger than ever was initiated by the Cleveland law firm of Jones Day Reavis & Pogue, which was paid $140,000 by the Chinese Embassy to represent Beijing in 1994-96, according to FARA records.

The results of the new, sophisticated “lobbying” efforts can be seen by looking at the quiet reaction in the mainstream press to the recent leasing of the Long Beach Naval Base to COSCO or the recent leasing of two key Panama ports to another Beijing-based company, Hutchinson Whampoa Ltd.

Critics say this positions China to dominate the Panama Canal from both the Atlantic and Pacific sides. Beijing’s friends say these Chinese companies have nothing to do with the PLA but are legitimate Chinese state-owned entities that have been using these bases and ports for more than a decade. The White House claims that under its reading of the 1977 treaty with Panama, Red China has every right to run those ports.

“What the hell are we doing?” asks Martin Anderson, former chief domestic adviser to President Reagan. “It’s just fiction that these China companies are not run by the PLA.”

Anderson, a public-policy analyst at the Hoover Institution, says people are being duped into believing China is not a threat, noting that ships entering the Red Chinese Base at Long Beach will be carrying thousands of containers that will make it nearly impossible for U.S. Customs Service agents to check. “If I were going to smuggle cocaine (or arms or any other kind of contraband), that’s the way I would do it,” Anderson says. “U.S. Customs agents can’t check every container every time. If they did, it would stop international trade.”

Lucier adds that the Red Chinese presence at both ends of the Panama Canal and in Long Beach presents a serious military and economic danger that could threaten U.S. trade. “It is a national-security problem because it provides beachheads for penetration and control,” says the former GOP staff director of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. “No one is going to know what is going to be in those thousands of containers on the ships entering the Long Beach base,” Lucier adds. “They could be smuggling in agents that could run intelligence operations in the U.S. This also
positions the Chinese in the center of the drug trade. And Panama is also a big center for smuggling manufactured goods like small televisions and household goods.”

The White House was briefed on the Panama deals and did not believe it was a national-security issue but more of a “law-enforcement issue” for Panama to handle, according to state Department spokesman Les McClenny. “This is not a national security issue,” he insists. Intelligence sources call that nonsense.

“The question is,” McClenny continues, “was there a level playing field. There were some abnormalities in the bidding process, in particular with one American company that we are looking into.” A military intelligence source close to the Panama deal says he American firm had the lowest bid. “Panama kept changing the rules,” says the source.

Sven Cramer, who served the National Security Council at the White House under both Republican and Democratic presidents, calls the Panama and COSCO deals a major threat that basically surrenders three key ports to a communist regime. “This is the foolishness of the intelligence community,” he says, adding that Clinton administration leaders have bought into China’s New Lobby movement and fail to understand the national security price America will have to pay.

Former Time Hong Kong bureau chief, Ross H. Munro is concerned about that price. Munro and former Time Beijing bureau chief Richard Bernstein wrote the critical book *The Coming Conflict With China*. They accuse Kissinger and Haig of playing a “double role” by using their “prestige both publicly and privately to advance policies from which they profit mightily”.

Munro was removed from his recent position as director of the Asia Program at the Foreign Policy Research Institute in Philadelphia shortly after the critical book was published in March. Haig sits on the board of directors for the institute. Munro was unavailable for comment. The institute president, Harvey Sicherman, says there were differences between management and Munro and would not say if Haig played a role.

This game gets rough. Republican staffers say that when House Speaker Newt Gingrich stated last year that the United States should recognize Taiwan, Kissinger got Gingrich to change his mind after heavily berating him on the phone. When Rep Christopher Cox, California Republican, called for sanctions against China a day before the “most favored nation” vote last year, Haig moved in quickly to get the congressman to back away, a Cox aide says. House Rules Committee Chairman Gerald Solomon of New York also received a call from Haig. Solomon’s aide, Bill Teeter says, “Yes, Mr. Haig called him. He refused to accept that call. He knows Mr. Haig and Mr. Kissinger. He doesn’t take very well that they use their former stature to lobby. [End quoting]

**RUMORS ABOUT COSCO LEASE**

From the INTERNET, 4/14/97, [quoting:]  

Dear Friends,

There are many rumors floating about regarding COSCO, or Chinese Shipping Co. breaking its
lease with Long Beach Naval Base. The article below is just one of several. However, it is most important to note that as the Long Beach and L.A. Harbor bosses are in China literally battling for the right to have COSCO in their respective communities, and at the vehement opposition of most American citizens, the readiness mode for COSCO at Long Beach continues. THE SAME EXACT PROBLEMS WILL EXIST IF COSCO IS IN LONG BEACH OR L.A. OR ANYWHER ELSE EXCEPT IN CHINA, and that’s bad enough for the long suffering Chinese people.

The Secretary of the Long Beach Harbor like the article below, advises us that an “alternative plan” is being planned for COSCO. Please consider that (eight) railroad tracks recently built leaving the automated container cranes were not built for nothing. The construction is going on today. A huge sea wall has been built. Twelve brand new automated container cranes right adjacent to the Naval base have been built. Coming from this are the (eight) railroad lines, which will be used to ship imported goods across the US. At least 18-billion dollars worth of slave labor goods are being imported from China to California each year. And this is just one port of the several in the US.

We have lost one-third of our forests in the past nine years, by exporting our lumber to China and other destinations. We are losing $2.00 per log more than we are taking in. Right across from the Long Beach Naval base is one of the most tragic views to see: 2-3 mountains of scrap metal, which came from disassembled US factories and the scrap metal is being shipped to China to be melted down and then build their factories. Mastel, who is writing a book on Red China’s economic rise, said the following: “They [traitorous US officials] try to avoid the debate that they are dealing with technology that could end up with the PLA, People’s Liberation Army. The PLA is the biggest manufacturer in China Technology transfer and is an important part of these contracts. The Chinese government demands technology be transferred. It’s part of the deal.” So, China requires it if US companies want to sell to China’s 1.3 billion people.

I could continue to recount the shady dealings of rotten government characters and dark conditions which are taking place, in order to complete THE GREAT PLAN of the ages. But, I will continue to send you the updates, so you can read them yourselves. Suffice it to say that what is occurring is absolutely nothing less than HIGH TREASON AND SEDITION. What is occurring is the blatant “agreed upon” transfer of technology from the US to the belligerent nation of China, in exchange for its promises to become “interdependent” and in exchange for its “hoped for” acquiescence to the wishes of the true global bosses. However, the saddest part to digest is the fact that the American taxpayer is in fact subsidizing his own utter subversion, destruction and ultimate enslavement. And unless an absolute miracle happens, this enslavement will be complete in less than 2-3 years. [End quoting]

* * *

Please read the article below carefully to fully understand the power play of insatiable greed and treason at all levels of government. Sadly, Angie

L.A. PORT TAKES AIM AT LONG BEACH PORT:
L.A. BIDS TO SNATCH TERMINAL FROM LONG BEACH
From THE LOS ANGELES BUSINESS JOURNAL, by Larry Kanter, 4/21-27/97, [quoting:] With plans by the Port of Long Beach to build a new container terminal for the China Ocean Shipping Co. in jeopardy, officials from the rival Port of Los Angeles are making a bid for the fast-growing, Chinese government-owned shipping line.

Los Angeles Harbor Commission President Leland Wong and port director Larry Keller are scheduled to be in China this week, on a visit they say has been planned for months.

But in light of Long Beach’s recent troubles, the pair at the last minute revised their itinerary to include a meeting with executives of the shipping line, known as COSCO, according to Wong.

“We’re going to approach them just like we would any other customer,” Wong said in an interview prior to his departure for China late last week.

“We have facilities to offer that are superior (to those being offered by Long Beach). We feel we can negotiate a very good contract.”

The stakes for Long Beach and Los Angeles are enormous. China is the region’s second-largest trading partner, with more than $18 billion worth of cargo moving between L.A. and China each year. COSCO handles about 25 percent of U.S.-China trade.

Those stakes could become significantly higher if COSCO were to take over OOCL Inc, a large Hong Kong-based shipping company, as some shipping industry experts speculate may happen when Hong Kong reverts to Chinese control in July.

Under its agreement with COSCO, Long Beach promised the company a working terminal by July 1, 1998. After that, stiff monthly penalties kick in, which could cost Long Beach hundreds of thousands of dollars, according to Don Wylie, director of trade and maritime services for the Port of Long Beach.

The project, he said, already is one to two months behind schedule.

The question reverberating through local shipping circles is which side will win the latest battle.

L.A. is prepared to offer COSCO a new, built-to-suit container terminal complete with on-dock rail capabilities at its new Pier 400 development—a 470-acre, $300 million facility under construction in San Pedro Bay.

Not only would the facility be custom-built, it is free from the historic structures that dot the Long Beach Naval Station—as well as the symbolism associated with transferring a former military base to a facility owned by the People’s Republic of China.

Pier 400 is scheduled to be completed by 2000.

The Port of Long Beach had agreed to build a new shipping terminal for COSCO on the site of the
former Long Beach Naval Station.

But those plans suffered a setback on April 11, when Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Robert H. O’Brien ordered the port to cancel its lease with COSCO and consider all options for the site “free and clear” of any pre-commitments. The ruling was in response to a lawsuit filed by preservationists seeking to save a number of historic structures at the 55-year-old base.

The Long Beach Harbor Commission last week voted to instruct the Port of Long Beach staff to develop documents canceling its lease with COSCO, which was signed last October. City lawyers reportedly fear that breaking the lease could expose the port to a breach of contract lawsuit.

Citing the ongoing litigation with preservationists, Wylie refused to comment on either the panel’s vote or on the prospect of losing COSCO to Los Angeles.

But Randal Hernandez, chief of staff for Long Beach Mayor Beverly O’Neill, downplayed any potential threat posed by L.A.

“Long Beach has a long relationship with COSCO,” Hernandez said.

“They’ve been here for 16 years. We think we have a very good, longstanding partnership with COSCO.”

Nonetheless, Port of L.A. officials are jumping on what they see as a golden opportunity. “We’re an option,” said Wong, “especially in light of the lease being canceled.”

Ironically, Wong and Keller are in China at the same time as O’Neill and a number of Long Beach port officials—who also are there this week on a previously scheduled visit.

High on their itinerary is a meeting scheduled for April 21 with COSCO President Zhen Zhong and other top company executives. At that meeting, the delegation intends to reaffirm Long Beach’s support for the $200 million terminal it had planned on building for COSCO.

The current battle is shaping up as a virtual replay of a similar bidding war that played out last year, when the two competitive ports aggressively jockeyed for the shipper’s business.

That battle ended last April, when COSCO signed a letter of intent with the Port of Long Beach for a 145-acre shipping terminal and on-dock railyard to be built on the site of the former Long Beach Naval Station.

Those plans, however, immediately became the subject of controversy, sparking a flurry of lawsuits from environmentalists, historic preservationists and neighboring cities wary of increased traffic as a result of the facility.

More recently, Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-San Diego, proposed legislation that would block the COSCO lease based on national security concerns.
COSCO officials, who rarely respond to U.S. press inquiries, declined to comment last week.

However, in a written statement issued March 28, Ma Zehua, president of the company’s COSCO Americas Inc. unit, protested characterizations of COSCO as a threat to U.S. national security.

“We strongly protest against such doings and reserve the right to take all measures necessary to protect COSCO’s interests against any harm inflicted,” he said.

Last year, when Lost Angeles attempted to entice COSCO away from Long Beach it proposed that the company move to the terminal currently occupied by American Presidents Lines Ltd. APL is slated to leave that facility this summer, when the shipper moves over to a 235-acre container terminal at the L.A. port’s new Pier 300-development.

COSCO reportedly opted for Long Beach because it wanted the new terminal designed to its own specifications.

Some industry insiders say that, with Pier 400 on the table, Los Angeles could be a much more formidable competitor this time around.

“Pier 400 would be more suitable for COSCO,” said one shipping line executive who asked not to be identified. “COSCO needs a facility that can handle 1 million-plus container units (a year). For that, you need 250 acres. And that’s only half of what’s available at Pier 400. There’s more room to grow.” [End quoting]

CONTACT readers should remember that there are under-water tunnels from Long Beach Naval Base all the way to ‘CHINA’!! Lake Naval Weapons Station at Ridgecrest, California—big enough to handle submarines and ships. Is there any wonder that China wants the base so much??

Do you think it’s coincidence that it was named China Lake??

* * *

If ye love wealth greater than liberty, the tranquillity of servitude greater than the animating contest for freedom, go home from us in peace.

We seek not your counsel, nor your arms. Crouch down and lick the hand that feeds you; and may posterity forget that ye were our countrymen. —Samuel Adams

CHINA’S AND RUSSIA’S TAKEOVER OF THE UNITED STATES IS IN FAST-MODE!

From the INTERNET, 4/9/97, [quoting:]

More than 140,000 foreign companies from the United States, Japan, Taiwan, Germany and Hong Kong, have established operations in China and are teaching the Chinese management and techno-
logical skills.

But U.S. companies build factories in China not just because workers are skilled and plentiful. China requires it if the companies want to sell to China’s 1.2 billion people.

Boeing is teaching Chinese engineers how to build airplanes and could be creating a competitor in the process. GM eventually will have to stop shipping in U.S. parts for its Chinese assembly lines and use only Chinese-made parts.

Other companies must export what they make in China and are selling their products back to the United States. Thanks in part to all this activity, U.S. consumption of Chinese-made products has almost doubled since 1990, while Chinese purchases of U.S. goods have stayed about the same. High productivity and low wages mean China’s ability to buy hasn’t kept pace with what it makes to sell. Despite a rising gross domestic product, few Chinese can afford American goods.

Many companies build plants in China, only to export 100 percent of what they make. “I suppose if I was them, this makes sense,” the AFL-CIO’s Mr. Anderson says. “The real question is, why does the United States continue to let this happen to us? There is no God-given right to access the U.S. market for Chinese goods.” [End quoting]

WAL-MART REPLACES GM AS AMERICA’S BIGGEST EMPLOYER

From the INTERNET, 4/14/97, [quoting:] Wal-Mart has replaced General Motors as the largest private business employer in America, according to the latest issue of Fortune, in its report on the top “Fortune 500” companies. This development epitomizes the transformation of the U.S. into a post-industrial economy. In 1996, Wal-Mart employed 675,000 workers worldwide, versus 647,000 for General Motors.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in December 1996, the average worker engaged in motor vehicle production earned $847.19 per week, plus health and dental benefits. In December 1996, the average retail worker earned $237.69 per week, only 28% of what a motor vehicle production worker earned. Plus, many workers at the non-union Wal-Mart received either partial health benefits, or none at all. Overall, in terms of sales, Wal-Mart, with $106.1 billion in sales, is now the fourth largest company in America. [On radio, I’ve mentioned numerous times the various areas of the United States, where COSCO or other Chinese ventures have TAKEN OVER AND ARE BEING ALLOWED TO PUT AMERICAN CITIZENS OUT OF WORK. Allow me to remind you of Benton, Arkansas.

$21-million is being summarily supplied by the taxpayer to allow the use of the new Northwest Arkansas Regional Airport in Benton County, Arkansas, with an additional business complex being built to the tune of $106 million. Folks, the taxpayer’s money at the tune of $21-million through US FAA grants is being stolen and used to destroy American workers. This venture is a Tyson Foods-Wal-Mart-Lippo deal, or more appropriately, A GRAND SCAM made possible by HIGH
TREASON AND SEDITION AND BETRAYAL OF THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, BY THEIR CORRUPT GOVERNMENT, WHICH HAS RUN AMUCK BY UNBRIDLED and UNQUESTIONED RAW POWER.

What are you going to do about it? Angie at DataSource [End quoting]

U.S. UPSET AT DEAL CEDING PANAMA PORTS TO CHINA

From THE WASHINGTON TIMES, 3/19/97, [quoting:]

A Hong Kong conglomerate with ties to the Chinese government has gained control of two key Panama Canal ports in a deal U.S. officials say is “unorthodox” and harmful to American businesses.

The Panamanian government last month awarded Hutchison Port Holdings Ltd. a 25-year lease to operate ports that anchor the Panama Canal on the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

The agreement was made as the canal undergoes a sensitive transition from U.S. to Panamanian control. It blindsided American companies bidding on the ports and has drawn fire from the U.S. Embassy.

It also coincides with U.S. static over the Navy’s leasing of a former Long Beach base to Cosco, an arm of China Ocean Shipping Co., which is operated by the Chinese Communist government. Cosco also won a $138 million government-loan guarantee to finance ship construction in Alabama. The loans will cover 87.5 percent of the project’s cost and the company has 25 years to pay them off.

Unlike the Long Beach case, in which the United States awarded Cosco the site only after the company complied with regulations. Panama appears to have given Hutchison special considerations.

“The question in Panama is not the national origin of the company, the question we’re raising is with regard to the transparency (openness) of the whole process and irregularities that have cropped up,” one State Department official said.

In a March 1 letter to Raul Gasteazoro Arango, Panama’s minister of commerce, U.S. Ambassador William J. Hughes outlined complaints by U.S. businesses against the Panamanian government. He also expressed “serious concerns” about Panama’s “unorthodox” procedures.

“Over the past few months, representatives from numerous U.S. companies have come to see me to complain that the government of Panama is impeding their ability to invest and trade,” Mr Hughes wrote.

Trade economists say China’s sudden high-profile presence in the Western Hemisphere should come as no surprise as that action extends its global reach. And as they move west, the Chinese are
engaging in Asian—not Western—business practices.

“In China, like in so many Asian countries, money buys influence,” said Greg Mastel, vice president of the Economic Strategy Institute. “They’re using tried-and-true business practices that have been tested in Asia. A lot of countries are open to that kind of strategy.”

Hutchison and Cosco are leaders in the global shipping industry and have partnered on several projects in China and other parts of Asia. Members of Hutchison’s board of directors consult to Cosco, which is controlled by the Chinese government.

Hong Kong’s ports are dominated by Hutchison, and the company operates several terminals in southern China.

Beginning this month, Hutchison will pay $22.2 million a year to operate the Panamanian ports of Balboa on the Pacific and Cristobal on the Atlantic, two commercially strategic sites that anchor either side of the canal. Balboa and Cristobal will offer the shortest land route between the two oceans.

Several American companies, including Seattle-based Stevedoring Services of America, or SSA: Bechtel International of San Francisco and Cooper T. Smith of Dallas also had bid on the ports.

In 1996, SSA affiliate Manzanillo International Terminal won the rights to Cristobal. Because SSA already had an Atlantic coast port, the Panamanian government, fearing an Atlantic monopoly, asked SSA to withdraw its bid. SSA complied.

But concerns about a monopoly on either side of the canal didn’t come up a few months later when the government awarded Hutchison Cristobal, Balboa and a third Pacific site—setting up a Pacific monopoly under Hutchison.

“Given the geography, Panama is a key strategic point for U.S. trade and of course for U.S. military interests,” SSA President Jon Hemingway said. “If Hutchison is the only alternative [on the Pacific], obviously it’ll have a long-term detrimental impact.”

Just as the U.S. press in the Cosco case has been sifting through accusations of Chinese influence buying in Washington, the Panamanian press is questioning how Hutchison came to win the ports there.

If Hutchison takes its option to the third port and obtains control of the canal’s Pacific side, it could have significant implications for ships throughout Central and South America. Hutchison itself has said the Panamanian ports will be its most important.

Hutchison executives could not be reached for comment yesterday. Panamanian officials have denied any wrongdoing.

But a U.S. Embassy spokesman in Panama said the Hutchison agreement bore “no resemblance” to
the bid request and raised the specter of behind-the-scenes negotiations after the bids were in.

“There were a number of additional advantages granted to Hutchison after the solicitation process last summer,” embassy spokesman Joe Johnson said. “The government of Panama...has not solved the commercial disputes. However, we’re giving them time to work through this.”

But several shipping experts said the Hutchison deal is simply a reality of a global marketplace.

“We’re not used to thinking of China in these terms. We’re used to thinking of them as a fairly backward regime,” said James R. McCarville, president of the Port of Pittsburgh. “We all have to recognize that China is emerging as a mega economic power and...I don’t think we should be terribly surprised to see the Chinese proceeding in the same types of capitalistic endeavors as we have been encouraging them to do.” [End quoting]  

ARE WE GOING TO WAKE UP IN TIME OR AREN’T WE? ONLY YOU CAN DECIDE!
CHAPTER 10

THE NEWS DESK
by Dr. Al Overholt  5/6/97

ASSAULT BY VACCINES

From NEXUS, April-May 1997, [quoting:]

Harris Coulter, author of Vaccination, Social Violence and Criminality: The Medical Assault on the American Brain, has found in his research into autism that vaccines have been known to cause encephalitis since 1922, when such an outbreak occurred as a result of the smallpox vaccine. The diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis vaccines followed in 1925.

An article in Pediatrics Journal (vol. 39, 1967) suggests it is highly probable that autoimmune and developmental disabilities are interlinked by vaccine-induced encephalitis.

Since 1959 it has been known that the pertussis vaccine (the ‘P’ in DPT) can cause allergic encephalomyelitis. Scientists who were conducting experiments on lab animals, with the purpose of inducing anaphylactic shock, found it to be extremely effective.

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, an estimated 60,000 DPT shots annually are reported as having been followed by convulsions, shock collapse, temperatures of 105 degrees and/or high-pitched screaming. Children who do not survive are often labelled SIDS babies, even if they die on the same day of the shot. One out of 750 children who receives all of their DPT shots is left severely injured. At least 12,000 others are clinically diagnosed as having been severely damaged by vaccinations, yet still alive.

Before 1975, the Japanese also vaccinated their children, beginning at the age of three to five months. In the years following, they noticed an alarming rise in the morbidity and mortality of these children. As a result, they changed the age at which to begin vaccinations to 24 months and made them no longer mandatory. What followed was an 85% to 90% reduction in severe reactions and deaths among these children [emphasis mine].

The DPT and the MMR vaccines are thought to cause autism by interfering with normal myelination of the nerves in the brain, or demyelination of the nerves already coated.

Pertussis is thought to be the most dangerous of the vaccines given to babies. When this vaccine became mandatory in 1978, the incidence of whooping cough went up 300%. There have been numerous outbreaks of this in recent years all across the United States, with the majority of people contracting it in the vaccinated group.

An article in the Journal of Anthroposophic Medicine (1992) concluded that the MMR vaccine is ineffective and dangerous. It was also noted that a high vaccination rate in the U.S. is not able to
stop measles outbreaks, and there is now an unusually high complication and death rate with measles that was unseen before the vaccine was instituted. [End quoting]

**When are people going to rise up against the medical gangsters and stop this government-mandated injury and killing of our babies??**

**CPI CHANGE WOULD HIT POOR HARDEST**

Excerpted from *THE DAILY NEWS*, Los Angeles, 4/??/97, [quoting:]

Poor and older Americans would be hit hard if the government’s inflation gauge were adjusted downward, due chiefly to their heavy reliance on Social Security, federal pensions and other annually adjusted benefits.

Last week, a Senate advisory panel said the Consumer Price Index overstates inflation by 1.1 percent and should be replaced by a more accurate measure. The proposal would reduce budget deficits by $691 billion over a decade by reinining in cost-of-living increases for many federal benefits, the earned income tax credit for the working poor, and the personal exemption and standard deduction that most taxpayers use.

**CPI CHART**

A little-noticed analysis the nonpartisan Congressional Budget office conducted of a similar plan in 1995 illustrates its consequences. The budget office said Americans earning $30,000 annually or less would bear 34.9 percent of its costs even though they earn roughly 16.5 percent of the nation’s income.

Inversely, people making $100,000 or more—accounting for 31.0 percent of the country’s income—would pay just 16.9 percent of the price tag of changing the CPI calculation, the CBO said. It also analyzed the plan another way, comparing different income groups’ average earnings before and after the proposed inflation change. Measured this way, lower-income Americans would lose a larger share of their projected income to lower benefit payments and higher taxes than those better off. [End quoting]

Typical—soak the poor, and raise the pay and lower the taxes of the rich. Just make sure you don’t call it a tax increase while stealing the poor’s subsistence.

**ADL TACTICS EXPOSED BY NOAM CHOMSKY**

From *NEXUS*, April-May 1997, [quoting:]

“In the United States, a rather effective system of intimidation has been developed to silence cri-
tique. Let me give you just one example. Take the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), the B’nai B’rith, which is reputed to be a civil rights organization.

“It’s rather comical. It’s actually an organization which is devoted to trying to defame and intimidate and silence people who criticize current Israeli policies, whatever they may be.

“For example, I, myself, through a leak in the New England office of the ADL, was able to obtain a copy of my file there. It’s 150 pages, just like an FBI file—interoffice memos warning that I’m going to show up here and there, surveillance of talks that I give, comments and alleged transcripts of talks, of the sort that you’d expect—mostly fabricated because people don’t hear or can’t understand. This material has been circulated. If I’m going to give a talk somewhere—if I came out to Boulder (Colorado) to give a talk—this material would be sent to some local group which would use it to extract defamatory material which would then be circulated, usually in unsigned pamphlets outside the place where I’d be speaking.

“I happened to get this material when it was being sent to a Harvard law professor named Alan Dershowitz in preparation for a debate that we were to have a few days later, so that he would be able to extract from it defamatory material concocted by the ADL surveillance system, which is in fact exactly what he did.

“This is typical of the way they act. If there’s any comment in the press which they regard as insufficiently subservient to the party line, there’ll be a flood of letters, delegations, protests, threats to withdraw advertising, etc.” [End quoting]

This is called fair and open freedom of speech by the Khazarians.

**FEMA GIVEN THE POWER TO TAKE OVER ALL RADIO AND TV STATIONS WITH PUSH OF ONE BUTTON**

From the INTERNET, <jmt4/26/97>, [quoting:] 

As you know, I host a midday radio show in Columbus Ohio on 101.1 FM WWCD.

This is true. One of the “agreements” in the telecommunications “ripoff” regulations that went into effect last year required all radio and TV stations to switch over from the old Emergency Broadcast System to the new Emergency Activation System or EAS as we call it.

By January 22, 1997 all TV and Radio Stations in the United States had to have new equipment installed under penalty of HEAVY fines. The new EAS system completely automates the old EBS system. Here is a brief rundown on how the old system worked and the new one does.

With the EBS system when there was an emergency a box in the studio or control room of a radio or TV station would sound that wonderful Emergency Broadcast System test tone which was a 20-second tone. This would alert the person in studio that a message was being sent from the local
EBS station. In radio, we would monitor the message and then relay that information to our listeners as soon as possible. It was also possible to record the message to playback on the air. This was usually for severe weather warnings. We also had the ability to put the EBS signal up live on the air if so required.

With the old system, if there was a real big emergency that would require us to switch to the local EBS station feed (then all radio stations would be broadcasting the same feed) there was an EBS folder in our studio with sealed envelopes for each month of the year. We would be instructed to open the envelope for the current month. The envelope would contain an authentication code to verify that the EBS message was legitimate. If the code did not match, then the message would not be authenticated. If the code did match, we were to follow the directions and put the EBS feed live on our air.

The new EAS system is VERY SCARY, and you will be amazed at this:

With the new system we had to install automated equipment that AUTOMATICALLY takes our signal off the air and replaces it with the local, state or national signal. **WE HAVE NO CHOICE IN AIRING THESE EAS MESSAGES!** When we run our monthly EAS test, the new equipment gives us a message that an EAS alert is coming in 4 minutes. Then in four minutes our airwaves are taken over with the test message. There is no way for a radio or TV station to stop this from going over their station.

Literally with the “push of a button” now, local, state, and other government agencies (including FEMA and the president) can instantly broadcast the same message at the same time to a local region or a national region.

If I was on the air and, for instance, say the President nutted-out and began playing Chinese Marching Music and spewing communist propaganda there would be nothing I or any other radio or TV station could do to stop the broadcast.

In addition to this, the EAS system also will allow the capability, for example, of the police to broadcast a message over the EAS from their patrol cars! It would be possible (though this is extreme) that if a patrol car was EAS-equipped to get on the radio from wherever they were at and broadcast a message over every radio and TV in a city.

This is VERY dangerous!

Dirk R. Daniel Woolman wrote:

Last night on the Art Bell radio show he stated that “FEMA has the capability to push one button and shut down all commercial broadcasts.”

Is anyone aware of the specific law associated with this capability and who has control of the button? [End quoting]
This is very scary. A terrorist group or Clinton or any other gangsters could cause anarchy (and/or worse) in a very short time in all of the United States.

BRITAIN FACING PERSISTENT DROUGHT

From THE JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 4/19/97, [quoting:]

So much for Britain’s reputation as a foggy, soggy little isle.

The past two years have been the driest in London in 200 years, leaving some tourist boats high and dry on the River Thames while water reservoirs fall around the nation.

The persistent drought has Britain’s unnerved water suppliers seriously considering building seaside desalination plants—a method more commonly associated with the desert kingdoms of the Middle East.

Other ideas: recovering and cleaning contaminated water from abandoned nineshafts or even pumping water from France through the undersea Channel Tunnel.

“We’ve only had five months of normal rainfall in the past two years so it’s pretty bad,” said Jane Farncombe, a spokeswoman at Southern Water, which serves 2 million people in Kent, Hampshire, Sussex and the Isle of Wight. [End quoting]

The Elite create the problem and make fortunes off the solutions while they tighten the noose more tightly around their slaves.

RIVER DEVOURS A CITY OF 50,000

clinton and mayor

From THE BAKERSFIELD CALIFORNIAN, 4/23/97, [quoting:]

[End quoting]

Yes, Clinton is going to give these devastated people aid after the gangsters he works with caused it—another of their many manmade disasters. And after a short time they probably will declare all the flooded lands “wetlands” and seize them for “preservation” under the their land-seizure laws.

In the meantime they are creating a severe food shortage for the near future by these floods and abnormal weather conditions in many states causing freezing of many crops and other weather-related damages.
Wise people will start now to be prepared for lack of food on the shelves, **SOON**.

**SARAH BRADY: SOCIALIST AT LARGE**

This is proof of where the gun-control crowd are really coming from.

From the **INTERNET, 4/17/97**, [quoting:]

With the help of the Library of Congress, who pointed me to the only known available source for a copy of the January 1994 issue of **THE NATIONAL EDUCATOR**, I have just received from the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, by fax, the front page and part of page 3, on which the editor has put in a bold box, 2 col’s by 4-1/2 inch, which is similar to the below, in large type. They are mailing me photo copies of these pages for use in duplicating and distribution. This paper was published for 25+ years by Editor James H. Townsend, in Fullerton, Calif., monthly, and appears to have been devoted to the cause of patriotism entirely.

**IN HER OWN WORDS:** “Our task of creating a socialist America can only succeed when those who would resist us have been totally disarmed.” —Sarah Brady, Chair, Handgun Control, Inc. [in small type] ‘from remarks made to liberal U.S. Senator Howard Metzenbaum as she lobbied in support of a ban on semi-automatic firearms’.

We owe a debt of gratitude to the Historical Society of Wisconsin, for they spent a great deal of time searching for this edition. At first, they only had [issues] from 1969 thru 1980. But the Congressional material gave a reference to a 1984 issue. Finally, they discovered it in another section in which the publications had not yet been microfilmed.

Copies of this will be available later to any who would like to have copies for their records. I have phone numbers and names of those who provided this, but suggest we do not annoy them after they have been so good in this matter.

Please post this on every available list or network or anywhere else that it may be used to wreck the hopes of the New World Order crowd to create a socialist America. [End quoting]

**What more confirmation do we need??**

**YOUNG SCIENTISTS SHOW THEIR STUFF**

Kern Students Share Experiments, Discoveries At County Science Fair

Excerpted from **THE BAKERSFIELD CALIFORNIAN, 4/23/97**, [quoting:]

“The effect of various growing media on asexual propagation of Thompson seedless grapes” might have been enough to turn back any scientifically challenged person from the Kern County Science Fair on Tuesday.
But the technical talk didn’t deter the swarms of parents, students and judges who filled the Bakersfield Convention Center and walked the long aisles lined with experiments.

Standard Middle School eighth-grader Tara Andersen lugged in a 5-foot-tall wood display with the help of another student and propped it on a table before setting out her dead and dying plants.

The young scientist explained, in language filled with jargon, how she discovered the negative effects of magnets on water.

“I was very shocked. I really didn’t know how it would come out,” she said.

Andersen discovered that magnets increase iron in water to levels that will kill plants. The magnets also change the polarity (compass-needle direction) in water even after the magnet is removed.

Experiments on 16 plants showed that those watered with magnet-fortified water died, as did aquatic plants when they were submerged in water with magnets. The control plants (those not in the experiment) remained unchanged.

Andersen said it’s a concern for people because magnetized water is sometimes sold in stores. [End quoting]

Also, many ads are advertising magnets to put on your water pipes at home.

I admire the students for their work, but magnets have many properties for good when used correctly, even for health.

Magnets have two poles (a north and a south). One pole, when placed on a portion of your body, can help heal it; while the other pole, when placed against the body, can damage it. So study well what you are going to do with a magnet before you use it.

SENIOR STUDENTS TORTURE CHICKENS

From the INTERNET, <www.artbell.com>, 4/97, [quoting:]

Prank. Seniors at Horizon High School took part in a prank involving 50 live chickens. The chickens were kicked like footballs, had their wings torn off or were just run over by cars. This was done with the permission of the school administration and local police. Art says, “Why would they do this?” [End quoting]

This is what your taxes are used for—to train your children to be TERRORISTS. WAKE UP, parents, and know what your schools are doing to your children.

REPORT: PEOPLE LIE
200 TIMES EVERY DAY
LONDON—People tell a lie every eight minutes, making a total of 200 a day on average, it was reported here Sunday.

A study of 20 people fitted with microphones at the University of Southern California found the worst liars were those who had the most social contact or who were forced to make demands on people, such as getting information, according to The Sunday Telegraph.

Shop assistants, doctors’ receptionists, politicians, journalists, lawyers, sales representative and psychologists all fell into this last category, the study showed.

“Often what we are talking about are very small lies, but they are lies nonetheless,” said psychologist Gerald Jellison who conducted the research.

“A typical comment would be ‘I hate to bother you’ when they really don’t give a damn. They might blame the traffic for being late when they didn’t make the effort to be on time,” Jellison said.

Jellison approved of lying, however, saying it is crucial to the functioning of normal society.

“Society would be terrible if people started telling the truth. Anyone who did would be a subversive.” [End quoting]

How’s this for propaganda by the Elite? Makes you overlook all of their lies??

BAR ASSOCIATION FINDS COMPETITION

From SPOTLIGHT, April 7, 1997, [quoting:]

The ABA’s monopoly control of the legal field is being challenged by an ambitious group of patriots fed up with the ABA’s leftist antics.

Exclusive to The Spotlight

By James P. Tucker Jr.

The once-powerful American Bar Association (ABA), which has evolved into a left-wing propaganda establishment, has lost much of its punch. For example:

* More than half of America’s lawyers now shun the ABA because of its leftward lurch; and

* Orrin Hatch (R-Utah), chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, said the Senate will no longer consider the ABA’s “evaluation” of federal court nominees, giving low marks to those deemed “too conservative”.

100
Also, a rival group has been organized to counter the ABA’s left-wing propaganda: the United States Bar Association (USBA) which can be reached at P.O. Box 614, Genoa, Nevada 89411.

“The primary mission of the USBA is to promote HR 3039, legislation that would eradicate abusive taxation,” said John L. Kegg II, vice chairman. “If there is any taxation, we believe that it should conform to the constitutional limitations—indirect taxation.”

Introduced by Rep. Bill Archer (R-Texas), chairman of the tax-writing Ways and Means Committee, HR 3039 would eliminate the federal income tax, replacing it with a national sales tax.

Other goals of the USBA include limiting the power of government, protecting individual liberties, regaining absolute property rights and repealing the 16th and 17th Amendments to the Constitution.

The 16th Amendment provided for the federal income tax. The 17th Amendment provided for the direct election of senators instead of their being chosen by state legislatures.

Long-range goals include restricting the federal government’s role in education, prohibiting the government from “subsidizing foreign political affairs”, requiring the government to release its ownership of lands to individuals and only maintain national parks.

The USBA is soliciting paralegal groups and educational associations to help with its crusade. Members must have law degrees but certified paralegals and legal assistants can join as associate members and others can participate as “Friends of the Bar”.

“Currently, the abusive collection system of taxation is considered to be the single greatest threat to freedom, and we believe the bulk of our intellectual and financial might should counter it,” Kegg said.

After the income tax is abolished, Kegg said, the USBA will turn its focus toward the other goals.

Is this some more “divide and conquer”? I question anything being done by a group of present day attorneys attempting to change the system without putting in a whole new crew of judges.

MOBILE PHONES
AS TRACKING DEVICES

From NEXUS, April-May, 1997,[quoting:]
This issue has since made the news in Australia, when New South Wales Privacy Commission chairman Chris Puplick claimed that telephone companies’ ability to track customers through their mobile phones was open to abuse under current privacy laws. He also claimed that telecommunications companies (or computer hackers) could keep tabs on mobile phone users via a signal emitted every 30 minutes from their phones, as long as the phone was turned on.

A Telstra spokesman confirmed that mobile phones send a signal to the nearest cell station every half hour, allowing phone companies to determine the location of a customer to the nearest ground cell base. The signal was sent regardless of whether a call was being made, the spokesman said.

According to the *Sydney Morning Herald*, police have been using mobile phone records, kept by Telstra and Optus for billing purposes, to check the alibis of murder suspects and to establish whom drug dealers are calling.

Both Telstra and Optus have confirmed that they keep these records—which give the date, time, cell area from which a call is made, and its destination—for seven years.  [End quoting]

**Big brother knows!!**

**JANET RENO IS NOT A U.S. CITIZEN**

Excerpted from *Life Resources*, April 14, 1997, [quoting:]

Please see below for full details. This is NOT a gimmick, nor is it a STRETCH; rather, it is the LAW!

**INTERPOL, The Attorney General:**

What your government doesn’t want you to know.

Most people who watch TV imagine Interpol as a worldwide police force whose agents travel the world in trench-coats in pursuit of international criminals. Popular television programs in the 1970s and 1980s such as *Man From U.N.C.L.E.*, *Get Smart* and *Mission Impossible* offered the American people a small glimpse into the world of the “secret agent”. Today the mention of the word “INTERPOL” tends to conjure up visions of swat teams and commando raids. Americans have always had a love affair with great spy novels and foreign intrigue.

In reality, Interpol has no police force of its own. Interpol serves to provide the coordination and communication channels that the police of its 154 member nations use to make requested criminal investigations. Interpol is an international law enforcement agency acting through the U.S. National Central Bureau. The National Bureau, under control of the Secretary of Treasury, controls the Dept. of Treasury, along with B.A.T.F., Customs, I.R.S. and Secret Service. It also controls the
Interpol’s U.S. National Central Bureau operates from Treasury Department facilities. Interpol is a private organization that operates with all the privileges of a U.S. Federal agency. The United States accepted membership to Interpol in 1938. The office of the Attorney General is the designated office of responsibility for INTERPOL in the United States. The Attorney General is authorized to accept and maintain membership in INTERPOL, and to designate any departments and agencies which may participate in the U.S. representation with that organization.

Article 21 of the Interpol Constitution states:

“In the exercise of their duties, all members of the Executive Committee shall conduct themselves as representatives of the Organization and not as representatives of their respective countries.”

Article 30 of the Interpol Constitution states:

“In the exercise of their duties, the Secretary General and the staff shall neither solicit nor accept instructions from any government or authority outside the Organization. They shall abstain from any action which might be prejudicial to their international task.”

In order to accommodate these Interpol requirements, federal legislation was enacted:

Title 8, USC: Sec. 1481.

Loss of nationality by native-born or naturalized citizen; voluntary action; burden of proof; presumptions:

(a) A person who is a national of the United States whether by birth or naturalization, shall lose his nationality by voluntarily performing any of the following acts with the intention of relinquishing United States nationality.

(1) Obtaining naturalization in a foreign state upon his own application or upon an application filed by a duly authorized agent, after having attained the age of eighteen years; or

(2) taking an oath or making an affirmation or other formal declaration of allegiance to a foreign state or a political subdivision thereof.

Title 8, USC: Sec. 1103. Powers and duties, [quoting:]

(a) Attorney General

The Attorney General shall be charged with the administration and enforcement of this chapter and all other laws relating to the immigration and naturalization of aliens, except insofar as this chapter
or such laws relate to the powers, functions, and duties conferred upon the President, the Secretary of State, the officers of the Department of State, or diplomatic or consular officers:

Provided, however, that determination and ruling by the Attorney General with respect to all questions of law shall be controlling. He shall have control, direction, and supervision of all employees and of all the files and records of the Service. He shall establish such regulations; prescribe such forms of bond, reports, entries, and other papers; issue such instructions; and perform such other acts as he deems necessary for carrying out his authority under the provisions of this chapter. He may require or authorize any employee of the Service or the Department of Justice to perform or exercise any of the powers, privileges, or duties conferred or imposed by this chapter or regulations issued thereunder upon any other employee of the Service. He shall have the power and duty to control and guard the boundaries and borders of the United States against the illegal entry of aliens and shall, in his discretion, appoint for that purpose such number of employees of the Service as to him shall appear necessary and proper. He is authorized to confer or impose upon any employee of the United States, with the consent of the head of the Department or other independent establishment under whose jurisdiction the employee is serving, any of the powers, privileges, or duties conferred or imposed by this chapter or regulations issued thereunder upon officers or employees of the Service. He may, with the concurrence of the Secretary of State, establish officers of the Service in foreign countries; and, after consultation with the Secretary of State, he may, whenever in his judgment such action that may be necessary to accomplish the purposes of this chapter, detail employees of the Service for duty in foreign countries. [End quoting of Title 8.]

The United Nations, the General Secretariat, and U. S. Treasury officials refer to INTERPOL as intergovernmental. Others call it a private or nongovernmental organization [a private police force] [emphasis mine]. Many perceive it in the mold of the United Nations. INTERPOL’s status is important to its ability to elicit cooperation among its members, compliance with its rules and regulations, and recognition. U.S. Treasury officials emphasize that INTERPOL is intergovernmental. [End quoting]

How much more proof do we need that we are governed by goon squads? THIS IS TREASON!!

CAMERAS MAY BE INSTALLED IN
NEW YORK ALARM BOXES

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 7/20/97, [quoting:]

Smile when you walk past that fire alarm box. It might have eyes. The New York Fire Department is looking for a contractor to install and maintain 100 new alarm boxes on street corners, with a possibility of 900 more, and the invitation for bids says some of the boxes will have cameras, either hidden inside or concealed nearby. The program is aimed at catching people who turn in false alarms that tie up firefighters, and the cameras will go in neighborhoods with the highest numbers of bogus reports. [End quoting]

Any doubts in your minds that is all they’ll be used for?

EPA PROPERTYGrab
GETTING CLOSER TO HOME

Excerpted from a FAX, 4/97, [quoting:]

A resolution was introduced into the House of Representatives on September 26, 1996 by Rep. Charles Schumer (D-9th-NY). The bill number is HR4218. This bill is believed to be concerned about the Environmental crimes and Enforcement Act which President Clinton mentioned in a campaign speech while in Michigan.

In part, if you change your car’s oil in your back yard, the EPA would have the power to confiscate your property if you happen to spill some drain oil on the ground [emphasis mine]. This contaminates your property and therefore gives the EPA the power to take your property from you and I would imagine if you still have an outstanding mortgage on your property, you would have to pay it off. This, people, is AMERICA? the land of the brave and home of the free? A government of the people, by the people and for the people? THINK!

If anyone should like a copy of the 43-page breakdown, call your Congressman and ask for a copy—it’s free. If I were to make up copies and mail them out the cost would be about $6.00 for copies and postage.

Posted for Gerald M. Mueller, 1618 North 7th Street, Sheboygan, WI 53081, Fax 414-457-8977. E-mail address <nssc@vulcan.inlink.com> [End quoting]

They’re working overtime to come up with new ideas to steal your property by making you guilty of a crime for even the smallest errors of judgment. Haven’t we had enough, yet??

SOCIALISM

From THE LAW, Frederic Bastiat, 1850, [quoting:]

You would use the law to oppose socialism? But it is the law that socialism itself relies on! Socialists desire to practice legal plunder, not illegal plunder. Socialists, like all other monopolists, desire to make the law their weapon. And once the law is on the side of socialism, how can it be used against socialism? [End quoting]

We have to pay for being deaf to the wise ones of our history.

ODE TO JOY IN OKLAHOMA CITY

by Dr. Al

On the news, I heard an announcement that a church in Oklahoma City was having a memorial service on April 19th for the dead from the bombing of the federal building and they were playing the music from Beethoven’s 9th Symphony (chorale portion) Ode To Joy.
The thought went through my mind that this is what you might call the Elite thumbing their noses at the innocent attendees. I read, several years back, that this is the music for the theme song of the New World Order. Isn’t this interesting?

**ENDEARING WORDS**

From GUIDEPOSTS, P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY 10512, [quoting:]

It had been a tough time for the savings and loan where I was the vice president and branch administrator. Nonetheless, I was surprised when my supervisor announced, “We cannot give you a bonus or a raise this year. Your performance does not meet expectations.” The news was devastating.

All along in my career I had always been rated “above average” or “excellent”.

For two consecutive years I had received awards as one of the top branch managers in the state. But the savings and loan industry was suffering from a series of debilitating setbacks, deposits were slipping, and I felt I was being unfairly blamed for a situation I couldn’t control.

I thought of all the improvements I had made, the sales and customer-service programs I had put in place, the better conditions I had made for the employees, the new products I had created and the hours I had dedicated. I felt as if my world were crashing down. *How will I cope?*

After a sleepless night I dragged myself out of bed and picked up my *Bible*. *Lord*, I prayed, *I need guidance.* The first verse I read said, “The sovereign Lord is my strength; he makes my feet like the feet of a deer.” (*Habakkuk 3:19, New International Version*). *The feet of a deer?* I wondered. *What does that mean?*

Shrugging, I closed my *Bible* and went outside to collect the morning paper. There I saw the headline: “Deer Are Amazing Animals.” *Sinking down in the sofa, I read the story about a deer that had ventured onto a busy road and was able to dart in and out of traffic untouched. With its “amazing feet” it leapt over a car and disappeared into safety.*

Suddenly it became clear to me: God made my feet like a deer’s. He would help me navigate my problems and steer around obstacles until I found safety. And indeed, within the next few months, I continued to work to the best of my ability. I finally left that job and found a position with a brokerage firm where I have been challenged and my responsibilities have grown, as I continue my own leaps of faith forward—on the feet of a deer. —Candace Rey, Stoney Creek, North Carolina

God gives us answers many times in what we consider strange ways. Keep your eyes and ears open and you might recognize yours.

[End quoting]
So many of you, when we converse, ask me, “What happened to our Country; when did we become the most hated nation on the globe, and how did it happen, and when did it begin?” Up to yesterday I could give you none of the answers to your questions. Yesterday changed things. I was once again reminded of a man called Peter Marshall.

Many of you are not old enough to remember Peter Marshall. Peter Marshall was a man who knew God. Peter Marshall and his prayers before the U.S. Senate, in our U.S. House of Representatives and in our national church in Washington, District of Columbia, have remained unparalleled as the strength and conviction of a man who knew Christ was there, and Peter Marshall was somehow able to transmit that knowing and knowledge to the waiting congregation of presidents, congressmen, and senators of the United States, who bowed before him. Peter Marshall’s prayers before these personages of our nation and in our great halls of government evidenced great concern for the basic virtues of honesty, integrity, morals, ethics, and love for and of God and nation. When Peter Marshall spoke to God, he spoke to Him in a language whose strength and simplicity breathed an air of complete reality. But in speaking to Him, Peter Marshall spoke to the deepest needs of his listeners. Peter Marshall was a man of God, with intimate, never-ending faith in God, and who has few equals in our upholding and maintaining of our compact with the Sovereign Almighty of the Universe, whereupon the objective was: “One nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.” This is the true objective of the Union of Republics of the United States.

This man called Peter, by and through his intimate knowledge and unwavering faith in the Lord God Almighty, the Sovereign of the Universe, set examples for presidents, congressmen and senators. And Peter Marshall’s undying, unselfish, open honesty, integrity and exampling of good morals and ethics, and his love of God, washed over our U.S. Houses, and the offices of the Executive and Judiciary like a tidal wave. No God-fearing, self respecting elected representative of the Offices of Public Trust of the people would openly set a bad example, which would or could be addressed by Peter Marshall to their peers of the three branches of our U.S. Government. Sadly, Peter Marshall died suddenly of a heart attack at a very early age, while in the service of God and country. There has never been another man such as Peter Marshall to direct our three branches of Government of the U.S. Thusly, our leaders have lost sight of the objective: “One nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.”

In the remembering of Peter Marshall, and his openly declared and practiced love of God and country, I began looking inward. I began to ask myself those very same questions which were being asked of me. Then, suddenly, it was remembered by me the last time I personally went to Sunday
services, and why I never returned. The last time my attendance to Sunday worship occurred was in 1982. During that experience, commercialism, money, driveways, roofs, and the treasury of the church were the agenda. Not a single time, did I hear the teachings of our Lord God, by those alleged ministers of God. This, to me, is an example as to how far wrong our religious leaders have gone—and, sadly, they have taken our children and grandchildren with them on this monetary pathway whereupon ourselves, our children, and our grandchildren have not been sufficiently nourished with the milk of human kindness and the love of God and country. The shepherds have led their flocks astray, and into danger of loss of spirit and soul, including and not excluding the allowance of kicking God out of the hearts and minds of our nation. A nation without a Godhead (especially under a compact with God— the Mayflower Compact), cannot and will not survive.

We, as a nation, have broken our compact with God. And since the U.S. Government and our state governments have kicked God out of the nation, our nation has suffered greatly and shall suffer more and more until that compact is reaffirmed. Since the compact was broken, drugs are rampant, morals are nonexistent, ethics, honesty and integrity are unheard of, and we, as a nation, and as a nation of people have become despised, hated and called the “great whore nation”. Also, we, as a nation, represented by corrupt leadership, have nearly lost our nation to foreign powers residing on our land and occupying our strategic air and naval bases.

To all of this, the man called Peter Marshall would have said:

“Lord, teach us to pray. Some of us are not skilled in the art of prayers. As we draw near to Thee in thought, our spirits long for Thy Spirit, and reach out for Thee, longing to feel Thee near. We know not how to express the deepest emotions that lie hidden in our hearts.

“In these moments, we have no polished phrases with which to impress one another, no finely molded, delicately-tuned clauses to represent to Thee. Nor, would we be confined to conventional petitions and repeat our prayers like the unwinding of a much-exposed film. We know, our Father, that we are praying most when we are saying least. We know that we are closest to Thee when we have left behind the things that have held us captive so long.

“We would not be ignorant in prayer and, like children, make want lists for Thee. Rather, we pray that Thou wilt give unto us only what we really need. We would not make our prayers the importuning of Thee, an omnipotent God, to do what we want Thee to do. Rather, give us the vision, the courage, that shall enlarge our horizons and stretch our faith to the adventure of seeking Thy loving Will for our lives. Lord, we pray in earnest with sincere and pure desire in our hearts and minds, and beseech Thee to assist us in returning us, and our nation, back onto the pathway of your lighted way, in order that we, as a nation of people, may once again restore our nation, our nation’s sovereignty and our original intent of ‘one nation, under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all’, according to our original pledge to You.

“We thank Thee that Thou art hearing us even now. We thank Thee for the grace of prayer. We thank Thee for Thyself. Thy Will be done. Amen.”

Yes, this is believed by me to be what would have been said and prayed by Peter Marshall on the floors of both Houses of the United States, and in our national church, which ministers our presi-
dents and their families, also. Sadly, there are no Peter Marshalls left to minister our leaders.

“My” religious beliefs have, throughout my entire lifetime, been exactly that, my religious beliefs, and my own debts and engagements with the Great, Sovereign Almighty of the Universe. I, personally, walk by faith, not by sight. My faith will never waiver as I walk His lighted path. I also have a contract with God. My contracted agreement is: Do everything I can do, by and through the usage of my God-given knowledge, to restore a constitutional government to the people of the United States. And I wholeheartedly pray that I never mislead or misinform you, or lead you astray. God bless America.

V.K. Durham
CHAPTER 12

A GRAND SUPERCYCLE CRASH?

WATCH KOREA FOR
THE MOSCOW-BEIJING DECOY ATTACK
Dr. Al Overholt  5/10/97

Editor’s note: The following is actually a “News Desk Special” report which we moved to the Front Page due to the merits of the information. Besides his usual duties going through piles and piles of news clippings sent in by you wonderful readers, and keeping an eye on the print and broadcast media outlets locally, Dr. Al Overholt has added the domain of the Internet. He scans that regularly, too, for those gems which deserve wider recognition. The following is one such topic we all need to watch closely.

From the INTERNET, 5/5/97, by J. Adams, [quoting:]

What are the consequences of Western greed? Well, the consequences are probably what Western society least expects at the current time since investors and people in general are almost completely self-deceived. This, after all, is what a Grand Supercycle peak in stock prices represents: completely irrational collective expectations where Western greed is most concentrated, i.e., Wall Street.

Unfortunately, however, a likely consequence of Western greed is that other countries around the world that may be deemed relative have-nots are going to become thoroughly xxxxxx-off over the years and decades and eventually build-up the means and find the most strategic way to wipe the wealthy nations off the face of the Earth. In other words, somewhere down the road the West will fall victim to a collective explosion of anger against iniquity by the have-nots against the haves. So now, when we may be facing a Grand Supercycle crash, there is reason to believe that the Cold War “of old” between the Communism of the East and Capitalism of the West is going to unexpectedly erupt into a Hot War of global destruction.

FROM WHERE MIGHT THIS EXPLOSION IGNITE?

I’m admittedly unsure on this point, but one possibility on top of the threat of a global war starting in the Middle East is war starting in the Far East—i.e., on the divided Korean Peninsula where the final battle line between Communism and Capitalism, East and West, is believed to be drawn between Communist North Korea and Capitalist South Korea. Furthermore, this has become a symbolic focal point of the division between the haves and the have-nots, the rich and the poor, the well-fed and the hungry.

As I have mentioned before, there is reason to believe Moscow would want Korea ignited prior to or at the time of having a war unleashed in the Middle East since this will divert a sizable portion of U.S. military might into the Far East so that Washington will be unable to come to
the defense of the Jewish homeland of Israel [emphasis mine].

Furthermore, given Moscow’s recent “public” befriending of China with the recent agreement signed between Moscow and Beijing, it appears the stage has been set for application of the “One Clenched Fist” strategy in which the deceptive split between Russia and China (see the work of Anatoliy Golitsyn) would end so that the two powers could come together for a sudden, overwhelming military onslaught against the West at the appropriate time. This time appears now to be at hand.

Accordingly, war between East and West might now erupt and a potential trigger-point for this is the Korean Peninsula where North Korea is putting finishing touches on its preparations for an attack.

First off, with the recent strategic, misleading defection of the top North Korean official, Hwang Jang-Yop, North Korea has infused alarming, seemingly credible intelligence (i.e., possible strategic disinformation) to South Korea that has created uncertainty in South Korea, Japan and the U.S. about the military capabilities of North Korea—particularly in terms of striking South Korea and Japan with nuclear and chemical weapons. In this way, Japan and other regional U.S. allies may be hesitant and/or unwilling to help the U.S. in repulsing a North Korean overrun of South Korea, and the U.S. may be hesitant or unwilling to use tactical nuclear weapons in response to a successful North Korean invasion. Secondly, in recent weeks, U.S. satellites have noted that black-outs are spreading across North Korea seemingly because of low fuel supplies for generating electricity.

However, this is also a useful cover for the black-out of the North Korean countryside that will likely be necessary at the time the North executes its invasion plans.

WHAT NORTH KOREA'S UP TO!

From the INTERNET, by J. Adams, 2/18/97, [quoting:]
Recent news articles raise some interesting questions about the newest North Korean defection crisis:

1. Given that the defector Hwang Chang-yop developed the North Korean philosophy of “Juche”, or self-reliance, why was he sent on a mission to elicit help, particularly in the form of food-aid, from Japan—a country considered by North Koreans to be an ultimate imperialist enemy?

2. Why didn’t Hwang defect in Japan—where he was for a couple of weeks prior to stopping by China—instead of Beijing, since China is closely allied with Pyongyang and could send him back to North Korea?

3. If Hwang was closely surrounded by North Korean agents in Japan to stop him from defecting, why was he able to casually jump into a taxi in Beijing and drive to the South Korean embassy? And if the North Korean leadership was aware Hwang Chang-yop might defect, why did they send him on a trip to Japan and China where he could seek political asylum and thereby create a dangerous political crisis in Pyongyang?
4. If Hwang knows there are tens of thousands of N. Korean agents in South Korea that had infiltrated the South Korean political, military and intelligence establishments to a high level, why did he reveal his intent to defect to South Korean contacts for upwards of a year before actually attempting to defect? Wouldn’t he realize he was jeopardizing his chances of success or of even receiving an opportunity to defect?

5. Is it a coincidence that the newest Korean defection crisis is occurring at the time of the most important North Korean holiday—i.e., the birthday of Kim Jong-II, and at a time that Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping appears to be on his death-bed?

6. What were Hwang’s meetings with Vladimir Zhirinovsky in 1994 and the Central Committee of the Soviet Union under Gorbachev in 1987 all about?

SO WHAT IS NORTH KOREA UP TO?

Clearly the defection of the North Korean Communist leader Hwang Chang-yop makes little sense. Indeed, there is reason to believe that, in reality, Hwang Chang-yop, the Communist leader who developed the North Korean philosophy of Juche that emphasizes complete obedience of North Korea’s leader, is defecting because he is obeying the orders of his “Dear Leader” Kim Jong-II. The circumstances surrounding the defection suggest the defection is being staged (and rather sloppily at that), i.e., this top Communist official is attempting to defect to South Korea as part of some sort of North Korean plan.

AND WHAT IS PYONGYANG’S PLAN?

As I have long been warning, North Korea is preparing for a massive invasion of South Korea. Final preparations may have been completed during the past couple of months. If so, then the North might be planning to attack the South before spring thaw since right now rivers and rice paddies along the DMZ are frozen such that North Korean tanks and tracked vehicles can maneuver off roads and thereby most easily roll into South Korea (see “Weather Factors” in the 1994 U.S. News and World Report article “The Most Dangerous Place On Earth”, 6/20/94).

“USA TO PONDER N. KOREAN DEFECTOR’S NUCLEAR RIDDLE”

From the INTERNET, by Barbara Starr, 4/30/97, [quoting:]

It is “unclear” how much of the military information on North Korea offered by defector Hwang Jang-yop is “hearsay” and how much is based on direct knowledge, according to Kurt Campbell, US deputy assistant secretary of defense for Asia and Pacific affairs. The USA hopes to begin talking to Hwang shortly, specifically to evaluate his view that North Korea still considers the “war option” as a viable strategy. The USA is also interested in verifying his statement that North Korea holds enough fissile material to construct a nuclear weapon.

The USA believes statements attributed to Hwang are genuine. However, the question remains
how much of the knowledge is first hand. Campbell also noted that North Korea has stored large
amounts of chemical weapons close to the demilitarized zone along with its long-standing inven-
tory of artillery pieces, mortars and rocket launchers.

Although the economic crisis in North Korea continues to affect certain military tasks such as pilot
training, Campbell said that the forward-based weaponry can be readily fired against the South at
any time. He further acknowledged that much of the artillery and weaponry is in tunnels or buried
for survivability.

There is “nothing we can do if North Korea wanted to roll out artillery and fire on Seoul,” Campbell
said. However, US officials do not believe any attack is imminent.

Campbell said that North Korean exercises in February and March were in fact “not very effective
militarily” and “very expensive” for the cash-strapped nation, but nonetheless indicate the contin-
ued government support for the military.

The ability of US troops in South Korea to detect and cope with a chemical warfare attack “could be
improved”, Campbell added. US forces are currently testing a variety of detector technologies that
could be placed at key ports and airfields in South Korea.

“KOREAN DEFECTOR’S CLAIMS DUBIOUS”

From the INTERNET, by Foster, 4/28/97, [quoting:]  
That North Korean bigwig who defected to South Korea a few days ago may not be the “crazy man”
his former colleagues say he is. But some of the frightening things he has said and written seem a
little extreme and ought to be treated with a fair amount of skepticism.

Among other scary things, he said North Korea possesses nuclear weapons and would not hesitate
to use them to turn South Korea and Japan into a “sea of fire”. So mighty is North Korea, he said,
that it can even “reduce the United States and Japan to ashes”.

The warning generated a lot of attention partly because the defector, Hwang Jang Yop, was his
country’s top ideologue. In February, he sought political asylum in South Korea’s consulate in
Beijing. He finally made it to South Korea last weekend, where some of his warnings were made
public.

There is little doubt that, at least until fairly recently, North Korea wanted the world to believe it
was acquiring a nuclear arsenal. In 1994, it signed an agreement that promised to end its nuclear
program, but U.S. intelligence officials have said they think North Korea collected enough pluto-
nium for one or two bombs.

Maybe that estimate is too low. At the same time, asylum-seekers want soft landings when they
defect, which means they tend to say things their hosts want to hear. Also, they usually harbor
grudges against their former comrades. They are, after all, defectors.
But even if North Korea is the menace that Hwang says it is, it is also desperately poor. Earlier this month, after a four-day tour of North Korea, Rep. Tony Hall (D-Ohio) reported that he was “stunned” to find people in rural areas trying to subsist on a diet of five ounces of rice a day, plus grass, weeds and tree bark.

Wars are notoriously costly things to wage, and a nation on the verge of starvation is not apt to start a war that it could not pay for or launch an attack that would inevitably invite devastating reprisals. North Korea’s rulers may be fanatics, but that does not mean they are suicidal.

Hwang was the philosophical mastermind of the cruel, crude system that has beggared and tyrannized the people of North Korea. Maybe that’s just another reason to be wary of the extraordinary things he is now saying.

His track record isn’t any better than the record of the regime he helped to build and from which he has decided to flee.

“N. KOREA WARNS HWANG’S DEFECTION COULD SPARK WAR”

From the INTERNET, 4/29/97, [quoting:]

TOKYO, April 23 Kyodo North Korea on Wednesday blasted high-ranking defector Hwang Jang Yop as a “lunatic” and a “war criminal” and said South Korea’s act of bringing him to Seoul constituted “a declaration of war against the North”.

The Korean Central News Agency (KCNA), quoted a statement it said had been issued by the pro-North “the National Democratic Front of South Korea” as saying the 74-year-old defector’s arrival in Seoul on Sunday could undermine peace and stability on the Korean Peninsula. “It is, in actuality, a forestalling attack and a declaration of war against the North. If one side fires, the other side is bound to retaliate and the crossfire will inevitably lead to igniting a war,” the statement said.

South Korean authorities said they are not aware of the pro-North Korean group’s existence.

The KCNA report, monitored in Tokyo, is the first comment from Pyongyang’s official media on Hwang’s arrival in Seoul 68 days after he sought asylum at the South Korean diplomatic mission in Beijing.

Hwang, who was the chief ideologue of the state philosophy “juche” or self-reliance, is the first member of the North Korean leadership ever to defect to South Korea.

In his arrival statement, he painted a bleak picture of North Korea as a country without hope whose efforts to build a socialist paradise left it a “beggar”.

In return, the KCNA statement heaped abuse on the defector, variously calling him a “traitor”, “a
common enemy of the North and South Korean people”, and “a crazy man sick with paranoia, eccentricity and mental derangement”.

“To our people, his worth is less than a dog’s,” it said.

In what appeared to be a thinly veiled threat against Hwang’s life, it said, “If Hwang, an uninvited guest and a spark of confrontation and war with the North, is left alone, our people will soon suffer a holocaust of war.”

**“EVEN STARVED, NORTH KOREA DANGEROUS”**

From the INTERNET, by Paul Greenberg, 4/28/97, [quoting:]

It sounds like something out of a sci-fi horror comic book, or maybe just the history of the 20th century: A defector from another starving totalitarian regime says its leaders wouldn’t hesitate to reduce its neighbors to a “sea of fire”.

Hwang Jang Yop, formerly of Pyongyang, North Korea, may have had his own reasons for sneaking out of the country he helped shape as chief ideologue and tutor to the next tyrant. He may have his own reasons now for echoing South Korea’s official line and worst fears. He makes the North’s strategy sound grotesque, irrational, paranoiac...but that is a fairly accurate description of North Korea’s insulated, isolated, quite mad leadership.

Talk about criminal fantasies: “North Korea is capable of scorching South Korea with nuclear weapons, chemical weapons and rockets,” this highest ranking of defectors warns. “North Korea believes that if there were a war, it would certainly win, and if the United States intervenes, it can reduce the United States and Japan to ashes.”

Well, the West can’t say it wasn’t warned. Washington may yet rue the day or night that it didn’t take out North Korea’s nuclear capacity in a surgical strike—the way the Israelis destroyed Saddam Hussein’s nuclear plant and threat in 1981.

At the time, this country joined the world in condemning Israel’s raid on that reactor at Baghdad, only to have to do the job again a decade later on a much grander scale, once Iraq’s ruler had shown his hand in Kuwait. (Nor is Saddam Hussein finished even now, or the world with him.)

Now it is Pyongyang that may be harboring delusions of grandeur—and horror. Month after month, year after year, Washington has chosen to placate, rather than confront North Korea.

Practicing a kind of diplomacy not always distinguishable from bribery, the United States has offered North Korea’s rabid regime food, nuclear power, alternate fuel sources, a soft word and just about anything else—if only it will keep its latest word not to develop nuclear weapons.

In an earlier time, this kind of diplomacy was called by a different name—appeasement—but the results could prove just as much of a failure this time around.
Totalitarian powers that agree to freeze their nukes can thaw them in a hurry. And without any compunctions. What’s more, the smaller the power, the greater its apocalyptic ambitions. When the full story of the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1963 came to light, it became clear that Fidel Castro had been dying to get his trigger finger on the Soviets’ nuclear arsenal.

IF HE HAD succeeded, a lot of others would have died with him. North Korea’s own Ultimate Leader, Kim Jong Il, represents the same kind of ever clearer and more present danger to the peace of the planet. There is no longer a Soviet Union, but that evil empire has left a legacy of sawdust Stalins.

Much as Americans would like to slide back into our usual isolationist coma, the world is still a dangerous place. Lest we forget, there’s still a Cold War in Asia. And however cozy its connections with the Clinton-Gore campaign/administration, Red China remains Red, and North Korea is even Redder. For Beijing, it must be like having a crazy nephew in the attic—playing with nukes.

Why would any country whose subjects have been reduced to eating tree bark entertain such illusions? This isn’t strategy; it’s Grand Guignol. It’s the Theater of the Absurd with nukes.

It is, in short, the diplomatic and military history of the 20th century. Suppose a high-ranking defector from North Korea had warned the world in early 1950 that Pyongyang was about to invade the South with everything it had? Would oh-so-respectable opinion have given him any credence—before June 25, 1950?

The surest way to repeat the past is to forget it. The reason George Santayana’s maxim to that effect is endlessly repeated is because it remains so relevant.

AND REPEATING THE PAST COLLECTIVE MISTAKES OF HISTORY IS PRECISELY WHAT CAUSES GRAND SUPERCYCLE CRASHES, I.E., THE GREAT MISTAKES OF HISTORY HAPPENING OVER AND OVER AGAIN, BECAUSE MAN, IN HIS IRRATIONAL GREED, FAILS TO LEARN FROM HIS PAST MISTAKES...

“RUSSIA AND CHINA AGREE: WASHINGTON IS TOO BOSSY”

From the INTERNET, by Lee Hockstader, 4/24/97, [quoting:] The presidents of Russia and China, symbolically thumbing their noses at the United States, signed a declaration Wednesday formally endorsing “a new multipolar world” that would counterbalance Washington’s global muscle.

But beyond pomp, ceremony and words of friendship at their Moscow meeting, there was little sign of what policies or actions Boris Yeltsin and Jiang Zemin planned to embrace that would advance the “new international order” they so gravely proclaimed.

Although both took pains not to mention the United States by name, their resentment of Washington’s
unrivaled clout permeated the Kremlin signing ceremony.

“Some are pulling the world toward a unipolar order,” said Mr. Yeltsin, who, when he last met with President Bill Clinton in Helsinki a month ago, appeared grumpy at a press conference afterward. “Someone wants to dictate order in the world. And we want a multipolar world.”

He added, “These poles constitute the foundation of a new world order.”

China is on record supporting Russia’s bitter opposition to the eastward expansion of NATO, the Western security alliance in which the United States plays the leading role. NATO is expected to announce in July that it will add members from the former Soviet-dominated Warsaw Pact, probably the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland.

In the past, mutual suspicions between Moscow and Beijing have run deep. In December, for example, Russia’s defense minister, Igor Rodionov, warned on the eve of a visit by Prime Minister Li Peng to Moscow that China remained a military threat to Russia.

Visiting China this month, though, Mr. Rodionov shifted gears. A member of his traveling delegation told the Interfax News Agency that not only did China no longer pose a threat, but also that “Russia can supply China with up-to-date arms and technology for their production without harm to its own security.”

For months, it has been reported that as part of their reconciliation, Moscow and Beijing planned troop reductions, perhaps of 15 percent to 20 percent, along the 8,000-kilometer (5,000-mile) border that once demarcated the Soviet Union and China. But the issue appeared clouded Wednesday. Citing an unnamed person, Interfax reported that the troops would remain where they were and that the two sides had merely ruled out any increase.

In a separate accord scheduled to be signed Thursday, Mr. Yeltsin, Mr. Jiang and the leaders of the former Soviet central Asian republics of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan will agree to inform each other about troop movements in the border region.

Mr. Yeltsin, who returned from a vacation to greet the Chinese leader on his five-day visit to Russia, said the occasion was “of enormous, possibly historic importance, as we are determining the fate of the 21st century”.

Mr. Jiang, who speaks some Russian, addressed the Russian Parliament with a similar message of friendship and “strategic partnership”.

“Let the powerful tree of friendship between our two peoples always be green,” he said.

The two leaders announced that a committee on “friendship, peace and development” would be set up to nurture the warming bilateral relationship.

The Russian side will be headed by Arkadi Volsky, who has close ties to top figures in Russia’s
crumbling military-industrial complex. The top Chinese representative will be Huang Izheng, vice chairman of the Chinese National People’s Congress Commission for Financial and Economic Issues.